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1

What is the recommendation?

1.1

It is recommended that Cabinet:
•
•
•

Approve the Climate Change Strategy as the Council’s recognised vision for
reaching net carbon neutral as a borough by 2030.
Agree that the Climate Change Action Plan be maintained as a living
document setting out the specific means by which carbon reduction will be
achieved.
Note the changes to the structure, which facilitates the establishment of a
centralised team to support the Council’s climate change response and
delivery of the Climate Change action plan.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver and how, and what
options have been considered?

2.1

On 26th March 2019 the Council declared a Climate Emergency and subsequently
stated its aim of achieving a carbon neutral borough by 2030. A Scrutiny Task &
Finish Group was established and work began on the production of a strategy
setting out the vision for reaching carbon neutrality by 2030.

2.2

Leading on from this, ‘Tackling Climate Change and Enhancing the Natural
Environment’ is now one of the agreed priorities of the Council within its Corporate
Plan and so the issue has been given significant emphasis and impetus. The Climate
Change Strategy therefore represents a cornerstone of the Council’s approach to
meeting the climate emergency, by articulating at a strategic level, the challenge that
is faced and the key areas of focus if net carbon neutrality is to be achieved.

2.3

Whilst the outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic did not halt progress, it drastically
impacted on the ability of the Council to move the production of a strategy forwards,
as there was inevitably a shift towards addressing the immediate and very real
dangers posed by the virus. However, work accelerated once again during the end
of the 2020 calendar year, enabling the feedback of the Scrutiny Task & Finish
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group to be sought early in 2021 and the strategy to be completed and submitted to
Cabinet for approval.
2.4

The Climate Change Strategy
Although climate change is a multi-faceted challenge, it is important to de-mystify
the approach to tackling it without diluting or over-simplifying the message. As such,
the strategy seeks to condense the approach to achieving net zero in the borough
into three primary objectives. This is intended to make the strategy readable and
meaningful:
1. A Cleaner, Greener Organisation
The Council must play a leadership role within the borough and key to doing so is
leading by example. The Council emits more than 9,200 tonnes of Co2 every year
and although good progress has been made, we must go further as an
organisation in order to play our part as a key community leader. Carbon reduction
and elimination must become an inherent aspect of all areas of Council work, from
the way services are delivered in our communities, to the way we develop
economic growth and prosperity, right through to the way we work in support of
the frontline.
2. Collective Responsibility
To achieve net zero in Redcar and Cleveland every resident, organisation,
business and visitor must contribute in some way. The Council cannot insist on
change, it must help grow awareness and understanding, develop partnerships
and support the action of others, as well as itself de-carbonising.
3. Contribution to the Bigger Picture
The science and technology around the issue of climate change is constantly
evolving. When we can play a role in enhancing knowledge, then we should do so
as part of our contribution to the bigger picture. This could mean the trialling of
technology, contribution to research projects or simply exchanging our
experiences of what works.

2.5

The Climate Change Action Plan
Underpinning the strategy is a Climate Change Action Plan. This is intended to be a
living document which will continuously evolve as science and technology, the
funding landscape and local engagement develops. In its current guise it sets out
forty actions covering a range of areas, which are intended to accelerate the move
to net carbon neutrality. Some of the actions detailed in the plan are in themselves
exploratory and will give rise to further additions following the completion of
feasibility work.

2.6

It is important to note that new legislative provisions are anticipated within the next
twelve months which may fundamentally affect the way in which both planning and
recycling services are delivered by the Council. It is intended that the Climate Action
Plan be updated once the relevant legislation is in place to ensure that actions and
activity are aligned with the national position; clearly it is crucial that the planning
system appropriately regulates development within the borough to ensure a
reduction in emissions and that the system in place for collecting refuse is designed
to maximise the levels of recycling.

2.7

One of the key actions over the coming months will be to make the actions within
the Action Plan more measurable, timebound and to allocate a budget to them. This
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requires feasibility work into each of the proposed action areas to be carried out to
determine the likely timescales, costs and Co2 reductions associated with them.
2.8

The action plan will continuously develop and update in conjunction with the
Members as feasibility work is carried out, the funding landscape becomes clearer
and partnerships are forged. This report seeks Cabinet agreement to this overall
approach rather than tacit approval of the action plan in its current draft.

2.9

Co-ordination of Work

2.10 As set out above, in order to be effective, carbon reduction and carbon neutrality must
become inherent in the mindset of the organisation, permeating everything the
Council does. Delivery of all three objectives within the strategy will require some coordination and the support of a centralised team comprising a range of resources,
under the direction of a strategic lead, who can facilitate the delivery of our Climate
Change strategy and evolving plan.
2.11 The Council’s officer lead on climate will be via an Assistant Director post, who is then
integral to the council’s senior management team and can ensure that climate
considerations are accounted for in our decision-making processes – It is envisaged
that this role and team will be operational from 1st April 2021.
2.12 The Energy Management Team will transfer to the Assistant Director – Climate
Change and be a directed resource for daily operational activities. Project
Management of the Climate Change projects will be facilitated and resourced
accordingly on a project-by-project basis.
3

Who has been consulted and engaged?
The Climate Change Task & Finish Panel has been involved in the development of
the Climate Change Strategy from the outset and latterly has provided extensive
feedback to enable the strategy being presented to Cabinet to be finalised.

4

What are the risks and resource implications?

Type of Risk/
Implication
Climate
Emergency
Impact

Details

Health and
Safety

The Climate Strategy and Action Plan do not have a specific impact
upon health and safety. Each carbon-reducing project area will be
assessed to ensure safety and compliance. Delivering the vision in
the Strategy will result in improved air quality and impact upon the
health of residents in the borough.

Social Value

The overall aim of the Climate Strategy is to deliver a cleaner, greener
borough, with net zero carbon outputs, improved air quality, greater
access to our countryside and greater sustainability for our residents.
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The Strategy provides the Council’s vision for achieving a net carbon
neutral borough and is therefore fundamental in responding to the
climate emergency. The Climate Action Plan is a living document
which articulates the way in which carbon reduction will be achieved.
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As per the Council’s procurement framework, social value will be
emphasised and projects to reduce carbon outputs will utilise locally
sourced materials and labour wherever possible.
Legal

There will be legal considerations associated with every carbonreducing project area. These will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

Financial

In line with the stated aims of the UK government, there is likely to be
extensive funding available for the national drive towards achieving
net zero carbon. As the costs of achieving carbon neutrality in Redcar
& Cleveland will be high, it will be important to access as much
external funding as possible to supplement pre-existing Council
budgets. As stated earlier in the report, the drive towards lower
carbon must be a fundamental component of the work within all
service areas and therefore existing Council budgets will naturally
support work in this area.

Human
Resources

As set out earlier in the report there are proposed changes to the
structure, to facilitate a centralised team to support the Council’s
climate change response and delivery of the Climate Change action
plan, as well as project staff allocated to specific project areas. This
will not have a detrimental impact upon staffing capacity.

Equality and
Diversity

Climate change is of global significance and the impacts of it are felt
universally. Addressing the onset of climate change is of benefit to our
community as a whole, whilst being particularly beneficial to those whose
health conditions mean that they are more susceptible to poor air quality and
other environmental factors.
The Climate Strategy articulates a vision. The specific impacts of delivering
the vision will be assessed on a project by project basis to prevent adverse
impacts in relation to equality.

Other (please
specify)
4.1

Equality analyses for Cabinet decisions are published alongside the reports in the
‘Cabinet and committee papers section’ of our website at https://www.redcarcleveland.gov.uk/Democracy/DecisionMaking/MeetingCabinet/Pages/cabinet-andcommittee-papers.aspx and should be read in conjunction with the
recommendations in the report.

5

Appendices and further information

5.1

Appendix 1 – Climate Change Strategy 2021-2030
Appendix 2 – Climate Change Action Plan 2021-2025

6

Contact Officer

6.1

Name: Chris Moon
Position: Service Lead – Business Development & Climate Change
Address: Redcar & Cleveland House, Kirkleatham Street, Redcar
TS10 1RT
Telephone: 07766994661
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Email: Christopher.moon@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

Climate Change
Strategy
2021 - 2030
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Foreword
The scientific research around climate change and global
warming is clear. The world must act urgently to reduce
carbon emissions and limit global temperature rise.
Without response, we will experience devastating
consequences both internationally and closer to home.
Climate Change is a universal and sustained problem
and our response must be up to the challenge.
We are the custodians of our children's future and the world they will inherit and as a local
authority, we play an important role in safeguarding our area for its future generations, by
acting decisively and acting now.
Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council has set an ambitious target for a carbon neutral borough
by 2030. Tackling Climate Change is a key priority for us. We've already reduced our CO2
emissions by 69% since 2014 and have subsequently halved our emissions from streetlighting
and introduced zero emissions vehicles into our fleet. However, the figures show that this must
be the beginning. Whilst the actions we have taken have made a real difference we must go
further if we are to achieve our ambitions.
This strategy sets out a vision for sustainable carbon neutrality across Redcar & Cleveland. The
science and associated technology around this topic are moving extremely quickly and we
must ensure that we adapt our approach in response, to ensure the best possible outcomes.

Louise Westbury
Cabinet Member for Climate Change & Environment

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Our Borough

Redcar and Cleveland is a borough with a strong industrial heritage and
ambitious plans to develop a bright future. It is also a borough with a rich
natural environment. On the edge of the North Yorkshire Moors National
Park, we have scenic coastlines, attractive, unspoilt countryside and a variety
of natural assets. The diversity and beauty of our natural environment must
be protected, enhanced and promoted so that our communities and future
generations can continue to enjoy it.
The borough’s urban environments are vital to

This strategy defines a vision for reducing

the health and well-being of local residents,

emissions with ultimate aim of a net zero

providing opportunities for social interaction

borough by 2030. It articulates the high

and recreation whilst also influencing air and

level priorities for the Council with regard to

water quality. There is an intrinsic link between

delivering environmental improvements and

the environment in which people live and

positive actions to achieve net zero. This will

their health. We are committed to improving

ultimately benefit everyone living and visiting

the quality of the environment in which our

our borough.

residents live for the benefit of their health
overall.
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The Climate Change
Emergency

Our climate is changing and it is now widely accepted that human activities
are causing climate change, the scale and pace of which is threatening the
future of the planet as a whole.
n In the UK all of the top 10 warmest years have occurred since 2002 and the period 2010 2019 was 0.3C warmer than the period 1981 - 2010 and 0.9C warmer than 1961-1990
n The decade 2010 – 2019 in the UK was on average 1% wetter than 1981 – 2010 and 5%

National Response

wetter than 1961 – 1990
(source State of the UK Climate 2019. RMetS Vol40 S1).

In 2008, and in response to international

In November 2020 the government released a

The rate of the global response is increasing and the international framework

agreements on climate change, the UK

Ten Point Plan for a Green Industrial Revolution.

for action is becoming stronger.

government introduced the Climate Change

The stated aim of this was to turn the UK

Act. This contained the world’s first legally

into the world’s number one centre for green

binding targets to reduce greenhouse gas

technology and finance. The approach set

emissions; at least 34% by 2020 and by 80%

out in this strategy aligns with the ten point

by 2050 against a 1990 baseline. In July 2019,

macro-level plan set out by the government,

the targets of the Climate Change Act were

most notably Driving the Growth of Low

amended to give a commitment to reducing

Carbon Hydrogen, Accelerating the Shift to

carbon emissions to net zero by 2050. The

Zero Emission Vehicles, Green Public Transport,

Prime Minister made a further commitment

Cycling and Walking, Greener Buildings,

in November 2020 to reduce UK carbon

Investing in Carbon Capture, Usage and Storage

emissions by 68% by 2030, representing an

and Protecting Our Natural Environment.

International Response
At the twenty first session of the Conference

limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above

of the Parties (COP21) to the United Nation

pre-industrial levels.” Limiting global average

Nations Framework Convention on Climate

temperature increases to 1.5°C will require

Change (UNFCC), national governments,

radical action by national governments, local

including the UK, agreed to strengthen the

organisations, businesses, communities and

global response to the threat of climate

individuals across the world; this means us.

change. This included a historic commitment

Subsequent COP sessions have furthered the

to “holding the increase in the global average

agenda and led to national recognition and

temperature to well below 2°C above

reaction to the identified challenge.

acceleration in the pace of change.

preindustrial levels and pursuing efforts to

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Redcar & Cleveland
Climate Emergency

The borough of Redcar and Cleveland currently emits approximately

*The main emissions areas for the borough as a whole can be summarised as:

2.6M tonnes of Co2 every year. Of these emissions, the Council
contributes around 9,200 tonnes. Around 85% of overall emissions
within the borough come from industry and commerce, predominantly
the large industrial installations we have at the Wilton International site
and Teesport areas.
The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change

Paris agreement. At current rates, Redcar and

Research has established ‘carbon budgets’

Cleveland will have exceeded its allocated

for every local authority area in the country.

carbon budget by 2033. To achieve the target

These are maximum cumulative emissions

for the borough of carbon neutrality by 2030,

totals up to the year 2100, which enable

we must reduce our emissions by an average

each area to meet the requirements of the

of more than 10% every year.

85.04%

7.61%

7.60%

-0.25%

Industry and
Commerce

Domestic fuel
(including
Electricity and Gas)

Transport

Land Use,
Land-Use Change,
and Forestry

*Based on 2018 BEIS data

(although there
are emissions from
agriculture, this section
overall has a positive
impact on the overall total)

As can be seen, for the borough to become carbon neutral, the output from industry and
commerce (which includes the Council's operations) must be the single biggest area of activity.
We recognise however that growth is fundamental to a prosperous borough and this strategy
therefore supports clean economic.
Tackling emissions will involve two primary areas:
n Direct CO2 emissions: reducing the CO2 emitted from homes, workplaces and ground
transport
n Indirect CO2 emissions: understanding and taking action on the things that we consume
and which generate greenhouse gases through their production, transportation and disposal

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Progress

The good news is that we aren’t starting from scratch. Really strong progress
has already been made in the borough to reduce emissions significantly
since 2010 and there are some big improvements that have taken place
within the last year or two. On top of this there is more planned over
the next few years. Here are some good examples of what’s gone on.

The internal and
external lighting at
a number of Council
buildings has been
upgraded to LED
and more effective
heating and building
management systems
have also been
installed. A high
proportion of smart
meters and effective
energy management
processes have
enabled usage and
energy wastage to be
minimised.

The Council has
replaced 5% of
its fleet vehicles
with fully electric
equivalents and
is committed
to significantly
increasing this now
that the operational
effectiveness of the
vehicles has been
established.

this is Redcar & Cleveland

We are committed
to enhancing our
already beautiful
natural environment.
Between 2014 and
2019 we planted
more than 4000
new trees which will
have the effect of
removing more than
half a ton of Co2
from the air in the
borough once they
reach semi-maturity.

Along with partner
local authorities
in the north east,
the Council has
embarked on the
establishment of a
£300 million Energy
From Waste facility
in the borough. This
will utilise waste from
1.5 million residents
around the north to
generate electricity
which can be fed
back into the grid.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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Net Zero Teesside

Tees Valley Energy Recovery Facility

Recycling & Area Care

Streetlights

The Net Zero Teesside programme aims to

Redcar & Cleveland has joined with seven

Redcar & Cleveland is one of the highest

We have replaced more than 15,000

create the UK's first decarbonised industrial

other North East councils on a project to

performing areas in the North east when it

streetlights across the borough with low

cluster through the development of a full scale

create a new energy recovery facility using the

comes to recycling and this is down to the

consumption LED units. In some areas these

Carbon Capture, Utilisation and Storage (CCUS)

latest technology. Energy Recovery Facilities

commitment of the borough’s residents.

are dimmed at certain points during the night

scheme. This technology is intended to remove

are power stations which generate electricity

However, we remain much lower than the

to reduce consumption even further. The

considerable amounts of carbon dioxide emissions

and heat through the controlled burning of

national average and so must improve further.

lights will reduce carbon emissions by more

from the atmosphere to be stored underground.

any rubbish which cannot be recycled. The

The site for Net Zero Teesside, set within the

planned facility for our borough will turn

boundaries of Redcar & Cleveland will serve a dual

450,000 tons of non-recyclable waste from

purpose, generating large amounts of clean power

around the region into enough energy to

(the carbon outputs from which will be captured)

meet the needs of more than 32,000 homes

as well as capturing large amounts of carbon from

each year. This will be done with far lower

industrial processes around the area.

carbon emissions than current arrangements,

Phase 1 of the project is scheduled to be
operational by 2026, at which point it will
remove 2 million tons of Co2 from local industry.
At the point of completion, the project will
remove a total of 10 million ton of Co2 from

Around the borough, our residents volunteer
to do litter picks and beach cleans as well

than 1200 tons every year and will require
more than 53% less electricity to power them.

as planting and maintenance work in our
woodlands and green spaces.

with the successful contractor required to
make year on year reductions in carbon
emissions from the site, and will explore
carbon capture technology as a means to fully
offset the outputs.

local industry and from the onsite power plant.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Objective 1:
A Cleaner, Greener Organisation

Key Objectives

As an organisation our emissions fall under 7
primary areas, all associated with our operations:

Achieving a carbon neutral Redcar and Cleveland requires action by many

HE

AT I N G

direct control. It can also support its residents

an organisation which is prominent in the

to act and to do whatever they can to reduce

IT Y'S

F
ET

RA

OR

LE

H

7
primary

S

3.4%

N LOS

N S M IS SI O

& D IS T R I B
TIO

their personal emissions.

As an
organisation
our primary
emissions fall under

U

borough, the Council must ensure that it sets

N

*0.6%

T

and individuals within the borough. As

0.8%

AU

carbon neutral, acting decisively in areas of

ES

commitment to the cause from organisations

M AIN TE N
CE

an example in driving towards becoming

28%

N

AN

The Council can seek partnership and

W AT E R

AIRC

solely be driven by the Council. It is about collective responsibility.

O

different organisations in many different areas and in reality this cannot

22.3%

T

areas:

TRICIT

Y
S

EC

40.4%

TA

F F T R AV E

L

EL

4.4%

2019/20 data

As can be seen from the diagram above, the key areas of focus for the Council are emissions from
heating, electricity and fleet. As a result, the action plans for lowering Council emissions will
emphasise these areas. *Some equipment, such as fridges and air conditioning units, not only use
energy, but also contain chemicals which are greenhouse gases such as hydrofluorocarbons. A
degree of leakage is inevitable. These gases are known as fugitive emissions and good equipment
maintenance can reduce the problem, as can a reduction in the overall numbers of this equipment.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Heating - this relates to the heating of our buildings which is currently
achieved using gas as the energy source. To tackle this area the
Council must have fewer, more efficient buildings and will seek to
reduce its reliance on gas through mechanisms such as hybrid heating

24%
E

C
LE

T RI CIT

systems. The current emissions are 2645 tonnes for heating.

Electricity consumption is split into two main areas:

Y
n Streetlighting - 1,970 tons of Co2 per annum. However, this is
expected to more than halve in 2021/22 as the full effect of the
investment in LED street lighting is realised.

34%

n Buildings - 1,842 tons of Co2 per annum - fewer, more efficient
buildings, plans for the future use of disposed buildings and more
efficient IT infrastructure will impact on emissions in this area.

FLE ET

In addition to changing the way our operational
services work, we will make significant investments in

Fleet - the Council fleet numbers around 211 vehicles, ranging from

green infrastructure, using our assets to help achieve

32 ton hookloaders to conventional hatchback cars. However, the

this. We will also ensure that our growth projects

majority of vehicles are internal combustion, with diesel being the

contribute positively to the overall objective.

main fuel source. The extent, availability and suitability of electric

34%

vehicles is improving, making them increasingly viable for Council
fleets. Although not as far advanced, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are
also closer to being mainstreamed and both vehicle types. Alongside
a reduction in the overall numbers of vehicles operated by the Council,
these types of vehicle will be key to positively affecting fleet emissions.
The current emissions are 3741 tons for fleet.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Objective 2:
Collective Responsibility

Objective 3:
Be Involved in the Bigger Picture
Climate change is a global problem. We want to
do our part to positively affect the situation for the
planet as a whole.

Establish partnerships
with organisations in
the borough signalling
their commitment to do
whatever they can to
reduce their emissions.

Increase awareness and
understanding in our
communities and help
signpost our residents
to what they can do to
help.

Health and wellbeing
- Improving the health
and wellbeing of our
residents through actions
that also contribute to
our objectives for CO2
reduction.

Achieving carbon neutrality as
a borough requires collective
effort and it is important
to generate a culture of
partnership and togetherness
without seeking to control or
over-formalise the process.
Organisations must be able to
dedicate their efforts to action
and making a difference whilst
being part of a collective
movement.

Understanding what we as
individuals can do to reduce
our emissions is key in the
delivery of benefits we can
all enjoy. We will make sure
that our residents are aware
of the steps they can take
to help and will support
other organisations to do
likewise. We will support and
encourage green tourism;
we want people to come and
enjoy our beautiful borough
and would love them do so
sustainably.

Reducing emissions can and
should positively impact
upon the ability of people to
breathe cleaner air, exercise
and move about sustainably
and enjoy improved mental
wellbeing through their
experience of living and
visiting our borough.

this is Redcar & Cleveland

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

We can participate in research that can aid the
international understanding of what works.
We can continue to support the Tees Valley Combined
Authority to make Teesside internationally prominent
in the field of green technology.
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Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

Climate Change
Action Plan
2021 - 2025
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A Cleaner, Greener Organisation

Heating

is developing and improving rapidly, affecting
governmental policy, technology, manufacturing and
availability of solutions. As a result, the Council's
action plan to tackle its own emissions will focus on
a two - three year rolling cycle, enabling changes in
funding and technology to be capitalised upon.
Seek
decarbonisation
grant funding
for building
retrofit work
including
improvements
to the way
buildings are
heated through
measures
such as hybrid
heating systems.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Finalise an
accommodation
strategy which
reviews our
property
portfolio in order
to provide a
better service to
the public but
also consolidate
the numbers of
office buildings
required. The
strategy must
achieve improved
service delivery
alongside
reduced
consumption
and emissions.

Develop a
building retrofit
programme
based on a heat
decarbonisation
plan, aimed at
substantially
reducing the
emissions
from Council
buildings via
measures such
as air source
heat pumps and
improved IT
infrastructure.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Council
Fleet

Electricity

Other
n Develop a plan for waste and recycling
in line with the Tees Valley Joint Waste
Management Strategy and forthcoming
Environment Act requirements.
n Promote pension fund investment in green
enterprises / disinvestment in fossil fuels
n Embed 'low consumption' as a fundamental
component of our procurement pipeline.
n Explore ways in which our highways and
engineering schemes can reduce and even
eliminate their carbon footprint.

Pursue the
installation of
a solar farm on
Council land
to generate
renewable
energy for use
by the Council
in its operations
and deliver
a return on
investment
which can
be used to
support further
climate change
reducing
initiatives.

Develop a
programme of
future energy
generation and
/ or storage
projects for the
borough, ready
to be initiated
as funding
becomes
available.

this is Redcar & Cleveland

Explore the
use of on-site
generation of
solar power
and energy
storage for
Council facilities
and amenities
including car
parks, visitor
attractions,
offices
accommodation
and public
conveniences.

Monitor
developments
in the
national and
international
energy sector
to identify
new and /
or promising
emerging
technologies
and applications
to deliver
Net Zero.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

Double the
amount of EV
charging points
specifically for
fleet vehicle
use.

Increase the
level of zero
emission
vehicles in the
Council fleet to
a minimum of
20% by 2022.

n Examine how the planting of trees and use
of natural materials can be introduced as a
measure within flood prevention plans
n Finalise a Tree Strategy setting out
commitments for tree planting year on
year in the borough as well as promoting
biodiversity.
n Explore the feasibility of a Sustainable
Christmas Tree initiative as well as
of Amenity Trees / Seed schemes with
educational settings.
n Explore amendments to the staff mileage
process to encourage uptake of ultra-low
and zero emission cars
n All growth plans initiated will have carbon
reduction (where there is an existing
carbon footprint) or carbon neutrality
(where there is no pre-existing carbon
footprint) as a fundamental component of
scheme designs.
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Transport

Actions:
Collective Responsibility

n Support the delivery of the Tees Valley Hydrogen Transport Hub Masterplan
n Working with the Tees Valley Combined Authority identify a list of
appropriate public EV charging sites throughout the borough aimed at
facilitating commerce and tourism.

Industry and Commerce

n Agree and implement a car parking strategy to increase sustainability and
drive green transportation and tourism

n Continue working to deliver the Energy Recovery Facility and agree a
plan with the awarded contractor for the year on year reductions in
carbon emissions from the site.

n Clarify transport information responsibilities to deliver improved, timely
bus/train times & fares to all residents, businesses and visitors.
n Improve promotion of walking, cycling, bus and train routes in our
Borough, specifically targeting residents

n Require the successful Energy Recovery facility Operator to explore
carbon capture technology as a means to offset outputs from the site.

n Develop a programme of strategic walking & cycling schemes to create
an enhanced Redcar & Cleveland network.

n Continue to support the hydrogen heating trial in the South Bank area
and future schemes that arise from it.

n Trial charging points in residential areas where most houses do not have
driveways

n Work with education providers and partners to prepare for, and support,
a low carbon skills transition.

n Develop a low emissions bus pilot with bus operators in the borough.

n Support the development of the Net Zero Teesside project at the
Teesworks site.

n Encourage the uptake of electric vehicles as taxis in the borough by
supporting charging infrastructure investment.

n Establish partnerships with organisations in the borough to support their
plans to reduce emissions

Land Usage

Domestic fuel

n Following the National Planning Policy Framework and any legislative
changes to the planning process, we will review our Local Plan to ensure that
our planning system in Redcar & Cleveland is as robust as possible in
relation to sustainable development, low carbon / carbon neutral development
and the growth of infrastructure to support a low carbon economy.

n Engage with the private rented sector to ensure adherence with the
Minimum Energy Efficiency Standard (MEES) and support where possible
implementation of low carbon measures to deliver EPC improvements.
n Develop a communications programme for local private homeowners
directing them to information about how and why to reduce their carbon
footprint.

Other

n Administer government grant funding for private homeowners with low
energy banded homes.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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n Lobby government regarding updating Building Regulations to include
more environmentally friendly design requirements.
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Actions:
The Bigger Picture

Work with TVCA to support
the introduction of climate change
reducing industry to the
south tees region

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Actively support climate change
research through participation
in research programmes
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Member Report
Car Parking Strategy

Public
To:

Cabinet

From:

Priority:

Managing Director (Head of Paid Service) Decision
type:
Neighbourhoods
Forward
Plan
reference:
All Priorities

Ward(s):

All

Portfolio:

Date:

1

What is the recommendation?

1.1

It is recommended that Cabinet:
•
•
•

9th March 2020
Key - Significant impact
GEE0034

Agree the Car Parking Strategy for Redcar and Cleveland, covering the
period 2021-24.
Agree the Car Parking Strategy Delivery Plan.
Agree the proposed fees and charges for car parking in Redcar and
Cleveland covering the financial years 2021-22 and 2022/23.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver and how, and what
options have been considered?

2.1

The proposed Car Parking Strategy aligns with, and supports the delivery of the
priorities in the Corporate Plan as follows:
Tackling Climate Change and Enhancing the Natural Environment
• The proposals set out within the strategy will seek to positively contribute to
the efforts to tackle climate change through incentivising the use of electric
vehicles, as well as development of the borough’s infrastructure for zero
emissions.
Improving the Physical Appearance of the Borough and Enhancing Prosperity
• Having high quality car parking in the right places is a key component of the
borough’s visitor offer. The council, through the strategy will seek to ensure
that its car parking offer is accessible, supporting businesses to prosper and
ensure visitors to the borough have a smooth experience.
Investing for the long-term
• The council’s car parks are an asset that supports the delivery of other
priorities and as such the council will invest in them for the betterment of the
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borough. Be it to enable more carbon friendly travel, to improve parking
meters or for other reasons, the council will invest as appropriate.
Redcar and Cleveland Car Parking Strategy
2.2

The proposed car parking strategy attached at Appendix 1 sets out a series of highlevel principles that will guide the management of the council’s car parks for the next
three years. It is however to be recognised that these principles are born out of the
current understanding of car parking and transport patterns in the borough. In view
of the fast-evolving picture with carbon reduction, and other areas, such as the
development of digital technologies, it would appear to be prudent to keep the life of
the strategy relatively short and take stock in three years, to assess if the principles
are still the right ones for Redcar and Cleveland.

2.3

For ease of reference, the principles set out within the strategy are as follows.
These principles are interconnected, with each action included in the strategy linked
to one or more principle.
•

Principle 1 - To recognise the differing car parking needs of residents, local
businesses, and visitors to the borough.

•

Principle 2 -To encourage the use of electric, low emission vehicles, and
other sustainable transport within the borough.

•

Principle 3 - To have a more coherent approach to car parking charges and
car parking restrictions across the borough.

•

Principle 4 - To modernise the car parking offer, further utilising digital
technology where appropriate.

•

Principle 5 - To improve the borough’s car parking infrastructure, investing
in existing car parks or creating new car parking capacity to support the
delivery of council priorities.

•

Principle 6 – To have high quality parking provision across the borough,
which connects with other public amenities.

•

Principle 7 - To prioritise safety through a structured approach to the
enforcement of our parking in the borough.

2.4

The strategy’s delivery plan includes a range of actions to address parking issues or
improve the offer across the council’s car parks. Some of these are already
underway, whereas others are new, however the delivery plan seeks to give them
prominence by bringing them all together into a single document, with a defined
delivery period. The experience of parking habits over the last year, since the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, has however highlighted that some issues
require action in the immediate future. Ahead of the summer months it is envisaged
that new enforceable restrictions will be introduced in Cowbar, additional barriers
and restrictions, preventing overnight parking will be installed on the Stray, as well
as improved visitor amenities in Majuba Car Park.

2.5

Other actions in the delivery plan are at the start of the journey and will be
implemented over the life of this delivery plan, subject to statutory processes,
including public consultation as appropriate. As and when specific proposals are to
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be actioned, these processes will be initiated. They will be well communicated, with
dialogue to take place with elected members and the local community. It is also to
be noted that the implementation of some schemes, from agreement to introduction
can take time, with delivery periods for parking machines, scheduling of works etc.
Car Parking Fees and Charges
2.6

Attached as Appendix 3 to this report are the proposed fees and charges for the
borough’s existing pay and display car parks for the next two years. This covers the
financial years, 2021/22 and 2022/23. The two-year period mirrors the length of the
agreement reached with Tees Valley Combined Authority for two hours of free town
centre parking in Redcar and Guisborough. At the end of the two years the fees and
charges will be revisited to assess if they are still suitable.

2.7

As set out within the strategy, the intention is to have a more coherent approach to
charges across the borough. It is therefore envisaged that the changes proposed to
some of the car parks in the borough, that are not currently within the scope of the
fees and charges proposals, will be added to this list of car parking where there is a
charge in due course. A change of note, that will be implemented for the next year
and is aligned to the Parking Strategy as well as fees and charges is the
redesignation of Saltburn Pier Car Park short stay and the charging window to
commence from 9am, reflecting feedback received.

3

Who has been consulted and engaged?

3.1

The strategy presented for agreement, sets out a series of high-level principles and
associated actions which are intended to guide the management of the council’s car
parks over the coming years. These principles are born out of an understanding of
car parking in the borough, based on a variety of information sources. Whilst not
exhaustive this includes feedback from residents, elected members, legislation,
other policy changes, as well as the technical expertise of council staff involved in
car parking and the associated enforcement.

3.2

On 24th February 2021, an all-elected member briefing took place to seek views on
the proposed parking strategy, delivery plan actions and fees and charges. Through
the session the need for swift action on some schemes, such as those highlighted at
section 2.4 was reinforced. A number of other matters were highlighted linked to the
actions in the delivery as well as on ward specific matters, which will be considered
and actioned as necessary when proposals emerge.

3.3

As set out at section 2.5, a number of the proposed actions included in the strategy
will require the council to follow statutory processes. A part of this is to consult on
specific schemes. These processes will enable residents to have their say and help
to shape the final proposals which are implemented.

4

What are the risks and resource implications?

Type of Risk/
Implication
Climate
Emergency
Impact
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Details
The proposed Car Parking Strategy includes a specific principle linked
to climate change, making it a key consideration in the ongoing
management of car parking in the borough. In addition, there are
specific actions intended to incentivise travel by more sustainable
means, such as free parking for electric and zero emission vehicles.
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Health and
Safety

The health and safety of council staff and residents of the borough is
a key consideration for the council. Having high quality parking
provision in the borough is therefore a principle within the strategy.
This means having safe, accessible,well lit, lined, and signed car
parks.

Social Value

The council’s car parking provision is intended to connect with other
amenities as well as provide easy access to businesses in our town
and village centres. It is hoped that this will help visitors to buy goods
locally, assisting in making the borough’s centres more vibrant places.

Legal

The council will follow all necessary legal processes required to make
changes to car parks or parking provision in the borough.

Financial

The proposals set out within the Car Parking Strategy are likely to see
some changes to the income generated from car parking through the
introduction of some new pay and display car parking. This will in
some instances increase income, however in other instances such as,
the proposal to forego parking income from electric vehicles for twelve
months, this will reduce revenue generation. It is however intended
that any income generated from car parking which goes beyond the
costs of delivering the service is reinvested to make improvements.
Included within the strategy’s delivery plan are a number of actions
which will see investment. The funding for these schemes will come
from a range of sources. Some of the development work to car parks
will be funded as part of the Area Growth Plans agreed through
Cabinet in December 2020, other operational, management and
development costs will be funded through income generated, or
through existing budget allocations. As such it is not one particular
council department/budget funding the strategy’s delivery plan. Work
has however been undertaken to work out the costs associated with
schemes within the delivery plan.

Human
Resources

There are no direct human resources implications to this report. The
proposals within the strategy will be delivered by council staff.

Equality and
Diversity

The Car Parking Strategy sets out a number of principles that will
guide the approach to the management of car parking in the borough
for the next three years. In doing so the council will seek to ensure
that the proposed actions do not disproportionately impact upon an
individual with a protected characteristic. As part of the work to
implement any of the proposals included in the action plan, equality
will be a key consideration ensuring that car parks and the associated
offer are fully accessible.

Other (please
specify)
4.1

Equality analyses for Cabinet decisions are published alongside the reports in the
‘Cabinet and committee papers section’ of our website at https://www.redcar-
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cleveland.gov.uk/Democracy/DecisionMaking/MeetingCabinet/Pages/cabinet-andcommittee-papers.aspx and should be read in conjunction with the
recommendations in the report.
5

Appendices and further information

5.1

Appendix 1 – Car Parking Strategy
Appendix 2 – Car Parking Strategy Delivery Plan
Appendix 3 - Car parking fees and charges proposals

6

Background papers

6.1

No background papers other than published works were used in writing this report.

7

Contact Officer

7.1

Name:
Position:
Address:
Email:
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Michael Lyth
Corporate Strategy and Performance Manager
Redcar and Cleveland House
Michael.lyth@redcar-cleveland .gov.uk
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Appendix 1

Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

Car Parking
Strategy
2021 - 2024
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Council Vision,
Values and Priorities

PRIORITIES

TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENHANCING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT



The aspirations for Redcar & Cleveland are encapsulated within Our

We shall make clear how, in
partnership, we will make Redcar &
Cleveland carbon neutral by 2030

Flourishing Future, the council’s corporate plan for 2021-24. The
organisation’s vision, values and priorities are set out as follows:

We shall achieve a step-change in
recycling rates in the Borough

We shall support biodiversity
with actions to support wildlife
and plant life

We shall take more preventative
actions, to keep people safe, to
enable more children and older
people to live safely at home, with
the right support at the right time

We shall further strengthen
partnerships with schools
and colleges to ensure young
people’s aspirations are raised,
they get a better secondary
school experience and acquire
the skills they need for future jobs

MEETING RESIDENTS’ NEEDS

Our new vision for the Borough is:

Redcar & Cleveland Borough will be
zero carbon, safer and more prosperous
and attractive. People will live longer,
more fulfilling and independent lives
and will have access to the means of
support when they need it.

We shall improve long-term
physical health and mental wellbeing, get young people more
active, and ultimately save lives

IMPROVING THE PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF THE BOROUGH AND ENHANCING PROSPERITY

Our values as public servants and
elected representatives are:
TO KEEP
COMMUNITIES
CENTRAL TO
WHAT WE DO

TO BE
CARING
AND
RESPECTFUL

TO PROMOTE
EQUALITY
OF
OPPORTUNITY

this is Redcar & Cleveland

TO BE BOLD,
AMBITIOUS
AND
ASPIRATIONAL

We shall be more proactive
in the way we look after the
appearance of our Borough

We shall have an exciting cultural
and visitor offer for all to enjoy

INVESTING FOR THE LONG-TERM

TO ALWAYS AIM
TO GET THE JOB
DONE TO THE
BEST OF OUR
ABILITY, WITHIN
AVAILABLE
RESOURCES
www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

We shall progress and deliver
landmark projects to create
jobs, increase pride and improve
quality of life

We shall make sure our Members
and staff have access to training,
development and support,
including mental wellbeing, to
enable them all to continue to do
an excellent job
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We shall ensure community needs
are better met in localities as we
rationalise our assets and buildings
and manage demand by enabling
people to digitally help themselves,
whilst maintaining the face-to-face
contact that our residents value

We shall continue to lobby
Government for a fair share of
resources for our Borough,
whilst managing public money
well, keeping the Council
financially sustainable, and
minimising the financial impact of
Covid on local people

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Car Parking Strategy
Introduction

To enable people to make the most of their time in Redcar and
Cleveland, be it as a resident, for businesses, or as a visitor, the car
parking offer needs be first class. It is vital that there is the right amount
of parking spaces, in the right places, for people to access all that the
borough has to offer.
This Car Parking Strategy sets out a series of
interconnected principles that will guide the
approach to the management of car parking
within the borough for the next three years.
These principles will seek to ensure that any
decisions made with respect to car parking
are consistent and will help to support the
delivery of the council’s aspiration to be zero
carbon, safer and a more prosperous and
attractive borough.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Our Borough, a
Parking Perspective

Redcar and Cleveland is a diverse and beautiful borough, covering 93 square
miles, inclusive of scenic coastline and attractive countryside, as well as the
large-scale industrial complexes. Such variety brings with it a myriad of towns
and villages, each with their own unique character and identity. These include
popular coastal destinations such as Saltburn and Redcar which attract lots of
visitors who are largely local day trippers, looking to enjoy time by the sea,
and as such require sufficient car parking provision to cope with the demands
placed upon them during busy periods.
Similarly, there is demand for parking spaces

regeneration projects in train for the town,

in Guisborough and East Cleveland, which

which will deliver improvements and may

attract large numbers of visitors looking to

necessitate the reconfiguration of the parking

take in some of the North York Moors National offer in the future. Whilst on a smaller scale,
Park or Roseberry Topping. To the west

it is a similar story across other towns and

of the borough visitors travel to enjoy the

villages in the borough, they each have their

natural environment around Eston Nab and

own car parking needs, seeking to balance the

Flatts Lane Country Park and as such require

interests of residents and visitors.

somewhere to park when doing so.

At present there is limited electrical charging

The largest town centre in the borough is

infrastructure within council car parks across

Redcar, which has a mixture of residential

the borough. As the council works to mitigate

buildings, B&Bs, office space and retail units,

the impact of climate change in the borough,

which are served by several council and

it will be vital to give people the means to

privately operated car parks. Whilst at present

charge their electric vehicles, as well as support

these car parks are operating under capacity

the development of provision for other zero

due to Covid-19, there are a range of exciting

emission vehicles such as hydrogen.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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What is the Car
Parking Strategy
looking to achieve?

Redcar and Cleveland, like many other places, has challenges to
overcome, as well as opportunities to explore with respect to car
parking. The interconnected principles set out within this document are
born out of these challenges and opportunities. An overview of the key
challenges and opportunities are as follows:

There are issues with

managing demand
and parking capacity
in popular visitor
areas, balancing
the differing needs
of residents, local
businesses, and
visitors to the
borough.

There is a need
to balance car
parking provision
with other priorities
such as the carbon
reduction agenda,
encouraging take up
of electric vehicles,
and promoting
sustainable
transport options.

this is Redcar & Cleveland

Car parking is to be
considered as part of
broader discussions
around key issues
such as economic
growth, destination
planning and
transport strategy,
linking to public
transport and private
car parking too.
Parking is a key part
of the broader Redcar
and Cleveland offer.

Achieve a more
coherent charging
model across the
borough; some
venues in the area
have charges, other
similar facilities in the
borough do not.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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Income generated
from parking should
cover the costs
of delivering the
parking service in its
entirety, inclusive of
maintenance and
enforcement, with
anything additional
reinvested into
improving the service.

There is a need
to bring parking
restrictions up to
date in all part of
the borough to
ensure that they are
appropriate to enable
ease of use and
proper enforcement.

Car parking needs
to be in the right
place to meet the
varying needs of the
local population,
be it supporting
businesses,
encouraging visitors
and protecting the
interests of residents.

Parking in and around
retail centres is to
be made as easy
as possible, with a
sufficient number of
bays that are easy
to access and strike
a balance between
enabling a quick
turnover in some
areas, and allowing
people time to stay
a little longer should
they wish.

There is a need
to balance the
service capacity to
maintain car parks
and enforce car
parking rules, with
the development of
new car parking
provision.

Maximising the
opportunities
afforded by
digitisation such
as digital signage,
mobile parking apps,
and new cash-free
ways of paying
for parking.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

There is a need to
provide for different
vehicle types such
as motorhomes and
coaches which are
currently parking in a
number of different
areas of the borough.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Scope of the
Car Parking Strategy

This strategy will guide the council’s approach to car parking for the next
three years, at which point it may be necessary to reconsider whether
the guiding principles within this document are still the right ones.
Whilst some of the principles will still be relevant, in three years, it is
probable that things will have evolved further from a carbon reduction,
environmental and digital perspective, as well potential change to
enforcement legislation. So the council should therefore take stock at that
point. As and when parking schemes emerge over the life of this strategy
the principles set out within will be applied, and guide decision making.
The strategy does not make any changes to

as schools. This is picked up through the

town centres more accessible and improve

the established arrangements for Christmas

Transport Strategy. It is however necessary to

patronage. It does however effectively

parking or blue badge parking. These

recognise that some proposals to introduce

remove town centre car parking in these two

arrangements will operate as they currently

new restrictions or charging arrangements

large towns from the scope of this strategy

do, with free parking for blue badge holders.

in specific areas, may necessitate some

for two years.

The annual Christmas parking offer will

changes to resident parking arrangements in

continue, with free parking provided in

certain areas. The council will seek to avoid

certain council operated car parks, after 1pm

detrimentally affecting residents through

in the month of December.

displacement.

The scope of this document is limited to

It is to be noted that in December 2020 the

car parking provision, around our town and

Council signed up to a two-year initiative

village centres as well in popular spots with

through Tees Valley Combined Authority

visitors. This piece of work does not focus

which will provide free parking in Redcar

specifically on residential car parking, or car

and Guisborough town centres for up to 2

parking matters in and around areas such

hours. The scheme is intended to make these

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Car Parking Strategy
Guiding Principles

To focus the council’s work in enhancing the borough’s car parking offer,
a number of interlinking principles have been identified. These are as set
out over the following pages.

To recognise the differing
To encourage the use of
car parking needs of
electric and low emission
residents, local businesses,
vehicles, and other sustainable
and visitors to the borough. transport within the borough.

1

2

To have a more coherent
To modernise the car
approach to car parking
parking offer, further
charges and car parking
utilising digital technology
restrictions across the borough. where appropriate.

3

4

It is fundamentally important that car parking in

The council has made a commitment to

The council will seek to have a more coherent

Within the Digital Strategy agreed by elected

Redcar and Cleveland balances the interests of

tackle climate change and make Redcar

charging model across its car parks, with

members in 2020 a commitment was made to

different user groups. Whilst it is vital to ensure

and Cleveland carbon neutral by 2030. To

people paying a fee proportionate to location,

invest in technology which improves services

that there is sufficient car parking capacity in

assist in achieving this ambitious aim, it is

parking tariff or their vehicle type. In some

and makes them more efficient for residents.

the right places to help businesses to prosper,

incumbent upon the council to support more

places this will see free parking to help to

From a car parking perspective this will involve

and to ensure that tourists have an enjoyable

environmentally conscious methods of travel.

support retail businesses and hospitality and

exploring a wider variety of payment options

visit to the borough, it is equally important that

From a parking perspective this will mean,

encourage patronage. In other areas, such as in

including a programme of modernising car

our residents’ quality of life is protected from

incentivised parking charges, investment in

popular visitor spots, new car parking charges

parking machines, or exploring their removal

rogue parking. The council will seek to ensure

a much-improved electric vehicle charging

will be introduced which are commensurate

altogether in some locations, to enable

that car parking provision in the borough

infrastructure, as well as providing space for

with elsewhere in the borough or in other

cashless payment. The further deployment

strikes the right balance in this regard.

other forms of sustainable transport.

popular visitor destinations.

of mobile applications for car parking will

In addition, the council will explore the

In addition, the council will refresh and renew

possibility of environmentally friendly park and

parking restrictions and Traffic Regulation

ride services to cater for visitor areas.

Orders across the borough and enforce upon

be explored, as well as looking to utilise
digital signage, and innovative enforcement
methods.

them to ensure compliance.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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To improve the borough’s
To have high quality
car parking infrastructure,
parking provision across
investing in existing car parks the borough which connects
or creating new car parking
with other public amenities.
capacity to support the
delivery of council priorities.

5

6

To prioritise safety
through a structured
approach to the enforcement
of our parking in the
borough.

7

To improve the physical appearance of the

The council will, within available resources,

The council will look to adopt an intelligent

borough and enhance prosperity, the council

aim to have high quality car parks. The car

approach to enforcement, with the team

has an established programme of capital

parks will be clearly lined, and sign posted,

deployed flexibly across the borough, to

investment. Alongside large-scale landmark

well-lit and laid out, with a good quality

ensure that people are parking their vehicles

projects, there are plans in place within Area

surface; as well as where possible be in

in a safe and orderly way. The council does

Growth Plans to invest in car parking provision

proximity of other public amenities. Income

however recognise that there are peaks

that complements and enhances the offer.

generated from car parking fees which goes

and troughs in demand for parking, so will

The council will look to improve and expand

above and beyond the costs of running the

respond to circumstances as necessary,

car parking capacity, where there is sufficient

service will be reinvested into improving car

directing the resource where it can have the

resource and a sound business case to do so.

parks and associated public amenities.

most impact. In addition the council will look

Any expansion to car parking capacity must

to digital means to complement and enhance

however fit with the council’s carbon reduction

enforcement capability.

commitments, with environmental travel to be
promoted and incentivised.
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Governance of
Car Parking Strategy

The overall responsibility for the delivery of the Car Parking Strategy and
the associated action plan is as follows:
Political Ownership
The responsibility for the management of the borough's car parks is within
the remit of the Neighbourhoods and Environment portfolio. It is however a
cross cutting issue with close links to Economic Growth and Climate Change,
Environment and Culture.

Officer Leadership
The lead officer for car parking and overseeing the delivery of the Car
Parking Strategy is the Assistant Director for Environment.

Delivering the strategy
The car parking service is managed by the Service Lead for Community
Safety and Compliance whose team will carry out the work required to
deliver the actions set out within the strategy, and enforce it thereafter. This
will include following all necessary legal processes, such as establishing new
Traffic Regulation Orders, including consultation with the public. The team
will link in with other departments such as Highways, Economic Growth and
Climate Change as and when appropriate for certain pieces of work.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Policy Hierarchy

Corporate Plan

The corporate plan sets out the council’s vision & values and priorities. This is
the strategic framework which elected members have put in place in order to
ensure the delivery of their political priorities.

Medium Term Financial Strategy
The Medium Term Financial Strategy underpins all that the Council will
deliver within the corporate plan. It sets out within a robust plan how the
councl will fund agreed priorities.

Various plans and strategies
There are a number of documents which the car parking aligns with and
supports to deliver the aspirations within the Corporate Plan, these other
documents include the Climate Change Strategy, Area Growth Plans, Local
Plan, Visitor Destination Plan and Transport Strategy.

Car Parking Strategy
The principles set out within this strategy seek to set the parameters for how
car parking will be managed, and as such support the delivery of the council's
broader priorities.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Delivery of the
Car Parking Strategy

No.

proposes to scope out and undertake where appropriate to do so, as
part of this Car Parking Strategy. Each action references the specific

1

Newton-underRoseberry –
review Traffic
Regulation Order
(TRO) to better
manage parking
and enable more
enforcement.

Newton-under Roseberry is a very popular spot for visitors.
At present people park in a haphazard manner across the
village, impacting upon residents, the highway and the flow of
traffic. Additional restrictions would help to make the village
safer as well as enabling more structured enforcement of any
inappropriate parking. Work is already underway in the vilage
on this matter, and is to be finalised in the coming months.

2

Newton-underRoseberry – explore
the implementation
of short stay parking
charges in the council
bays upon entry to the
village.

There is currently a parking charge levied on visitors at the
nearby Guisborough Forest and Walkway. As an extremely
popular visitor destination, it would be appropriate to introduce
charges for this particular car park.

3

Hutton Village,
Guisborough –
consider putting
in place a TRO to
introduce parking
restrictions in the
village.

Hutton Village Road is a popular place to park for people
wishing to access Guisborough Woods. To ensure that the
area remains safe for the different visitor types, as well as
assist with traffic flow in and out of the village, it may well
be necessary to implement parking restrictions which are
enforceable. At present there are no restrictions in place.

Principle 1,
3&7

4

Guisborough –
Forest and Walkway
– explore the
reintroduction of
monthly/annual
parking permits.

Guisborough Forest and Walkway is an extremely popular
place for visitors to the borough, with some people choosing
to visit it regularly in order to access beautiful woodland and
countryside. The reintroduction of a car parking permit, be it
monthly or annual would provide a convenient, cost effective
parking offer for those regular visitors. To assist in reducing
parking congestion for those wishing to access car parking for
Guisborough woods, be it here or at Hutton Village, a longer
term option being explored is to increase the size of the
current car park at the walkway.

Principles
1& 3

5

Guisborough –
Fountain Street Car
Park to be improved
to enhance the visitor
experience.

Cabinet agreed in 2020 to invest in improvement works in this
car park, acknowledging that it is a key car park for visitors to
Guisborough. These proposals will also see the toilets in the
car park improved.

Principles 1,
2, 5 & 6

6

Skinningrove –
introduce a new TRO
to better manage
parking within the
village.

Skinningrove beach is a very popular spot for visitors. It is
however a small village with limited capacity beyond the area
around a Northumbrian Water site, meaning at busy times
people park in a haphazard manner in the village, impacting
upon the highway, flow of traffic and residential areas. In
recognition of this work is already ongoing in the village to
explore additional restrictions, which would enable more
structured enforcement of any inappropriate parking.

Principles 1,
3&7

principle(s) of this strategy which it aligns with. Where necessary the
actions will be subject to the appropriate legal processes required
for car parking changes, which in some instances will require public
consultation. It is to be noted that the list includes actions that are listed
within the Area Growth Plans.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

Strategy
Principle(s)

Reason for action (s)
Guisborough and East Cleveland

Over the coming pages are a summary of the actions that the council
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Skinningrove – work
with Northumbrian
Water to explore the
potential for adding
lines and resurfacing
the car park in the
village, to better use the
space that is available.

The main area of parking in the village has a gravel like
surface with no bays. Resurfacing and lining this space could
generate additional car parking capacity by encouraging
visitors to park in a more orderly fashion.

Principles 5
&6

8

Skelton – complete the
work on the Highstreet
car park to improve
the quality of the
existing parking offer.

Cabinet agreed in 2020 to invest in improvement works to
the car park on Skelton High Street to modernise and improve
the quality of the current space, including the introduction of
electric charging points.

Principles 1,
2, 5 & 6

9

Loftus – deliver
upon the vision of
the Future High
Street Fund to create
additional capacity
within the village.

One of the key issues raised during the engagement work
relating to the successful Loftus’ Future High Street Fund
application was the need to improve the car parking offer,
to create additional capacity close to the main amenities in
the village. Whilst there are a number of options to do just
that, planning approval has already been granted for work to
introduce a 36 bay car park next to Handale school.

Principles 1,
5&6

10

Cowbar – introduce
a TRO to include
additional restrictions
in and around the
village.

There are currently intermittent issues with parking in and
around the village, including campervans. It is envisaged that
additional restrictions will be introduced before the summer
of 2021 to enable more structured enforcement of parking
contraventions and reduce issues for residents.

Principles 1,
3&7

11

Margrove and
Charltons – to deliver
improvements
to the village car
parking in these two
neighbouring areas.

Through the Public Realm Programme the council has
committed £36,500 to make improvements to the car parking
in these two areas.

Principle 6

Lingdale – to undertake feasibility work
for a scheme to alleviate pressure on the
road infrastructure in
Rosedale Gardens and
Farndale Gardens.

A feasibility exercise will be undertaken to assess the viability of Principles 1
introducing some off- road parking provision in the area around & 5
Farndale Gardens and Rosedale Gardens in Lingdale. Such a
scheme could assist in reducing pressure on the road infrastructure in the area which is used by a number of people to park
their vehicles.

12
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13

Saltburn – Pier Car
Park, redesignate the
car park as short stay
and redesign the area
to make better use of
the space.

This small car park serves a number of businesses on the
foreshore area, including fish n chips shops, coffee shops and a
surf school. Redesignating the area as short stay would increase
turnover in this vibrant area.

Principles 1
&5

14

Saltburn Marine
Parade, to introduce
pay and display car
parking, alongside
resident only car
parking.

This is a highly sought after location for car parking, in a prime
tourist location. In line with other similar locations in the
borough, such as Redcar Esplanade, it would appear to be
appropriate to introduce a fee to park. There is however a
recognition that this is an area that some residents of the ‘Jewel
Streets’ and Marine Parade itself use to park their vehicles,
so permits would be provided for those individuals living in
the area to seek to mitigate any impact upon them from the
changes.

Principles 1,
3, 5 & 7

15

Saltburn – deliver
projects to enhance
car parking capacity
and improve car
parking infrastructure
on Marine Parade, at
Cat Nab and at the
adjacent pumping
station.

In recent times Saltburn’s popularity has grown significantly,
Principles 1,
2, 5 & 6.
with the demand for parking greater than the current capacity
on a busy day. In recognition of this, work is underway to
look to increase car parking capacity, through a combination
of reconfiguring existing space and developing new provision.
The proposed projects include creating additional spaces at
the east end of Marine Parade, reconfiguring Cat Nab to create
additional spaces and creating a new small car park adjacent to
Cat Nab by the pumping station. It is envisaged that this work
will create in the region of 190 new visitor spaces, including
additional electric vehicle charging points and disabled bays. The
work on Marine Parade also has the potential to create over 50
resident only spaces, by using the opposite side of the road to
the existing visitor bays.

16

Saltburn – to provide
a suitable location
for overnight touring
visitors to the town.

As part of the development work at Cat Nab car park, work
will be undertaken to explore the technical design required to
facilitate overnight stays for touring vehicles. As part of this
exercise, consideration will need to be given any new TRO
requirements as well as licensing, planning considerations if any
additional amenities were to be installed.

17

Saltburn/Marske/
Redcar – to undertake
a detailed feasibility
study on the
introduction of a park
and ride offer to serve
the Saltburn, Marske
and Redcar area.

To manage growing demand in these key tourist areas, as well as Principles 1,
to introduce more environmentally sensitive ways of accessing
2&5
the borough’s tourist areas, work is to be undertaken on the
feasibility of developing a park and ride facility in a location
to serve this area. It is envisaged that such a facility would
operate using electric buses, charged using renewable sources,
such solar. Such facilities exist elsewhere in the country. Such
a service could enable better connectivity between tourist hot
spots too, enabling visitors to park in one location and access a
number through this service.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

Principles 1,
5&7
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Marske/Redcar
– The Stray car
parks – review
the existing TRO,
including the potential
reintroduction of
height restrictions and
appropriate barriers.
Appropriate signage
would be required.

The Stray is a popular spot for locals wishing to access the
beach. The area, on occasion does however attract a caravans
and motorhomes which can occupy the area of the car parks.
The current TRO would need reviewing to enable enforcement
of the area, with a barrier potentially preventing larger vehicles
entering this area, who will be encouraged to use spaces such as
Majuba Road and potentially Cat Nab which could accommodate
larger vehicles overnight.

Principle 3
&7

Redcar – Majuba Road
– introduce a Public
Space Protection Order
to seek to resolve
issues of anti-social
behaviour in the area.

Majuba Road car park is a large area which as well as attracting
visitors to the beach in the day time attracted some unwanted
attention in the evening due to anti-social behaviour with cars.
The Public Space Protection Order would increase enforcement
powers within the area and seek to mitigate issues of anti-social
behaviour.

Principle 1

Redcar – Majuba
Road designate and
publicise Majuba
Road as a campervan
friendly car park for
overnight use.

Redcar and Cleveland’s attractions, especially coastal, attract a
number of visitors by campervan throughout the year. Having
designated locations where the caravans can park overnight,
is an attempt to add some structure to this parking. This may
also require additional enforcement of motorhome/campervan
parking in other areas of the borough. Longer term there may
be a desire to invest in additional infrastructure for visitors.

Principles 1,
3, 4 & 5

21

Redcar – to revisit
the car parking offer
around Coatham as
part of Coatham
Leisure Project.

As part of the regeneration of Coatham, with a new hotel and
mini golf course planned, there is a plan to review car parking in
the vicinity as the project develops to help to make sure that it
remains fit for purpose.

Principle 1
&5

22

Marske – Windy Hill
Lane- consider the
implementation of
time limited parking
and improved signage

This is the main car park in Marske centre for those wishing to
access the retail offer, library, primary schools and football club.
Introducing time limited parking would increase the turnover
in the car park and enable more people to access the village’s
amenities.

Principle 1
&3

19

20

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Greater Eston
23

Normanby – Flatts
Lane Woodland
and Country Park –
introduce car parking
charges for the onsite
car park.

Flatts Lane Woodland and Country Park is a popular, well used
spot in Greater Eston, attracting local visitors as well as those
from further afield wishing to take in the site or visit Eston
Nab and moor. The onsite offer, closely mirrors the offer at
Guisborough Forest and Walkway, it is therefore proposed that
car parking charges are introduced at Flatts Lane to mirror the
fees for Guisborough.

Principle 1
&3

Boroughwide
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24

Introduction of free
parking for electric
vehicles.

The council is keen to support individuals to travel around the
borough utilising more environmentally friendly transport.
The council, will therefore incentivise the use of electric
vehicles by commencing a 12 month pilot, whereby free
parking will be offered, across all council car parks, to those
people that use electric and other zero emission vehicles.

25

Enhancing the electric
vehicle charging
infrastructure – develop
a programme of action
for increasing the
number of electric
vehicle charging points
in car parks across the
borough.

To facilitate travel by electric vehicle, the council needs
to increase the number of electric vehicle charging points
to meet growing demand, an in particular prepare for the
regulation changes with internal combustion engines coming
over the next decade. As part of any redevelopment works
across the council’s car parks it will, the organisation will
ensure that electric charging is considered and appropriate
points installed where appropriate. Independent of electric,
the council will strive to support the development of fueling
stations for hydrogen fueling stations.

Principle 2
&5

26

Digitisation of car
parks – to modernise
car parking machines
and increase the use of
parking applications.

The council’s car parking payment machines, in the main,
require cash payment. As the council modernises its various
machines it will be necessary to update the machines to
provide additional options for cashless payment. Cash
free payment, also reduces the costs associated emptying
machines of cash. As well as introducing new parking
machines, the further use of mobile applications will enable
cash free transactions.

Principle 3.

27

Digitisation of car
parking – to make more
use of digital technology
to provide real time
parking information,
as well as enhance
enforcement capability.

The council will explore the further use of digital signage
in key locations such as gateways to towns and villages to
provide real time information on car parking capacity. It is
envisaged that such technology could help to cut down on
any unnecessary journeys, redirect people and potentially
reduce carbon emissions somewhat. In addition consideration
will be given to exploring means of enhancing enforcement
capability through digital means.

28

Quality Assurance – to
ensure that council car
parks, are maintained
to the highest quality
standards.

The council will explore the feasibility of introducing a quality
standard for its car parks to provide public assurance of the
quality of the offer they will receive. This may include signing
up to an industry specific quality standard or doing something
bespoke to Redcar and Cleveland.

www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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Existing Car Park
Arrangements

Set out in the following table is a list of council owned / operated car
parks(parking) across the borough and the current parking tariffs: Whilst
there are exceptions, for ease of reference long stay and short stay, are
considered as follows:
Short Stay: Short stay car parking

Long Stay: Long stay car parking

limits the time individuals can park a

allows for all day parking; they are

vehicle in a specific location – they

generally a more cost-effective

are generally in areas where turnover

option than short stay. They tend

of car parking is encouraged such as

to cater for workers, and are often

close to town centre amenities.

located slightly further away from
amenities than short stay car parking.
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Location

No of Spaces

Town

Tariff

Car Park

Guisborough

Long Stay

Belmont House

180

Redcar

Free Parking

Cleveland Street Redcar

Guisborough

Long Stay

Fountain Street West

50

Redcar

Free Parking

Queen Street

Guisborough

Long Stay

Guisborough Forest Walkway

110

Redcar

Free Parking

Queen Street

Guisborough

Long Stay

Patten Lane

26

Guisborough

Long Stay

Walkers Row

61

Redcar

Free Parking

High Street

Guisborough

Short Stay

Church Square

20

Redcar

Free Parking

Coast Road Seaward Side

Guisborough

Short Stay

Fountain Street East

48

Redcar

Free Parking

Coast Road Zetland Park Side

Guisborough

Short Stay

Reid Terrace

29

Redcar

Free Parking

Rear of Newcomen Terrace

Redcar

Long Stay

Fishermans Square

72

Redcar

Free Parking

Station Road

Redcar

Long Stay

Kirkleatham Street

188

Redcar

Free Parking

Majuba Road (Layby)

Redcar

Long Stay

Majuba Road

287

Redcar

Free Parking

Mungle Jungle Car Park

Redcar

Long Stay

Seafield House

100

Redcar

Free Parking

Kirkleatham Museum

Redcar

Long Stay

Turner Street

54

Redcar

Long Stay

West Dyke Road South

41

Redcar

Free Parking

Kirkleatham Walled Garden (Proposed)

Redcar

Short Stay

Esplanade

23

Redcar

Free Parking

Foxrush Community Woodland

Redcar

Short Stay

Graffenberg Street

27

Saltburn

Free Parking

Station Square

Redcar

Short Stay

Granville Terrace

40

New Marske

Free Parking

Errington Woods

Redcar

Short Stay

King Street

19

Guisborough

Free Parking

Walkers Row

Redcar

Short Stay

Muriel Street

10

Guisborough

Free Parking

Westgate

Redcar

Short Stay

Newcomen Terrace

74

Guisborough

Free Parking

Fountain Street

Redcar

Short Stay

Rainbow Lane

25

Normanby

Free Parking

West Street Car Park

Redcar

Short Stay

Redcar and Cleveland Leisure and
Community Heart

81

Normanby

Free Parking

Flatts Lane Country Park

Redcar

Short Stay

Station Road

40

Eston

Free Parking

West Street Car Park

Redcar

Short Stay

West Dyke Road North

51

Eston

Free Parking

Lodge Road Car Park

Saltburn

Long Stay

Cat Nab

152

Eston

Free Parking

High Street

Saltburn

Long Stay

The Pier

23

South Bank

Free Parking

Normanby Road

Loftus

Free Parking

North Road Car Park

Loftus

Free Parking

High Street
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Legend
BROTTON GRAND HALL, (CAR PARK)
CHILD STREET, BROTTON, (CAR PARK)
HUTCHINSON STREET, BROTTON, (CAR PARK)
LOWER PROMENADE, SALTBURN (CAR PARK)
NORTH ROAD, LOFTUS, (CAR PARK)
OLD SALTBURN, (CAR PARK)
SKELTON CAR PARK AND ASSOCIATED BUILDING
WILSON STREET, BROTTON, (CAR PARK)

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database rights 2021 (100019983)

K

CAR PARKS (EAST CLEVELAND)
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Legend
CLEVELAND STREET, NORMANBY, (CAR PARK)
HENRY STREET, SOUTH BANK (CAR PARK)
MILES STREET, SOUTH BANK, (CAR PARK)
SOUTH TERRACE, SOUTH BANK, (CAR PARK)
WEST STREET, ESTON, (CAR PARK)
WEST STREET, NORMANBY FORMALLY LAMBTON, (CAR PARK)

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database rights 2021 (100019983)

K

CAR PARKS (GREATER ESTON)
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Legend
CHURCH SQUARE GUISBOROUGH, (CAR PARK)
FOUNTAIN STREET (EAST), GUISBOROUGH, (CAR PARK)
PATTERN LANE, NORTH GATE, GUISBOROUGH, (CAR PARK)
REID TERRACE, GUISBOROUGH, (CAR PARK)
WALKERS ROW, GUISBOROUGH (CAR PARK)

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database rights 2021 (100019983)

K

CAR PARKS (GUISBOROUGH)
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Legend
CAR PARK, PLANTATION ROAD, KIRKLEATHAM
ENNIS SQUARE CAR PARK ADJ TO FAIRWAY HOUSE
GRAFFENBURG STREET, REDCAR (CAR PARK)
KILBRIDGE CLOSE, NEW MARSKE, (CAR PARK)
KING STREET, REDCAR, (CAR PARK)
KIRKLEATHAM STREET OFFICE CAR PARK
KIRKLEATHAM STREET, (CAR PARK) ADJ CRICKET CLUB
LORD STREET CAR PARK
MAJUBA ROAD, REDCAR (CAR PARK)
MURIEL STREET, REDCAR, (CAR PARK)
WEST DYKE ROAD, REDCAR (NORTH, CAR PARK)
WEST DYKE ROAD, REDCAR (SOUTH, CAR PARK)

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database rights 2021 (100019983)

K

CAR PARKS (REDCAR AND NEW MARSKE)
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REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

Primary
Customer

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

3.30

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.00

Discretionary

-

2.00

Discretionary

0.0%

3.00

Discretionary

-

4.00

Discretionary

0.0%

1.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

2.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

3.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

4.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

Narrative

CAR PARKING FEES
GUISBOROUGH & SURROUNDING AREA - LONG STAY

1

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Belmont House - 1st Hour

2

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Belmont House - 2 Hours

3

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Belmont House - 3 Hours

4

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Belmont House - All Day

5

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fountain Street West - 1st Hour

6

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fountain Street West - 2 Hours

7

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fountain Street West - 3 Hours

8

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fountain Street West - All Day

9

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Guisborough Forest Walkway - 1st Hour

10

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Guisborough Forest Walkway - 2 Hours

11

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Guisborough Forest Walkway - 3 Hours

12

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Guisborough Forest Walkway - All Day

13

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Flatts Lane Country Park - 1st Hour

14

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Flatts Lane Country Park - 2 Hours

15

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Flatts Lane Country Park - 3 Hours

16

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Flatts Lane Country Park - All Day

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

3.30

2.00

4.00
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New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

Primary
Customer

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.30

3.00

Discretionary

-9.1%

4.00

Discretionary

-

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.30

3.00

Discretionary

-9.1%

4.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

N/A
1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

Discretionary

-

Narrative

CAR PARKING FEES
GUISBOROUGH & SURROUNDING AREA - LONG STAY

17

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Patten Lane - 1st Hour

18

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Patten Lane - 2 Hours

19

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Patten Lane - 3 Hours

20

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Patten Lane - All Day

21

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Walkers Row - 1st Hour

22

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Walkers Row - 2 Hours

23

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Walkers Row - 3 Hours

24

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Walkers Row - All Day

25

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Church Square - 1st Hour

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

GUISBOROUGH & SURROUNDING AREA - SHORT STAY
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Church Square - 2 Hours MAX
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Church Square - 3 Hours
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Fountain Street East - 1st Hour
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Fountain Street East - 2 Hours MAX
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Fountain Street East - 3 Hours
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Reid Terrace - 1st Hour
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Reid Terrace - 2 Hours MAX
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Reid Terrace - 3 Hours

1.20

1.70

1.20

1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

Discretionary

New Fee proposed

Fee Removed

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

-

1.70

N/A
1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

1.20

N/A

1.20

1.70

1.20

1.20
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Discretionary

Fee Removed

Discretionary

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

-

Fee Removed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

REDCAR & SURROUNDING AREA - LONG STAY

34

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fishermans Square - 1st Hour

35

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fisherman's Square - 2 Hours

36

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fisherman's Square - 3 Hours

37

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Fisherman's Square - All Day

38

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Kirkleatham Street - 1st Hour

39

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Kirkleatham Street - 2 Hours

40

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Kirkleatham Street - 3 Hours

41

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Kirkleatham Street - All Day

42

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Majuba Road - 1st Hour

43

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Majuba Road - 2 Hours

44

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Majuba Road - 3 Hours

45

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Majuba Road - All Day

46

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Seafield House - 1st Hour

47

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Seafield House - 2 Hours

48

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Seafield House - 3 Hours

49

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Seafield House - All Day

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

3.30

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

3.30

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

3.30

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

3.30
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Narrative

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

REDCAR & SURROUNDING AREA - LONG STAY

50

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Turner Street - 1st Hour

51

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Turner Street - 2 Hours

52

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Turner Street - 3 Hours

53

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Turner Street - All Day

54

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road South - 1st Hour

55

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road South - 2 Hours

56

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road South - 3 Hours

57

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road South - All Day

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

3.30

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

1.20

1.00

Discretionary

-16.7%

1.70

2.00

Discretionary

17.6%

3.00

Discretionary

-

4.00

Discretionary

21.2%

3.30
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Narrative

New Fee proposed

New Fee proposed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

REDCAR & SURROUNDING AREA - SHORT STAY

58

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Esplanade - 1st Hour

59

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Esplanade - 2 Hours MAX

60

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Esplanade - 3 Hours

61

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Graffenberg Street - 1st Hour

62

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Graffenberg Street - 2 Hours MAX

63

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Graffenberg Street - 3 Hours

64

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Granville Terrace - 1st Hour

65

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Granville Terrace - 2 Hours MAX

66

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Granville Terrace - 3 Hours

67

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment High Street - 1st Hour

68

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment High Street - 2 Hours MAX

69

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment High Street - 3 Hours

70

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment King Street - 1st Hour

71

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment King Street - 2 Hour MAX

72

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment King Street - 3 Hours

73

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Muriel Street - 1st Hour

74

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Muriel Street - 2 Hours MAX

75

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Muriel Street - 3 Hours

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

Discretionary

-

Discretionary

1.70

N/A
1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

1.20

Narrative

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

N/A

Discretionary

-

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

Fee Removed

Discretionary

-

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

-

1.20

FREE

1.70

1.20

1.20

1.70

1.20

FREE
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

N/A
1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

Fee Removed

Fee Removed

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

Discretionary

-

Discretionary

25.0%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

1.70

N/A
1.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

1.20
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Fee Removed

Fee Removed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

REDCAR & SURROUNDING AREA - SHORT STAY

76

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Newcomen Terrace - 1st Hour

77

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Newcomen Terrace - 2 Hours MAX

78

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Newcomen Terrace - 3 Hours

79

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Rainbow Lane - 1st Hour

80

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Rainbow Lane - 2 Hours MAX

81

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Rainbow Lane - 3 Hours

82

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Redcar and Cleveland L&CH - 1st Hour

83

Growth,
Enterprise & Redcar and Cleveland L&CH - 2 Hours
Environment MAX

84

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Redcar and Cleveland L&CH - 3 Hours

85

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Station Road - 1st Hour

86

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Station Road - 2 Hours MAX

87

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Station Road - 3 Hours

88

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road North - 1st Hour

89

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road North - 2 Hours MAX

90

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment West Dyke Road North - 3 Hours

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

Fee Removed

Narrative

Fee Removed

Fee Removed

Discretionary

-

1.20

FREE
2.50
TVCA Proposal
overrides to
January 2023

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

Discretionary

47.1%

TVCA Proposal
overrides to January
2023

1.70

N/A

Discretionary

-

1.20

1.50

Discretionary

25.0%

1.70

2.50

Discretionary

47.1%

1.20

N/A

Discretionary

-

FREE
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Fee Removed

Fee Removed

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

SALTBURN - LONG STAY

91

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Cat Nab - 1st Hour

92

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Cat Nab - 2 Hours

93

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Cat Nab - 3 Hours

94

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Cat Nab - All Day

SALTBURN - SHORT STAY

95

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment The Pier - 1st Hour

96

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment The Pier - 2 Hours MAX

97

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment The Pier - All Day

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

2.00

2.00

Discretionary

0.0%

3.50

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

4.50

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

6.00

6.00

Discretionary

0.0%

2.00

2.50

Discretionary

25.0%

4.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

N/A

Discretionary

-

Fee Removed

6.00
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Narrative

REDCAR AND CLEVELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

APPENDIX 3

2021/22 FEES AND CHARGES – CAR PARKING
Ref No

Directorate

Fees & Charges Description

PARKING CHARGES - PERMITS, BADGES, WAIVERS

98

Growth,
Enterprise & Long Stay Parking Permits (Monday Environment Friday) - 12 Months

99

Growth,
Enterprise & Long Stay Parking Permits (Monday Environment Saturday) - 12 Months

100

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Multi Zone Permits

101

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Duplicate Permits

102

Growth,
Enterprise & Guisborough Forest Walkway - Annual
Environment Permit

104

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Flatts Lane Country Park - Annual Permit
Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Disabled (Blue) Badge

103

Primary
Customer

Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough
Resident/
Business/
Out of
Borough

2020/21
Fee

2021/22
Proposed Fee

Type of
Fee/Charge

%
Change

600.00

730.00

Discretionary

21.7%

720.00

800.00

Discretionary

11.1%

90.00

100.00

Discretionary

11.1%

15.00

25.00

Discretionary

66.7%

210.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

210.00

Discretionary

-

New Fee proposed

Resident

10.00

10.00

Statutory

n/a

105

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Commercial Parking Waivers - 1 Day

Business

10.00

10.00

Discretionary

0.0%

106

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Commercial Parking Waivers - 1 Week

Business

30.00

30.00

Discretionary

0.0%

107

Growth,
Enterprise &
Environment Commercial Parking Waivers - 1 Month

Business

100.00

100.00

Discretionary

0.0%

108

PARKING CHARGES - ELECTRICAL CHARGING POINTS
Resident/
Business/
Growth,
Out of
Enterprise &
Borough
Environment Electrical Charging Points

2.00 Minimum
charge plus 0.20
per kWh

Discretionary

-
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Narrative

New Fee to be
implemented with
immediate effect

Member Report
Saltburn Car Parking

Public
To:

Cabinet

Date:

9th March 2021

From:

Managing Director (Head of Paid Service)

Decision type:

Key - Budget

Portfolio:

Economic Development

Priority:

Improving the physical appearance of the
borough and enhancing prosperity’

Forward Plan
reference:

GEE0030

Ward(s):

Saltburn

1

What is the recommendation?

1.1

It is recommended that Cabinet;
1) Approves the Saltburn Car Parking Programme of £1,000,000 from the Tees
Valley Combined Authority Investment Plan ‘Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland’
to support the delivery of new car spaces within the town.
2) Delegates the authority to the Assistant Director for Growth, Enterprise and
Environment, in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Economic
Development, to make appropriate design development amendments and any
necessary changes to the funding business case to TVCA.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver and how, and what
options have been considered?

2.1

This scheme seeks to rationalise, expand, and formalise car parking provision
across Saltburn. The scheme will provide up to 194 formal spaces across three
locations with an additional space for infrequent event use of up to 200 spaces.

2.2

Car park management infrastructure will be included in the specification along with
10 new electric vehicle (EV) charging points, with the capacity to increase these
responding to future demand.

2.3

It is proposed that the regrading of the existing field adjoining Hob Hill car park, on
the periphery of the town, will facilitate occasional use for programmed event
parking and during peak periods. As the location is directly adjacent to an existing
bus route, it is thought that an event park and ride could be supported at this
location for large events such as Saltburn food festival, where this location has been
previously used successfully.
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2.4

In addition, Vehicle Management Systems (VMS) are being explored within this
programme, to capture live data and inform visitors of car park capacity on key
approach routes into town.

2.5

It has been identified that Cat Nab site has potential to accommodate overnight
touring vans. Whilst a wider review of the off-street order would be required to
enable this, the technical design process will explore infrastructure needed to
accommodate overnight stays.

2.6

Saltburn is an increasingly vibrant destination for visitors, welcoming increasing
numbers to the town, leading to an increased demand for visitor infrastructure such
as convenient and accessible car parking.

2.7

There has been a request for many years from the local community, residents, and
businesses to increase the formal car parking offer in Saltburn due to overcrowding
during peak tourists’ seasons, in particular summer.

2.8

A 2014 Car Parking Study identified that a good parking supply is vital to the
success of Saltburn as a visitor destination. Ongoing analysis of visitor data verses
car park provision shows that there is an annual decrease in the spaces available
per visitor and that Marine Parade and Cat Nab are at, or over capacity during
summer.

2.9

STEAM data has identified that visitor numbers in Saltburn have increased by over
320,000 since 2009. Beach visitor data captured from the RNLI showed a 175%
increase in beach visitors’ numbers from 2014 to 2019. Data captured between July
to October 2020 revealed 1.34 million people visited Saltburn beach, making it one
of the most popular beach destinations along the Yorkshire Coast. Whilst it is
acknowledged that many of these beach users will be local to the community, a
significant proportion are visitors arriving by car.

2.10

This project is the initial phase of a wider Transport Strategy to improve connectivity
to Saltburn on foot, by bike, road and rail, going forward to meet the infrastructure
requirements for a successful visitor destination. This parking project uses all the
remaining Council owned land in the town centre which is suitable for visitor parking.
Future parking schemes could include a Park & Walk site and a real time
information system to direct people to the most appropriate location and a Park &
Ride site. The latter would be located in the A174 corridor outside of the town and
connected to both Marske, Redcar and Saltburn by scheduled service buses with
additional buses provided for specific events. All of these future actions will be
subject to securing separate funding via a successful Business Case.

2.11

Current demand on both Cat Nab and the Pier car park on the Lower Foreshore
results in significant congestion throughout the town during peak periods. This
project aims to not only increase capacity on the Lower Foreshore to alleviate some
of this congestion but create additional capacity on the Upper Foreshore at Marine
Parade.

2.12

This whole programme closely aligns with the Council’s corporate objective of
‘Improving the physical appearance of the borough and enhancing prosperity’ by
providing better facilities for visitors within a walkable distance from the seafront and
high street, overall making it a more accessible place for all. This increased
capacity will ensure that there is better provision of off-street parking easing the
current on-street parking pressures within the town, ensuring that Saltburn is a safe
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and attractive and vibrant place for visitors as well as the Saltburn community,
leading to ‘prosperity for all’.
2.13

Transportation accounts for more than 7% of the current carbon emissions within
the borough. As such the technical development stage of the scheme will consider
industry best-practices to support increased low / zero emissions vehicle usage,
more effective travel practices to reduce idling and unnecessary journey time and
improve air quality. Installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure, use of
sustainable materials wherever possible and car park occupancy signage are all
measures which could be used in support of these ends. In addition, the use of
photovoltaic cells to make lighting and car parking pay points will also be explored to
make the scheme more sustainable. As tackling climate change and enhancing the
natural environment is a Council priority, it is important that schemes such as this
one support the drive towards reduced carbon emissions.

2.14

Small and medium-term investment options have been considered. It is
recommended that the full-scale investment; to deliver 194 formal spaces, 200
informal spaces at Hob Hill and inclusion of VMS be progressed. Visitor numbers
have increased significantly over the last decade and parking provision has not. In
delivering the full-scale investment, a meaningful change will be made to the
availability of parking spaces in Saltburn, improving the experience for visitors and
alleviating some of the congestion within the town. The maximum investment is also
is the most cost effective in terms of cost per bay created.

3

Funding

3.1

The programme will be funded using £1,000,000 from the £20m Welcome to Redcar
and Cleveland programme made available through the Tees Valley Investment Plan.
The Welcome to Redcar and Cleveland programme has been developed to promote
area regeneration in support of economic growth in the tourism and visitor economy
of the borough and the wider Tees Valley. It seeks to build on the capital investment
taking place across the borough to enhance our visitor offer, ensuring our visitor
infrastructure is fit for purpose and that people can connect to all of our cultural and
visitor experiences.

3.2

The anticipated capital breakdown is;
Location
Cat Nab Car Park
extension

Estimated
capital cost
£415,000

Pumping Station Car
Park

£160,000

Marine Parade (East)

£295,000

Digital Signage

£50,000

Hob Hill Landscape
Improvements

£80,000
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Measurable outcome
24 new basic bays
6 new Disabled bays
6 new EV bays
(initially)
24 new basic bays
1 new Disabled bay

Income
generating
YES

YES

123 new basic bays
6 new Disabled bays
4 new EV bays
(initially)
VMS system

NO

200 informal car
capacity

NO

NO

3.3

The above costs are inclusive of Professional Fees and Optimism Bias. These
scheme costs have been estimated using BCIS cost data but will be refined through
the technical design development process, to be approved by Programme
Management Group, Assistant Director for Growth, Enterprise and Environment and
the Cabinet Member for Economic Growth.

3.4

Qualitative benefits of this project include;
Cat Nab;
• Improved car park layout to enable an improve vehicular flow and to mitigate
impact of queuing traffic.
• Improvement to the entry/exit junction for safe vehicular movements and
pedestrian experience.
• Increase in Disabled bays over current provision.
• Destination gateway to Saltburn Valley Gardens. Links to EC3; to supplement
the proposed investment to restore the Albert Memorial structure and
bankside footpath network, with improved accessibility to and around the
Gardens and key features.
Pumping Station;
• Making use of brownfield land with low development value.
• More parking allows for more visitors, which means more customers for local
shops, cafes and visitor attractions.
• Destination gateway to Saltburn Gill, managed by Tees Valley Wildlife Trust.
Marine Parade;
• This scheme will maintain a 5.5m carriageway width, complying with the Tees
Valley Design Guide for Local Access Roads while formalising parking
provision adjacent to the carriageway.
• Widening the carriage way will allow for safe parallel parking to the southern
footway of Marine Parade while providing on end parking to the north.
• Formalised parking will reduce driver indecision and improve the flow of
traffic.

3.5

The anticipated revenue income generated from Cat Nab and Pumping Station sites
is £40,000 per annum before maintenance. Any profit generated on these schemes,
or any other Tees Valley Combined Authority Investment Plan ‘Welcome to Redcar
& Cleveland’ funded schemes going forward will need to be reinvested into the
Borough’s visitor economy in line with our Funding Agreement with the Combined
Authority. The exact nature of this spend is to be determined through ongoing
dialogue with TVCA and Cabinet will be updated at the appropriate time in the future
where a subsequent decision on any future spend can be made.

4

Car Parking Strategy

4.1

The car parking strategy, also on the Cabinet agenda, establishes a number of
interconnected principles, that will guide the management of the borough’s car parks
over the coming years. As part of the strategy there is an action plan, in which a
series of actions have been identified for Saltburn. The proposals set out within this
report are reflected within the action plan.
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5

Delivery Programme

5.1

As soon as detailed designs have been finalised, a planning application for Cat Nab
and Pumping Station sites will be submitted, alongside undertaking the necessary
processes with Tees Valley Combined Authority to draw down funding from the
Welcome to Redcar and Cleveland programme.

5.2

Subject to the relevant Planning approvals, InControl approvals and positive
stakeholder engagement, construction works are scheduled to begin in Autumn
2021. The programme will be delivered in a phased approach by the Council’s
Highways team over a six-month construction period.

6

Who has been consulted and engaged?

6.1

The project scope was agreed with Ward Member in September 2019 and
subsequently approved through the refreshed Area Growth Plan EC1 at Cabinet
December 2020 having been reviewed by Scrutiny November 2020.

6.2

A further engagement exercise will be undertaken upon completion of the technical
design stage with key stakeholders, including;
•
•
•
•
•

Parish & Town Council
Saltburn Valley Gardens CIO
Environment Agency (Cat Nab / Skelton Beck)
Business local to the Lower Foreshore
Saltburn Neighborhood Action Plan

This will ensure local residents and businesses are aware of the plans and able to
share their comments.
6

What are the risks and resource implications?

Type of Risk/
Implication
Climate
Emergency
Impact
Health and
Safety

Social Value
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Details
The programme will consider industry best-practices to support
increased low / zero emissions vehicle usage, more effective travel
practices to improve air quality, installation of electric vehicle charging
infrastructure, use sustainable materials wherever possible and car
park occupancy signage.
The proposed development will be delivered in accordance with
legislation, best practice principles and as part of our established Incontrol project management system. Construction and Design
Management (CDM) Regulations are also used to identify, manage,
and minimise health and safety risks.
Benefits will be established through ongoing project planning. Local
businesses will benefit from the increased visitor numbers and
customers using the additional car parking. The rationalisation of car
parks and associated traffic management should lead to a reduction
in congestion in Saltburn during peak times.
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Legal
Financial

Human
Resources

Equality and
Diversity

Other (please
specify)

Legal contracts will be required for various aspects of the projects as
they develop, from consultancy works to construction contracts the
council’s legal resource will be utilised for this where possible.
The project will be funded from the TVCA Welcome to Redcar and
Cleveland Programme with an overall budget of £1,000,000. All future
fees will be capitalised through the project and no additional revenue
funding is required to deliver the project.
Several council departments will be involved in the development of
the programme, particularly Growth, Enterprise and Environment,
Assets, Legal and Finance. The project is being managed by the
Place Development and Investment Team who are regularly
consulting with the various departments as the proposals are
developed.
There are no expected equality or diversity issues. The design and
construction of the new car park will ensure that provision is made for
disabled drivers with x new bays being created across the
programme. The positioning of these disabled car parking bays has
been considered for ease of access at key locations. All designs are
in accordance with the Equality Act 2010 guidance.
A comprehensive risk register with mitigations and management plans
has been developed and will be maintained throughout by the project
team. Risk management to respond to health and safety, design and
planning, cost, quality, programme and procurement, construction,
hand over, in use and operation and communications.
Planning Approval is required for the Pumping Station and Cat Nab
site. Works to be clearly outlined in the Planning Design and Access
statement with key stakeholders engaged.

6.1

Equality analyses for Cabinet decisions are published alongside the reports in the
‘Cabinet and committee papers section’ of our website at https://www.redcarcleveland.gov.uk/Democracy/DecisionMaking/MeetingCabinet/Pages/cabinet-andcommittee-papers.aspx and should be read in conjunction with the
recommendations in the report.

7

Appendices and further information

7.1

Appendix 1 – Site Plan

8

Background papers

8.1

No background papers other than published works were used in writing this report.

9

Contact Officer

9.1

Name:
Position:
Address:
Telephone:
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James Gordon
Place Investment Project Lead
Redcar & Cleveland House, Place Investment Team
01642 444359
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Member Report

Article 4 Direction and Local Development Order
for Saltburn Conservation Area

Public
To:

Cabinet

From:

Priority:

Corporate Director - Growth Enterprise Environment Decision
Key - Policy
type:
Economic Development
Forward
Plan
GEE0024
reference:
Improving the Physical Appearance of the Borough & Enhancing Prosperity

Ward(s):

Saltburn

Portfolio:

Date:

9 March 2021

1

What is the recommendation?

1.1

That Cabinet approve the Article 4 Direction and accompanying Local Development
Order (LDO) relating to Saltburn Conservation Area for a period of public
consultation of a minimum of 28 days.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver and how, and what
options have been considered?

2.1

The adoption of the Saltburn Conservation Area Management Plan (Saltburn
CAMP) as a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) on 10 October 2019
acknowledged the requirement for action to be taken to preserve and enhance the
character of Saltburn Conservation Area.

2.2

A wide range of minor works are permitted to residential dwelling houses without the
need for planning permission. These are known as ‘permitted development’ rights
and are granted through the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015. In conservation areas these rights are
restricted but still allow plenty of scope for unsympathetic alterations which can
erode the special character of the conservation area.

2.3

Local planning authorities may remove permitted development rights via the
publication and adoption of an Article 4 Direction. This means that certain
developments that previously did not require planning permission would be brought
under planning control. It is only appropriate to remove permitted development
rights where there is a real and specific threat, as illustrated by the conservation
area condition survey carried out to inform the Saltburn CAMP. Only two limited
Article 4 Directions currently exist within Saltburn Conservation Area, covering no’s.
2-12 Milton Street and 19-21 Milton Street, these were approved in 1978 and 1994
respectively.
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2.4

However, the impact of the removal of permitted development rights can be
softened by the introduction of a Local Development Order (LDO). Apart from in
regard to listed buildings and some others, the LDO would allow certain specified
sympathetic alterations to be carried out throughout the conservation area without
the need for planning permission, such as the installation of appropriately designed
windows and doors and re-roofing in appropriate materials. It is considered this will
encourage positive changes to not only conserve but also enhance the conservation
area.

2.5

This report seeks approval to conduct a public consultation on a proposed Article 4
Direction and LDO to cover the whole of the Saltburn Conservation Area. The
proposed Article 4 would remove permitted development rights from properties
within the conservation area. Specifically, that would mean planning permission is
required for:
• The enlargement, improvement or other alteration of a dwelling house, any
other alterations to the roof of a dwelling house;
• Any other alteration to the roof of a dwelling house;
• The installation, alteration or replacement of a chimney, flue or soil and vent
pipe on a dwelling house;
• The installation, alteration or replacement of a microwave antenna on a
dwelling house or within the curtilage of a dwelling house;
• The erection, construction, maintenance, improvement or alteration of a
gate, fence, wall or other means of enclosure; and
• Exterior painting.

2.6

In affect the Article 4 Direction would guard against the installation of inappropriate
windows and doors, unsympathetic alterations including re-roofing with nontraditional materials, the loss of historic chimneys, the proliferation of satellite
dishes, the erection of inappropriate fences and gates and harmful painting of
masonry and brickwork.

2.7

A public consultation is a legal requirement for the introduction of an Article 4
Direction and LDO and every address within the conservation area will be notified of
the consultation in writing and site notices will be placed in a number of locations
within the Conservation Area, giving a minimum period of 21 days for responses to
the proposals. In addition, information will be displayed on the Council website.

2.8

The introduction of the Article 4 Direction will benefit the character of the
conservation area, which is at risk from the effect of unsympathetic alterations to
properties. The benefits of introducing the Article 4 Direction should not, however,
be thought of as purely for the benefit of historic character of the town. Preserving
and enhancing the historic environment has wide reaching benefits which contribute
to meeting the Council’s corporate priorities.

2.9

Priority 1 : Tackling Climate Change & Enhancing the Natural Environment, by
allowing the installation of slimline double glazed timber windows under the
provisions of the LDO, facilitating thermal efficiency and the use of sustainable
materials rather than plastic. The Article 4 Direction would also guard against the
frequently unnecessary replacement of historic timber windows with plastic, instead
promoting the modification of existing timber windows for thermal efficiency.

2.10 Priority 3 : Improving the Physical Appearance of the Borough & Enhancing
Prosperity, outlines aims to be proactive in looking after the Borough and having an
exciting cultural and visitor offer. Those aims can be contributed to by preserving
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and enhancing the historic and distinct character of one of the borough’s primary
tourism destinations, increasing its popularity and ensuring increased recognition as
a historic resort town.
2.11 As outlined in Historic England’s Wellbeing and the Historic Environment and the
2014 Heritage Counts report, heritage assets are recognised as being beneficial to
health due to the contribution they make to happiness and general wellbeing, also
contributing to the aims of Priority 2: Meeting Residents’ Needs.
2.12 It is recognised that the introduction of an Article 4 Direction will place additional
responsibilities on property owners within the conservation area as there will be
additional circumstances where planning permission will be required for external
alterations. There is also potential for a higher cost for alterations that maintain the
character of the conservation area, with an estimated increase of approximately
200% for sliding sash windows above the cheapest casement window option, for
example.
2.13 The introduction of the direction also has potential implications for the Council’s
Development Services team as it is likely that there will be an increase in planning
applications and enforcement investigations in the area. In 2019/20, the Council had
35 enquiries about alterations to properties in the conservation area. These were
considered to relate to permitted development at the time, but may have required
planning permission with an Article 4 Direction in place.
2.14 In addition, where a similar Article 4 area was introduced in Linthorpe,
Middlesbrough Council saw 15 planning applications that were required as a result
of the Article 4 in 2019/20 and approximately 10 enforcement actions over a twoyear period. A similar number of applications being received for Saltburn
Conservation Area would equate to just 4% of the 375 Other applications (a
category which includes householder applications and conservation area consents)
or 2% of the 743 total applications received by Development Services in 2019/20.
2.15 These are considered to be relatively minor numbers that would not result in any
significant additional pressure upon the resources of the team. The potential impact
from enforcement actions would need to be monitored going forward as, while this
number of actions would not be significant on its own, there is currently only one
planning enforcement officer within the Council and there are existing pressures in
this area.
2.16 Extended planning restrictions along with the introduction of an LDO are however
considered justifiable and beneficial, preserving and enhancing the character of
Saltburn Conservation Area and contributing to the Council’s identified priorities.
The position of Saltburn as a primary tourism destination means the benefits will go
beyond the conservation area and town and will have a positive impacts borough
wide, by ensuring that historic Saltburn fulfils its potential and maximises its
significance as a purpose built resort town.
3

Who has been consulted and engaged?

3.1

The introduction of an Article 4 Direction for Saltburn Conservation Area was
included as a recommendation within the Saltburn Conservation Area Management
Plan, which was adopted as a Supplementary Planning Document by the Council on
10 October 2019 and which, itself, was subject to a public consultation from 17
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December 2018 and 22 February 2019. This report has also been considered by
Scrutiny Committee.

3.2

This report seeks approval to conduct a public consultation on the proposed Article
4 Direction and LDO. A public consultation is a legal requirement for their
introduction and every address within the conservation area will be notified of the
consultation in writing and site notices will be placed in a number of locations within
the Conservation Area, giving a minimum period of 28 days for responses to the
proposals. In addition information will be displayed on the Council website.

4

What are the risks and resource implications?

Type of Risk/
Implication
Climate
Emergency
Impact

Health and
Safety
Social Value

Legal

Financial

Human
Resources
Equality and
Diversity
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Details
The Local Development Order will be instrumental in encouraging the
use of timber rather than plastic windows. It will also allow the use of
slimline double glazing to aid thermal efficiency. An Article 4 Direction
will guard against the removal of remaining historic pitch pine
windows, which with suitable maintenance will last indefinitely, for
replacement with non-sustainable plastic windows.
No impacts

The local community will benefit as the preservation and
enhancement of the conservation area will result in a more attractive
townscape, ensuring Saltburn continues to be recognised as a special
place. Retention of historic timber windows or re-instatement of timber
windows results in demand for joinery skills which is a trade available
within the borough, from small scale sole traders to larger
establishments with industrial premises.
The introduction of Article 4 Direction restricts development
normally allowed under the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 2015. Local Development Orders are
enabled through sections 61A-61D of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.
The introduction of an Article 4 Direction is likely to increase
applications and enforcement investigations in the Saltburn
Conservation Area.
However, the impact upon the resources of Development
Management Team may be mitigated through the introduction of the
LDO.
There may be further pressure upon existing staff as a result of
increasing planning applications and enforcement investigations.
The Local Plan policies informing the Saltburn Article 4 Direction and
LDO have been prepared in accordance with the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. As such, they have been subject to
a sustainability appraisal which considers the impact it will have on,
amongst other things, equality and diversity. In addition, all
consultation associated with the Saltburn Article 4 Direction and LDO
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will be been undertaken in accordance with the Council’s’ adopted
Statement of Community Involvement, which has helped to ensure
the Council has involved all of its communities in the
preparation of the final document. Furthermore, the policies of the
Local Plan have been subject to an Equality Impact Assessment that
was tested during its Examination process and separate Equality
Analysis has been carried out to accompany this report.
Other (please
specify)

None

4.1

Equality analyses for Cabinet decisions are published alongside the reports in the
‘Cabinet and committee papers section’ of our website at https://www.redcarcleveland.gov.uk/Democracy/DecisionMaking/MeetingCabinet/Pages/cabinet-andcommittee-papers.aspx and should be read in conjunction with the
recommendations in the report.

5

Appendices and further information

5.1

Appendix 1 Saltburn Article 4 Direction and Local Development Order

6

Background papers

6.1

No background papers other than published works were used in writing this report.

7

Contact Officer

7.1

Name:
Position:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:

Tim Brown
Conservation Advisor
R & C House
01287 612616
tim.brown@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

7.2

Name:
Position:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:

Rebecca Wren
Planning Strategy Manager
R&C House
01287 612353
rebecca.wren:redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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this is Redcar & Cleveland
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APPENDIX 1
THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (GENERAL PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT)
(ENGLAND) ORDER 2015
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SALTBURN CONSERVATION AREA LOCAL DEVELOPMENT ORDER 2020
This order is adopted by Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council (“the Council”) under the powers
conferred on the Council as the local planning authority for the land described in Schedule 1 by
sections 61A – 61D and Schedule 4a of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) (“the
Act”) and pursuant to the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
(England) Order 2015 and shall be known as the Saltburn Conservation Area Local Development
Order (“the Order”).
1.
1.1

2.

Subject to the provisions of this Order, planning permission is hereby granted for the types of
development set out in Schedule 2 subject to relevant exceptions, limitations or conditions
specified in the relevant part of Schedule 2.

3.

In the event that this Order is withdrawn or expires and a material operation has been initiated
in respect of any development permitted by this Order at the time this Order expires or is
withdrawn, that said development may be lawfully completed, subject to any transitional
arrangements.

4.

This order comes into force on the date on which it is made as indicated below and subject to
the Council’s power to revoke this Order under s.61(a) (6) of the Act, will remain in force.

In this Order:
Definitions in the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended) apply to
the interpretation of this Order and references in this Order to a “Use Class” are accordingly a
reference to the relevant Use Class as set out in the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes)
Order 1987 (as amended); and

1.2

‘Development Specification’ means the Development Specification attached to this order at
Appendix 2.

1.3

‘RCBC LDO Drawings’ means the drawings attached to this Order as Appendix 3.

1.4

‘Principal Building’ means the main building on any planning unit and does not include any
out buildings or other structures in the curtilage of any principal building.

1.5

‘Principal Elevation’ means the elevation of any building that faces a highway or other place
that the public have access to as of right.

1.6

‘Shop Window’ means the window or other opening of a commercial building that is used to
display or allow passing members of the public to view the goods or learn about the services
offered by the user of those premises.

1.7

‘Shop Door’ means the ground floor or other opening of a commercial building that is used to
display or allow passing members of the public to view the goods or learn about the services
offered by the user of those premises and includes the entrance to those premises.
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The Council will consider the order for adoption following the end of this consultation.
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Schedule 1
Land within Saltburn Conservation Area, being shown edged red on the map sealed by the Council
and bearing the legend ‘This is the map referred to in the Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council
(Saltburn Conservation Area) Local Development Order 2020’ at Appendix 1.

PART B – THE REPLACEMENT OR ALTERATION OF ANY DOOR IN AN EXTERNAL WALL OR
ON ANY OTHER ETERNAL VERTICAL SURFACE OF ANY BUILDING
Permitted Development
B.

Schedule 2

The replacement or alteration of any door in an external wall or on any other external vertical
surface of any building, subject to the following conditions and exclusions:

Conditions:

Permitted Development
PART A – THE REPLACEMENT OR ALTERATION OF ANY WINDOW IN AN EXTERNAL WALL
OR ANY OTHER EXTERNAL VERTICAL SURFACE OF ANY BUILDING

B.2

The replacement or alteration shall only be constructed in accordance with the Development
Specification at Appendix 2.

B.3

The replacement of alteration must be of the same height and width as the original and must
not involve any alteration of the opening in the wall or vertical surface.

Permitted Development
Exclusions:
A.

The replacement or alteration of any window in an external wall or on any other external
vertical surface of any building, subject to the following conditions and exclusions:

B.1

Conditions:
A.2

The replacement or alteration shall only be constructed in accordance with the Development
Specification at Appendix 2.

A.3

The replacement or alteration must be of the same height and width as the original and must
not involve any alteration of the opening in the wall or vertical surface other than in
accordance with the Development Specification at Appendix 2.

Exclusions:
A.1

Development is not permitted by Part B if –
(a)

The property is or is within the curtilage of a listed building, as defined in Section I (5) of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as amended) or in the
equivalent provision of any Act revoking and re-enacting it with or without modification.

(b)

The door being replaced or altered is a Shop Door.

(c)

Nothwithstanding the definition of Shop Door above, the application of this part to any
former church, former church hall or meeting room is not permitted.

(d)

The installation of doors is such as to enclose the entrance to what are, or were
originally, open porches.

Development is not permitted by Part A if –
PART C – THE REPLACEMENT OF THE ROOF ON ANY BUILDING
(a)

The property is or is within the curtilage of a listed building, as defined in Section I (5) of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as amended) or in the
equivalent provision of any Act revoking and re-enacting it with or without modification.

(b)

The window being altered or replaced is a Shop Window.

(c)

Notwithstanding the definition of Shop Window above, the application of this part to
any former church, former church hall or meeting room is not permitted.

Permitted Development
C.

The replacement or alteration of the roof on any building, subject to the following conditions
and exclusions:

Conditions:
C.2

The roof being shall only be replaced or altered in accordance with the Development
Specification at Appendix 2.

Exclusions:
C.1 Development is not permitted by Part C if –
(a)

6
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The property is or is within the curtilage of a listed building, as defined in Section I (5) of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as amended) or in the
equivalent provision of any Act revoking and re-enacting it with or without modification.

APPENDIX 2
Development Specification

Doors

Windows
1.
1.1

2.

Schedule 2 Part A – The replacement or alteration of any window in any external wall or
on any other vertical surface of any building.

Schedule 2 Part B – The replacement or alteration of any door in an external wall or any
other external vertical surface of any Building.

2.1

This LDO permits the installation of replacement doors that accord with the construction
method and proportions in the drawings at Appendix 3.

This LDO permits the installation of replacement windows that accord with the construction
method and proportions in the drawings at Appendix 3.

2.2

SCA LDO Drawing no.3 shows traditionally made timber doors. The installation of doors of
any type as shown in SCA LDO Drawing no. 3 is permitted for use in the openings of buildings
marked in blue or orange on the attached plan entitled “Saltburn LDO Area Windows Type”.
Stained glass is permitted in door glazing.

Timber vertically sliding sash windows
1.2

SCA LDO Drawing no.1 shows traditionally made timber double hung vertically sliding sash
windows, with optional double glazing incorporated into the specification. The use of
windows of any type as shown in SCA LDO Drawing no. 1 is permitted for use in the openings
of buildings marked in blue on the attached plan entitled “Saltburn LDO Area Windows
Type”.

Porches
2.3

A number of later Victorian and Edwardian houses have open porches or verandas, which are
a feature of Arts & Crafts style architecture. This LDO does not permit the installation of doors
to enclose verandas or porches originally designed to be open.

2.4

This LDO does permit the removal of doors and associated material which enclose an
originally open porch, provided the entrance and any damaged original features are reinstated and/or repaired in a like for like manner in both materials and appearance.

Timber casement windows
1.3

SCA LDO Drawing no.2 shows traditional timber, casement windows, with optional double
glazing incorporated into the specification. The installation of windows shown in SCA LDO
Drawing no. 2 is permitted for use in the openings of buildings marked in orange on the
attached plan entitled “Saltburn LDO Area Windows Type”. Stained glass is permitted in
upper casements.

Finish
2.5

Finish
1.4

Roofs
All external timber shall be finished in paint.

Window Openings
1.5

All external timber doors shall be finished in paint.

Changes to the shape and size of window openings in any external wall or on any other
vertical surface of any building are only permitted where such work is necessary to reinstate
the original shape and size of the window. It is strongly advised that Building Regulations
requirements are checked prior to carrying out the work to the openings.

1.6

All window openings shall be constructed and finished to exactly match the original window
openings in terms of appearance, construction, shape and dimensions.

1.7

In altered window openings in brickwork and masonry, the size, colour and finish of the brick
and masonry, along with the coursing, pattern, bond, mortar mix, finished colour of the and
appearance of the mortar, must exactly match the original brickwork, masonry and mortar.

1.8

In altered window openings in rendered walls, the render must exactly match the original in
appearance, texture and materials

2.6

Schedule 2 Part C – The replacement of the roof on any building.

2.7

The SCA LDO permits the replacement of non-traditional roofing materials with slate on
buildings marked in grey on the attached plan entitled “Saltburn LDO Area Roofs Type”.

2.8

The SCA LDO permits the replacement of non-traditional roofing materials with red clay tiles
on buildings marked in orange on the attached plan “Saltburn LDO Area Roofs Type”.
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APPENDIX 3 - SCA LDO Drawing No. 1

TYPICAL SECTION

SINGLE OR
DOUBLE GLAZED

TYPICAL PLAN
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APPENDIX 3 - SCA LDO Drawing No. 2

TYPICAL SECTION

STAINED GLASS PERMITTED
IN UPPER CASEMENT

SINGLE OR
DOUBLE GLAZED

FLUSH CLOSURE
NOT
STORM CLOSURE

TYPICAL PLAN
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APPENDIX 3 - SCA LDO Drawing No. 3
GLAZED OR SOLID

GLAZING MAY BE STAINED AND /OR LEADED

GLAZED
GLAZED
GLAZED OR SOLID

EXAMPLES OF ACCEPTABLE PLANS
VARIATIONS OF TRADITIONAL MOULDINGS ARE PERMITTED

SINGLE OR DOUBLE GLAZED

SINGLE OR DOUBLE GLAZED
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Member Report

Financial Position: Quarter 3 – 2020/21

Public
To:

Cabinet

From:

Priority:

Managing Director (Head of Paid Decision type:
Service)
Resources
Forward Plan
reference:
All priorities

Ward(s):

All

Portfolio:

Date:

1

What are the recommendations?

1.1

It is recommended that Cabinet:
•
•
•
•

9 March 2021
Key - Budget
RD0069

Note the forecasted year-end outturn position on the revenue budget
and the capital investment plan as at Quarter 3.
Approve the revised position for Quarter 3 on Treasury Management
Prudential Indicators, set out in Appendix 4.
Approve the itemised revenue virements detailed in Appendix 5.
Note the capital variation movements between Q2 and Q3 detailed in
Appendix 6.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver, and how?

2.1

Strong financial governance is the foundation of the Council’s ability to deliver
the entirety of the Corporate Plan. Effective financial management of the
budget aids the delivery of the Council’s key priorities and objectives as stated
in the Corporate Plan.

2.2

The Council maintains a medium-term financial strategy, which informs the
Council’s revenue and capital budgets, and drives the treasury management
strategy. The latest version of this budget was approved by Full Council on 28
February 2020.

3.0

Summary

3.1

The latest financial position remains substantially impacted by the ongoing
covid-19 pandemic and the February 2020 cyber-attack.

3.2

This report focuses on the latest forecasts, at 31 December 2020, against the
full revenue and capital budgets for the 2020/21 financial year. The third
national lockdown in January 2021 has also been factored into this forecast
position. This has pushed back the Government’s planned reopening of the
economy into 2021/22.

Version 7 (08/03/2017)
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3.3

Discussions with Government regarding financial support for the impact of the
cyber-attack are ongoing, and any support that is confirmed will be factored
into the financial position at that time.

3.4

As indicated in the Quarter 2 Report, the Government has provided the Council
with £12.370 million as part of four tranches of Covid-19 grant. The Council
has now submitted the second of three claims to Government for lost income
caused by the Pandemic, through the Income Compensation Scheme.
Therefore, support based on these current announcements is currently
estimated to be £14.370 million (£12.370 million from four tranches of Covid19 grant and approximately £2.000 million estimated from the income
compensation scheme). With £0.074 million of this funding having been used
to support the 2019/20 outturn position, £14.296 million can therefore be
allocated to manage the financial pressures facing the Council from 2020/21
onwards.

3.5

Of this estimated £14.296 million of Government financial support, it was
proposed at Quarter 2 to transfer the fourth confirmed tranche of Covid-19
grant funding of £2.445 million, into earmarked reserves, to be available next
year when the budget will need to address funding pressures from reduced
council tax and business rates income, including a delay to the national
resetting of business rates baselines.

3.6

After the transfer of this fourth tranche of Covid-19 grant into reserves, the
Council is forecasting a year-end underspend of £0.033 million (comparable to
the forecast underspend at Quarter 2 of £0.061 million).

3.7

The Council’s Collection Fund, which accounts for the Borough’s council tax
and business rates yield, is forecast to be in deficit by the end of 2020/21 by
£3.748 million. An element of this is due to the impact of the cyber-attack on
the Council’s collection arrangements, but the majority is due to the impact of
Covid-19 and the increased bad debt provisions required as a result. The
Government has provided exceptional dispensation to local authorities to
spread the impact of part of this cumulative deficit across a three-year period
between 2021/22 to 2023/24.

4.0

Main report

4.1

At Quarter 3 the Council is forecasting a net underspend position of £0.033
million against the 2020/21 revenue budget, after the transfer of £2.445 million
(Tranche 4) of Covid funding into reserves. The Directorate breakdown of this
position is set out below.
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Directorate

Covid-19
support after
transfer
to
reserves.
Adult
&
Communities
Children
&
Families
Growth,
Enterprise and
Environment
Resources

Revised
Q3
Q3
Q2
Budget Forecast Forecast Forecast
£’m
Outturn Variance Variance
£’m
£’m
£’m
0.000
(11.851) (11.851) (11.913)

46.104

48.683

2.579

2.584

37.073

40.814

3.741

3.837

30.877

33.200

2.323

2.386

4.412

6.188

1.776

2.253

Corporate
Allocations

(8.508)

(7.109)

1.400

0.792

Total

109.958

109.925

(0.033)

(0.061)

Adult and Community Services – Forecast Overspend of £2.579 million
4.2

During the year, the adult social care sector has been impacted by the
coronavirus pandemic. The sector has experienced additional in-year
operational and financial pressures to safely operate during the Pandemic.
The Council has continued as far as possible to support an active care market,
with sufficient capacity to support the NHS to free up hospital beds for those
most in need at key points during the pandemic.

4.3

The Council has provided a range of support including supplier relief payments,
PPE supplies and fee uplifts to care providers, to help keep vulnerable people
and front-line care workers as safe as possible during the pandemic,
amounting to around £2.100 million. The fee uplifts to providers have now
ceased, however the Council are continuing to support some care providers on
an exceptional basis where there has been a noticeable drop in clients due to
pandemic restrictions.

4.4

Whilst supplier relief payments have been made to ensure the on-going viability
of homecare and day care providers, reductions in provision of these services
have meant less client contributions which is expected to result in income
losses of £0.630 million, which includes a review of the recoverability of aged
debt relating to previous years. Further income pressures of £0.250 million are
forecast from reduced fee income in culture and tourism related services.

4.5

The supporting independence strategy of the service was budgeted to deliver
savings of £0.750 million this year by improving client outcomes. Due to the
disruption caused by the cyber-attack and the resultant impact on capacity and
ability to focus on early intervention and prevention, this saving is not forecast
to be delivered.
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4.6

During the Pandemic, the Council has seen a temporary reduction in the usual
number of people receiving care, particularly residents in care homes. Based
on these reductions to date, together with some clients currently being paid for
by the Clinical Commissioning Group under interim funding arrangements, a
one-off saving of £2.050 million is forecast, with funding arrangements and
activity levels anticipated to return to normal as the impact of the Pandemic
recedes.

4.7

Our leisure provision is managed by our commissioned partner SLM, who
receive a small management fee from the council but cover the majority of their
costs from the income received from customers. This income has been hit by
the closure and restricted use of the centres, and it remains uncertain how
badly and for how long income streams will continue to be adversely affected.

4.8

The Council initially supported SLM with furlough top-up payments and have
since entered into a contract variation to provide support for anticipated income
losses from restricted re-opening and activities. The contract variation will be
reviewed periodically as more evidence is gathered on the recovery of income
streams, but at this point overall support to SLM is forecast to cost £1.000
million for this year.

4.9

The Council have recently submitted a bid to Sports England and the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport for financial support. The bid has
received provisional approval for £0.290 million. If received this year the
funding will be carried forward to go towards the anticipated on-going additional
costs of supporting leisure provision next year until patronage and income
levels start to recover.

4.10

Plans for redesigning some services around a new vulnerable persons’ delivery
model have also been delayed, because of a delay in the service redesign at
a critical point in this process as a result of the Cyber-Attack leading to a further
pressure of £0.300 million. Directorate reserves will be used to address this
until plans can be implemented to redesign the service.
Children and Families – Forecast overspend of £3.741 million.

4.11

The Directorate has had to address the prolonged impact of Covid-19 on young
people in the Borough. This has been exacerbated due to restrictions on social
workers due to three periods of lockdown, social distancing and two spells of
prolonged school closures. These pressures coupled with the February 2020
Cyber Attack have resulted in the Directorate been unable to achieve the
£0.550 million savings targets to reduce children’s social care placement costs
and are forecasting additional care costs totalling £1.450 million.

4.12

Additional staffing costs are forecast to be incurred to address the workarounds
and backlogs of work created by the disruption from the cyber-attack (£1.075
million).

4.13

An element of this forecast overspend relates to increased Legal costs, with a
forecast pressure of £0.250 million. The Directorate have also incurred
additional home to school staffing costs of £0.200 million, particularly as a
result of providing additional transport capacity for children with High
Educational Needs attending schools outside mainstream provision.
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Growth, Enterprise and Environment – Forecast overspend of £2.323
million.
4.14

The pandemic restrictions have resulted in many fee generating services
seeing a fall in income, whilst the costs this income helps support are still being
incurred. The latest forecast totals £1.500 million, including services linked to
licensing, car-parking, planning, transport, cliff tramway, trade waste and
highways.

4.15

Additional cost pressures and reduced income continue within the Waste
Services. The latest forecast pressures in these areas total £1.200 million,
relating to increased collection and disposal costs due to increased household
waste, extended opening hours of facilities, staffing and PPE costs and social
distancing requirements.

4.16

Further financial pressures in Neighbourhood Services relate to the additional
costs of hiring vehicles to facilitate social distancing of £0.125 million, additional
staffing for these vehicles, protective equipment, service costs and lost income
totalling £0.175 million.

4.17

These overspend pressures are mitigated in part by the saving generated from
the renegotiation of the Concessionary Bus Fares contract, which has seen the
Council’s share of these costs reduce by £0.600 million from this financial year.
Resources Directorate – Forecast overspend of £1.776 million.

4.18

Additional costs in the Resources directorate include supplies for the
community hub and PPE purchased for use by front line staff, estimated at
£0.500 million. IT recovery costs from the Cyber-attack, which are chargeable
to the revenue budget are forecast at £0.430 million, and lost income including
rents, registrars, schools’ income, and other services are forecast to be £0.730
million.
Corporate Allocations – Overspend of £1.400 million.

4.19

Pressures are forecast against areas including commercial and enforcement
income, audit fees, the Council’s contribution towards the Coroners’ service
and an increase required to the Insurance Fund for forecast liabilities.
Collection Fund:

4.20

The Council maintains a Collection Fund, as a statutory requirement, to
separately account for the Borough’s council tax and business rates income.
Both elements of this fund are expected to be significantly affected by the
implications of Covid-19 and the cyber-attack. The forecast deficit on the fund
has been addressed as part of the 2021/22 budget set.

4.21

The Government have confirmed that because of the financial impact of Covid19 on councils’ Collection Funds (for both business rates and council tax),
councils will be required to recover deficits built up in 2020/21 across a threeyear period (2021/22 to 2023/24) rather than all in 2021/22.

4.22

For council tax, the Council retain an 82.9% share of the forecast deficit
position, which based on latest forecasts will result in a deficit of £2.267 million.
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After the three-year spread adjustment, the amount to be addressed in the
2021/22 budget is £1.099 million. The main driver for the forecast deficit is an
increase in the bad debt provision required due to the economic impact of
Covid-19.
4.23

For business rates, the Council retain a 49% share of the forecast deficit
position estimated to be £1.481 million. After the three-year spread adjustment,
the amount to be addresses in the 2021/22 budget is £0.741 million. The main
causes of the forecast deficit are an increase in the bad debt provision and a
recent national court ruling which has triggered the refund of business rates
liabilities for cash machines in large retail units.

4.24

The Collection Fund monitoring position for Quarter 3 of 2020/21 is attached
as Appendix 1, which sets out the main items of income and expenditure for
council tax and business rates. The account is produced on a regulatory basis
and sets out the full Collection Fund position (not just the Council’s retained
share). The latest Collection Fund estimates exclude the compensating grant
for business rates reliefs. However, the council tax element of the Collection
Fund has been adjusted to include the council tax hardship scheme which
provided financial assistance to some residents with their council tax bills
during 2020/21.
Usable Reserves

4.25

The level of Total Usable Reserves (excluding school and dedicated school
grant balances) available to the Council at Quarter 3 of 2020/21 is £16.229
million, broken down in the table below.

School Reserves
Dedicated School Grant Reserve

Quarter 3
(£m)
0.092
(2.188)

Adult and Communities
Children and Families
Growth, Enterprise & Environment
Resources
Total Directorate Reserves
General Reserves
Medium Term Financial Plan
Leisure Contract Fund
Council Tax Reserve Reliefs
Mutual Municipal Insurance
Insurance Funding
PFI – Schools
PFI – Street Lighting
Brexit Funding
Strategic Change and Resilience
Local Elections
Covid-19 Grant Funding
Total Corporate Reserves
Council Total

1.449
0.294
0.608
0.189
2.540
5.202
0.551
0.417
0.353
0.500
1.455
1.111
0.469
0.146
1.000
0.040
2.445
13.689
16.229

Reserve
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Driving Change
4.26

A key element of the Council’s medium-term financial strategy is to promote
financial resilience and sustainability, in order to set a balanced revenue
budget across the financial years between 2020/21 to 2022/23 without undue
reliance on reserves.

4.27

The Driving Change efficiency improvement programme is aligned to the
Council’s priorities and seeks to improve productivity & efficiency, streamline
management and promote financial resilience and sustainability.

4.28

A summary of the progress to date is set out below, with more detail at
Appendix 2. The Driving Change efficiency improvement programme sought to
deliver planned savings of £4.089 million in 2020/21. In summary £1.877
million of these savings has been classified as being achieved, £0.324 million
are in-progress and £1.888 million remain outstanding. These forecasts are
incorporated within the overall projected revenue position set out above.
Driving Change
Theme 2020/21

Achieved

In-Progress

Outstanding

Total

£’m

£m

£m

£m

0.300

0.020

1.430

1.750

1.671

0.004

0.040

1.715

0.000

0.300

0.402

0.702

0.056

0

0.016

0.072

(0.150)

0

0

(0.150)

1.877

0.324
7.9%

1.888
46.2%

4.089
100%

Early
Intervention and
Prevention
Streamlining &
Cost Control
Being
Commercial
Digital Efficiency
Long term
Financial
Sustainability
and Returns on
Investment
Total
%

4.29

45.9%

The very challenging circumstances which have arisen due to the Covid-19
Pandemic and the earlier Cyber-Attack are the main causes of the status of the
outstanding Driving Change efficiencies. In particular, the main outstanding
items relate to challenges in delivering savings in relation to the Edge of Care
Strategy for Children in Care (£0.550 million), the delivery of the savings linked
to Supporting Independence Strategy (£0.750 million) and increasing collection
levels of fees and charges (£0.357 million).
Capital Investment

4.30

The Capital Investment Plan supports the Council’s corporate planning process
by identifying and maximising available resources, supporting the delivery of
our priorities and ensuring that all our resources are effectively invested.
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4.31

The Capital Investment Plan is financed in such a way that the cost to council
tax-payers is spread over the life of the asset being invested in. A summary of
the current year forecast position is set out in the table below, with further detail
included in Appendix 3.

4.32

The Quarter 3 forecasts reflect the updated Capital Investment Plan agreed by
Cabinet and Borough Council on 25 February 2021 which flowed from the
updated plans set out in Area Growth Plan and Budget Proposals reports
presented to Cabinet on 15 December 2021. The updated plans reflect some
re-phasing of forecast spend against the approved budget at Quarter 2, which
is shown the table and explained below.
Investment Theme

Q2
Approved
Budget

Q3
Forecast
Variance
£’m)

3.966

Q3
Forecasts
(as
approved
in the
Budget
Setting
Report on
25
February)
(£’m)
2.555

5.214

4.313

(0.901)

4.040

1.354

(2.686)

8.148

7.088

(1.060)

0.159
0.966
0.359
0.174

0.159
0.780
0.359
0.174

(0.186)
-

5.557
7.275
35.857

3.677
6.778
27.237

(1.880)
(0.497)
(8.621)

(£’m)

Town
Centre
Investment
Visitor Attractions &
Amenities
Business
Infrastructure
Transport
Infrastructure
Housing
Supported Housing
Community Capacity
Recycling and Waste
Initiatives
Education
Council Investment
Total
4.33

(1.411)

The variances to the programme for each block are summarised as follows:
•
•
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Town Centre Investment – A reallocation of funding across schemes
which were covered in the Budget Proposals report and Area Growth
Plans presented to Cabinet on 15 December 2020.
Visitor Attractions & Amenities – a rephasing of the Cleveland Ironstone
Mining Scheme caused by a scheme review and the impact of the
Pandemic on major construction schemes. Additional funding has also
been secured from the TVCA Room to Grow Grant to support the
scheme.
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•
•
•
•
•

Business Infrastructure – A re-phasing of the Programme to reflect an
updating of the work programme to be undertaken in future years.
Transport Infrastructure – A rephase of the scheme to improve traffic
flow at Swan’s Corner and Flatts Lane into 2021/22 due to the Pandemic
and the wider work programme.
Supported Housing – Rephasing linked to the grants for Disabled
Facilities Grant. This is grant-funded spend which will be added to
allocations for 2021/22.
Education – Reduced spend on the School Estate Investment
programme, which is now to be reallocated to the Kirkleatham Primary
School development which will commence in 2022/23 and 2023/24.
Council Investment – a reduction to allocations for Driving Change and
Loans, which will not now be required for 2020/21, and thereby reduces
the Council’s borrowing requirement.

Treasury Management
4.34

Current debt levels at 31 December 2020 are £196.698 million (which is
broadly the same as the £196.700 million reported as at Quarter 2).
Borrowing
Fixed Rate Funding
PWLB
Market (LOBO)
Market (Fixed)
Local Authority & Pension Funds (long
term)
Local Authority & Pension Funds (short
term)
Salix Loan (funds Street Light Bulb
Replacement)
Total Fixed Rate

4.35

Principal

Rate

£’m

%

Average
Life
(Years)

53.518
25.000
48.750

2.68
6.44
6.47

10
54
54

15.000

4.05

13

51.000

0.33

0

3.430

0

4

196.698

3.61

24

The Council is holding investments of £25.420 million (£23.450 million as at
Quarter 2). Cash balances have in 2020/21 generally been substantially higher
than in the previous financial year due to the Council receiving additional grant
funding to support the Council’s response to the Pandemic and funding to
support businesses as part of the distribution of emergency grant funding.
Investments
Natwest Current
Call Accounts
Money Market Funds
Total Instant Access
Property Funds
Total Investments
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Credit
Rating
Baa 1
AAAA+

Principal

Rate

£m’s

%

Average
Duration
(Days)

2.100
2.600
10.720
15.420
10.000
25.420

0.01
0.07
0.01
0.03
3.74
1.49

1
1
1
1
3,650
1,436
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4.36

•

AA – denotes very high credit quality. A very low expectation of credit risk
and a strong capacity for timely payment of financial commitments. This
capacity is not significantly vulnerable to unforeseen events.

•

A – denotes high credit quality. A low expectation of credit risk and the
capacity for timely payment of financial commitments is strong. This
capacity may be more vulnerable to changes in circumstance or economic
conditions.

•

BBB – denotes adequate capacity to meet financial commitments, but
more subject to adverse economic conditions.

•

*

Property Funds do not have a credit rating. Rating agencies tend to
award credit rating assessments to financial institutions which trade in
structured financial transactions such as asset-backed securities such as
loans and bonds. Property Funds are direct investments in a portfolio of
property, they are illiquid in nature and the timing with which such
investments can be withdrawn is dependent upon the speed with which the
Property Fund can either sell property to release liquidity to sellers or can
facilitate a sale of the asset to another investor. Property Fund valuations
are also directly linked to the bid price of such an investment on the open
market and the capital value fluctuates on a regular basis.

+/- may be added to a rating to show the relative status of an organisation
within that particular category.
4.37

There have been no breaches in investment counterparty limits during the
financial year to date. Individual counterparties’ credit quality is assessed and
monitored with reference to credit ratings on an ongoing basis. The Council’s
minimum long-term counterparty rating is A- representing excellent credit
quality and an ability for these organisations to make timely repayments of
principal and interest. In addition, this information on credit ratings is
supplemented via other sources of intelligence such as credit default swap
prices, financial statements, information on potential government support, and
reports in the quality financial press.

4.38

The interest on invested surplus cash balances and CCLA investments is

4.39

As part of the integrated Treasury Management Strategy for 2021/22 a full suite
of prudential indicators were approved. The Prudential Code for Capital
Finance allows local authorities to make their own capital investment decisions
in line with their priorities, providing they are affordable, sustainable and
prudent, and can be demonstrated, as such, through the use of prudential
indicators. The position on prudential indicators is set out in Appendix 4. To
date there have been no breaches of any of the prudential indicators.

expected to be around £0.365 million (£0.400 million in 2019/20). The Council
will be closely monitoring the value of the Pooled Property Fund holdings, and
the value of dividends continuing to be paid.
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5

Who have we consulted?

5.1

The Council, as a fundamental part of establishing its Medium Term Financial
Strategy and its ongoing management, has consulted widely with the public,
partners, council members, trade unions and other stakeholders to set and
then deliver a balanced position.

6

What are the risks and resource implications?
Type
of
Risk/
Implication
Climate
Change
Emergency
Health and
Safety

Details

There have been some positive carbon and environmental
impacts arising from the Covid-19 crisis, including less traffic,
cleaner air, digital service access (less paper & transport).
This response to Covid-19 has fundamentally been about
health and safety. Any resetting of services will only be done
when it meets health and safety requirements, which focus on
staff as well as users.
Social Value A key component of the procurement and investment
strategies of the Council are to promote social value across the
Borough.
Legal
Government guidance has been issued in great quantities,
within the context of the emergency legislation passed by
Parliament at the outset of lockdown. Directorates are
following guidance but will not reopen a service or facility
unless it is safe to do so.
Financial
The financial implications are set out in detail in the main
body of this report.
Human
We can only achieve the effective resetting and restoring of
Resources
services with the continued support and commitment of staff.
Equality and We need to ensure communities are empowered to act where
Diversity
they can, whilst the Council can support those that need our
support the most. We will continue to monitor the impact of
Covid-19 on our communities.
Other
7

Appendices and further information

7.1

Appendix 1 – Collection Fund Financial Forecasts
Appendix 2 – Driving Change Efficiency Programme – progress update
Appendix 3 – Capital Investment Programme
Appendix 4 – Prudential Indicators for approval
Appendix 5 – Revenue Budget Variations
Appendix 6 – Capital Budget Variations

8

Background papers

8.1

No background papers other than published works were used in writing this
report.
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9

Contact officer

9.1

Name:
Position:
Address:

Phil Winstanley
Assistant Director – Finance (Section 151 Officer)
Redcar & Cleveland House, Redcar

Email:

philip.winstanley@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1
Collection Fund - Quarter 3 2020/21:

2020/21

INCOME
Council Tax Receivable

£000's

£000's

£000's

BR

CT

TOTAL

0

-78,456

-78,456

-1,848

-1,848

-26,049

0

-26,049

-26,049

-80,304

-106,353

Central Government

69

0

69

Billing Authority

68

299

367

Cleveland Fire Authority

1

15

16

Cleveland Police & Crime Commissioner

0

47

47

138

361

499

Central Government

18,552

0

18,552

Billing Authority

18,814

65,943

84,757

377

3,141

3,518

0

10,380

10,380

37,743

79,464

117,207

(1,437)

0

(1,437)

580

2,875

3,455

1,117

0

1,117

159

0

159

Less: Disregarded Amounts

2,092

0

2,092

Less Transitional Protection

904

0

904

3,415

2,875

6,290

15,247

2,396

17,643

621

259

880

0

0

0

15,868

2,655

18,523

Council Tax Hardship Funding
Business Rates Receivable

EXPENDITURE
Apportionment of Previous Year Surpluses

Precepts, Demands and Shares

Cleveland Fire Authority
Cleveland Police & Crime Commissioner

Charges to Collection Fund
Less: refunds written off against the appeals provision
Less: Increase/(Decrease) in Bad Debt Provision
Less: Increase/(Decrease) in Provision for Appeals
Less: Cost of Collection

(Surplus) / Deficit arising during the year
(Surplus) / Deficit b/fwd 1st April 2020
Adjustment to Surplus prev yrs
(Surplus) / Deficit c/fwd 31st March 2021
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APPENDIX 2

Driving Change 2020-21

As at Quarter 3 2020-21
2020/21

Early Intervention and Prevention

Achieved

In Progress

Edge of Care strategy - to mitigate increased rates of
Children in Care

-550,000

School transport savings from increased High Needs
education provision in the Borough
Supporting Independence strategy - to mitigate
pressures on Adult Social Care.
Review of high cost care packages in Adult Social Care

-150,000

-200,000

-200,000

Review of Carers support service (Adults)

-100,000

-100,000

-1,750,000

-300,000

-720,000
-882,000

-720,000
-882,000

-11,000
-57,000
-40,000
-5,000
-1,715,000

-7,000
-57,000

Sub-total
Streamlining & Cost Control
Streamlining of Management Structures
Tighter management of staffing establishment costs
and flexible working
Corporate subscriptions and inspections
Design, print & stationery
General cost reduction measures
Review of subsidies for public bus services
Sub-total
Being Commercial
Increase Advertising, Sponsorship and Trade Waste
revenue

-550,000
-20,000

-750,000

-1,671,000

-4,000

-4,000

-35,000

Sub-total

-702,000

0

-56,000
-16,000
-72,000

-56,000

-56,000

-50,000

-50,000

200,000
150,000
-4,089,000
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-40,000

-35,000

-100,000
-20,000
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-1,430,000

-40,000

In-sourcing of ASC legal work
Commission Adults transport at a reduced cost

Council Total

-20,000

-5,000

-347,000
-200,000

Long Term Financial Sustainability and Return on
Investment
Reduction in Fleet running costs following the purchase
of new vehicles
Capital Financing Costs
Sub-total

-130,000
-750,000

Specific increases to Fees & Charges
General Increase to Fees & Charges

Digital Efficiency
Meetings, events & hospitality
Invest in new technology for CCTV lines
Sub-total

Outstanding

-347,000
-200,000
-100,000
-20,000

-300,000

-402,000

0

-16,000

150,000

0

0

-1,877,000

-324,000

-1,888,000

-16,000

200,000

APPENDIX 3

Revised
2021/22

Revised
2022/23

224,000
371,600
230,550
250,000

479,800
0
135,000
1,035,000

0
0
4,266,000
725,000

0
0
850,000
0

703,800
371,600
5,481,550
2,010,000

Saltburn Town Centre Revival
A Thriving Eston Town Centre
Guisborough Town Centre Revival
Growth Plans

45,000
150,000
67,500
0

1,225,000
1,500,000
300,500
0

650,000
2,675,000
0
0

0
2,675,000
0

1,920,000
7,000,000
368,000

Loftus Future High Street
Boroughwide High Street Support
Kemplagh Play Equipment
Kingsley Field

647,000
500,000
11,400
0

4,051,000
400,000
0
80,000

4,046,500
100,000
0
0

1,324,000
146,000
0
0

10,068,500
1,146,000
11,400
80,000

Skinningrove Coastal Protection
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Visitor Attractions & Amenities
CCF Kirkleatham Academy and Walled
Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland Grants

58,050
2,555,100

0
9,206,300

0
12,462,500

0
4,995,000

58,050
29,218,900

486,950
200,000

0
125,000

0
75,000

0
50,000

486,950
450,000

Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum
Tourism/Business Access to Information
Regent Cinema Development

250,000
100,000
2,161,200

1,300,250
0
7,050,000

0
0
30,000

0
0
0

1,550,250
100,000
9,241,200

Guisborough Town Hall Gateway Project
Kirkleatham Future Development

886,950
228,250

1,378,750
0

0
0

0
0

2,265,700
228,250

SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Business Infrastructure

4,313,350

9,854,000

105,000

50,000

14,322,350

Coatham Leisure - Phase 1
Industrial Estates Programme
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Transport Infrastructure
Improved Gateways & Routeways
Public Rights of Way Improvements
Walking & Cycling Routes
Street Lighting - Upgrade
Drainage Asset Capture and Flood
A66 Environmental Improvements
Block Allocation - Local Transport Plan
Structural Highways Maintenance - Block
Highways Improvements
Highways Innovation Fund
Swans Corner & Flatts Lane Traffic
Improvements
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE

1,273,500
80,000
1,353,500

1,420,000
2,843,500
4,263,500

750,000
2,120,800
2,870,800

0
0
0

3,443,500
5,044,300
8,487,800

147,150
0
75,000
1,259,800
200,000
0
882,000
2,819,400
286,950
372,000

0
50,000
655,000
0
200,000
250,000
937,600
2,493,000
200,000
354,000

0
0
270,000
0
200,000
0
853,000
1,693,000
400,000
354,000

0
0
0
0
200,000
0
853,000
1,693,000
400,000
354,000

147,150
50,000
1,000,000
1,259,800
800,000
250,000
3,525,600
8,698,400
1,286,950
1,434,000

1,046,050
7,088,350

1,000,000
6,139,600

0
3,770,000

0
3,500,000

2,046,050
20,497,950

Scheme
Town Scape Investment
Public Realm
Skelton Townscape Heritage Project
Redcar Central Station
East Cleveland Town Centre Revival
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Revised
2023/24

Total Budget

APPENDIX 3

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

Scheme
Housing
Community Led Housing
Housing Delivery Company
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Supported Housing
CSDP Adaptations
Disabled Facilities Grant
Community Capacity
Intermediate Care Centre
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Community Capacity
Investment in Leisure Centres
4G Pitch - R&C College
Oxford House
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Recycling & Waste Initiatives
Recycling Initiatives
Purchase of Refuse Bins
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Education
School Estate Investment
Devolved Formula Capital at LEA Level
Mo Mowlan Academy Redcar - New Build
Archways - Teesville Refurbishment
Kirkleatham School Expansion
A Special Free School for the Tees Valley
in Grangetown
Churchview
Hillsview Academy Extension
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Council Investments
Business Premises Improvements
Purchase of Vehicles (Fleet Replacement)
Carbon Management Programme
Redcar Leisure and Community Heart
Information Technology Improvement
Driving Change
Redcar and Cleveland Commercial Loans
Asset Management - Capitalised Repairs
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Revised
2020/21

Revised
2021/22

Revised
2022/23

Revised
2023/24

Total Budget

150,000
9,150
159,150

150,000
0
150,000

0
0
0

0
0
0

300,000
9,150
309,150

0
683,650
7,200
89,150
780,000

100,000
700,000
500,000
0
1,300,000

100,000
700,000
500,000
0
1,300,000

100,000
700,000
500,000
0
1,300,000

300,000
2,783,650
1,507,200
89,150
4,680,000

334,350
0
24,950
359,300

0
250,000
0
250,000

215,500
0
0
215,500

0
0
0
0

549,850
250,000
24,950
824,800

50,000
124,250
174,250

450,000
100,000
550,000

0
100,000
100,000

0
100,000
100,000

500,000
424,250
924,250

852,650
128,400
2,192,550
36,150
50,000

1,030,000
100,000
0
0
1,325,000

100,000
100,000
0
0
1,325,000

100,000
75,000
0
0
0

2,082,650
403,400
2,192,550
36,150
2,700,000

0
410,000
6,750
3,676,500

120,000
0
0
2,575,000

125,000
0
0
1,650,000

0
0
0
175,000

245,000
410,000
6,750
8,076,500

80,000
2,970,000
115,600
15,200
2,021,550
0
0
1,575,450
6,777,800

822,500
1,486,450
106,000
0
2,000,000
250,000
200,000
1,391,000
6,255,950

150,000
2,000,000
100,000
0
2,000,000
250,000
200,000
1,240,000
5,940,000

150,000
2,000,000
100,000
0
2,000,000
250,000
200,000
1,295,000
5,995,000

1,202,500
8,456,450
421,600
15,200
8,021,550
750,000
600,000
5,501,450
24,968,750

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

27,237,300 40,544,350

28,413,800

16,115,000 112,310,450

Resources
Growth, Enterprise and Environment
Children & Families
Adult & Communities

3,807,800 4,769,500
18,613,700 31,649,850
3,676,500 2,575,000
1,139,300 1,550,000
27,237,300 40,544,350

3,940,000
21,308,300
1,650,000
1,515,500
28,413,800

3,995,000 16,512,300
10,645,000 82,216,850
175,000
8,076,500
1,300,000
5,504,800
16,115,000 112,310,450
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APPENDIX 4
Prudential Indicator
Capital Expenditure
- Estimates of capital expenditure
- Estimates of capital financing requirement

2020/21
Quarter 1
£’000

External Debt
- Authorised Limit
- Operational Boundary
- Estimated External Debt (including long
term liabilities)
- Under-borrowed position
- Gross Debt and the Capital Financing
Requirement as a %
Affordability and Prudential Indicators
- Estimates of Financing Costs as a % of
Net Revenue Budget (including long term
liabilities such as Private Finance
Initiatives)
- Estimates of Financing Costs as a % of
Net Revenue Budget (excluding long term
liabilities such as Private Finance
Initiatives).

2020/21
Quarter 2
£’000

2020/21
Quarter 3
£’000

36,142
268,522

35,857
268,510

27,236
265,397

293,522
268,522
266,838

293,510
268,510
260,965

290,397
265,397
254,677

1,684
99%

7,545
97%

10,720
96%

18%

18%

18%

11%

10%

10%

The above prudential indicators are part of the overall framework for the Council managing
its revenue budget and medium-term financial plan. They are a best practice requirement
for managing our capital finance activity and aim to give evidence around the affordability
and sustainability of these arrangements.
The annual prudential indicators are approved by Council. The in-year arrangements are
delegated to Cabinet for monitoring and approval.
Cabinet are asked to approve these revised indicators so that that they are an accurate
representation of our current financial plans, so that none of the current indicators are
breached by activity during the year and that there is an acknowledgement of any
consequential impacts on our budgetary arrangements.
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APPENDIX 5
Revenue Budget Virements
Total CHILDREN &
FAMILIES

REVISED Q2 BUDGET 2020-21
EMR Drawdown - Brexi t
202007 EMRs
posts
202007 EMRs
EMR Drawdown Devel opment of PSHE
servi ce
202008 Cabi net
Transfer of Care System
Support Team
202008 EMRs
EMR Drawdown - UASC
grant funded soci al worker
costs Q2
202008 EMRs
EMR Drawdown - Brexi t
posts
202009 EMRs
EMR Drawdown - 20/21
support for Li teracy Hub
202009 EMRs
EMR Drawdown - UASC
grant funded soci al worker
costs Q3
202009 EMRs
EMR Drawdown - PFI
Bui l di ng Fund for Legal
costs re Contract changes
202009 EMRs
EMR Drawdown Reversal Brexi t post now vacant
202009 EMRs
EMR Drawdown Reversal Correcti on to previ ous
Revenue & Benefi ts Contract
drawdown
EMR Drawdown 202009 EMRs
Devel opment of PSHE
servi ce (Q3)
202009 Cabi net
Fi nal adjustments
regardi ng the al l ocati on of
the annual pay award
Revised Q3 Budget 2020-21
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TOTAL ADULTS AND
COMMUNITIES

TOTAL GROWTH,
ENTERPRISE &
ENVIRONMENT

£
37,033,718
-

£
45,916,850
50,350

£
30,876,850
-

£
4,403,750 - -

£
8,273,268
50,350

£
109,957,900
-

-

9,000

-

- -

9,000

-

-

119,400

-

-

20,750

-

-

- -

20,750

-

-

-

-

23,550 -

23,550

-

-

6,000

-

- -

6,000

-

18,300

-

-

- -

18,300

-

-

-

-

35,000 -

35,000

-

7,250

-

-

7,250

-

60,600

60,600

-

- -

- -

TOTAL
CORPORATE
ALLOCATIONS

119,400

TOTAL MTFP

-

-

-

9,000

-

- -

9,000

-

-

-

-

129,300 -

129,300

-

37,072,768

46,103,350

30,876,850

4,411,600 -

8,506,668

109,957,900
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- -

TOTAL
RESOURCES

APPENDIX 6
CAPITAL PROGRAMME - Variations From the Q2 Budget
Scheme

Schemes requiring re-profiling across financial
years
Industrial Estates Programme
Public Rights of Way Improvements
Block Allocation - Local Transport Plan
Swans Corner & Flatts Lane Traffic Improvements
Purchase of Vehicles (Fleet Replacement)
Carbon Management Programme
Total
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2020/2021

2021/2022

2022/23

2023/24

Total

£

£

£

£

£

-2,120,800

0

2,120,800

0

-50,000
-84,600

50,000
84,600

0
0

0
0

-1,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

513,550

-513,550

0

0

-6,000

6,000

0

0

-2,747,850

627,050

2,120,800

0
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Funding Narrative

0

RCBC &
External
0
RCBC
0 External

Re-phasing of the programme to reflect updated work
programme into future years
Work to be completed in 2021/22.
Re-phasing of the programme to reflect revised work plan
for future years.
0 RCBC & Re-phasing of scheme due to pandemic and work
External programme.
0
RCBC Re-phasing of overall programme due to earlier delivery of
vehicles.
0
RCBC Scheme identified in the annual programme will now be
completed in 2021/22.
0

APPENDIX 6
CAPITAL PROGRAMME - Variations From the Q2 Budget
Scheme

2020/2021

2021/2022

2022/23

2023/24

Total

£

£

£

£

£

Funding

Narrative

Changes to budgets - Existing Schemes
Public Realm

60,200

229,800

-250,000

0

40,000

RCBC

Redcar Town Centre Revival

-430,300

-308,900

0

0

-739,200

RCBC

Redcar Central Station

-369,450

-2,865,000

3,377,000

850,000

992,550

External

East Cleveland Town Centre Revival

-171,950

769,000

725,000

0

1,322,050

Saltburn Town Centre Revival

-614,550

1,125,000

650,000

0

1,160,450

Eston Town Centre Revival

-310,100

-465,000

0

0

-775,100

Guisborough Town Centre Revival

-581,300

44,000

0

0

-537,300

Boroughwide High Street Support

202,000

132,000

100,000

146,000

580,000

RCBC &
External
RCBC &
External
RCBC &
External
RCBC &
External
External

7,850

0

0

0

7,850

External

-1,100,250

1,300,250

0

0

200,000

External

-300,000

-2,000,000

-4,000,000

0

-6,300,000

External

-1,539,500

-4,154,000

-3,320,000

-1,000,000

-10,013,500

External

-142,950

0

0

0

-142,950

External

-50,000

0

0

0

-50,000

External

-1,930,000

730,000

0

0

-1,200,000

Business Premises Improvements

-432,500

332,200

0

0

-100,300

RCBC &
External
RCBC

Information Technology Improvement Projects
Driving Change
Redcar and Cleveland Commercial Loans Fund
Asset Management - Capitalised Repairs

21,550
-250,000
-200,000
-143,550

0
0
0
65,000

0
0
0
65,000

0
0
0
42,500

21,550
-250,000
-200,000
28,950

RCBC
RCBC
RCBC
RCBC

0

-250,000

-250,000

-250,000

-750,000

External

-8,274,800

-5,315,650

-2,903,000

-211,500

-16,704,950

Kemplagh Play Equipment
Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum

Indigenous Growth

Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland

CSDP Adaptations
Disabled Facilities Grant
School Estate Investment

Aids and Adaptations
Total
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Realignment of the programme to complete phase 3 and
additional resource for two new wards.
Update to budget following the approval of updated Growth
Plans by Cabinet in December 2020.
Budget updated and reprofiled to reflect latest funding
position for the delivery of the scheme.
Update to budget following the approval of updated Growth
Plans by Cabinet in December 2020.
Update to budget following the approval of updated Growth
Plans by Cabinet in December 2020.
Update to budget following the approval of updated Growth
Plans by Cabinet in December 2020.
Update to budget following the approval of updated Growth
Plans by Cabinet in December 2020.
Scheme expanded to cover the whole Borough. Previously
allocations were included with individual Town Centre
Revival schemes.
Scheme funding revised due to additional external funding
being allocated.
Re-phasing of the programme due to scheme review and the
impact of the Pandemic on major construction schemes.
Additional funding also secured from the TVCA Room to
Grow Grant to support the scheme.
The budget was previously to capture the grant from TVCA
within the programme. This has now been allocated across
the programme as part of the Growth Plan refresh.
The budget was previously to capture the grant from TVCA
within the programme. This has now been allocated across
the programme as part of the Growth Plan refresh.
Budget not required. Funding will be used in future years
when required.
Budget reduced to reflect anticipated delivery. Funding will
be used in future years when required.
Realignment of funding based on updated allocations and a
transfer of funds to the Kirkleatham School Extension.
Budget rephased to reflect program of works delivery over
the financial years
Additional spend resulting from Pandemic and IT outage.
Budget not required in 20/21.
Budget not required in 20/21.
Budget reduced to reflect revised PFI life cycle program in
2020/21, additional resource included in the programme
follow a review of requirements in future years.
Budget not required. Funding will be used in future years
when required within the Adult Social Care service.

APPENDIX 6
CAPITAL PROGRAMME - Variations From the Q2 Budget
Scheme

2020/2021

2021/2022

2022/23

2023/24

Total

£

£

£

£

£

Funding

Narrative

New Schemes
A Thriving Eston Town Centre

150,000

1,500,000

2,675,000

2,675,000

7,000,000

RCBC &
External

Redevelopment of the precinct funded through prudential
borrowing and TVCA Indigenous Funding.

Loftus Future High Street

647,000

4,051,000

4,046,500

1,324,000

10,068,500

RCBC &
External

Various schemes to Improve Loftus. Majority of the funding
secured from the Future High Street Fund and TVCA
Indigenous grant.

0

80,000

0

0

80,000

External

New scheme to fence the area. Funded through TVCA
Indigenous Funding.

200,000

125,000

75,000

50,000

450,000

1,273,500

1,420,000

750,000

0

3,443,500

75,000

655,000

270,000

0

1,000,000

0

250,000

0

0

250,000

50,000

1,325,000

1,325,000

0

2,700,000

External

A Special Free School for the Tees Valley in
Grangetown

0

120,000

125,000

0

245,000

External

A66 Environmental Improvements

0

250,000

0

0

250,000

7,200

0

0

0

7,200

External Project to enhance the environment around the A66 and
improve the gateway into the Borough.
External Purchase of equipment for older persons.

2,402,700

9,776,000

9,266,500

4,049,000

25,494,200

-8,619,950

5,087,400

8,484,300

3,837,500

8,789,250

Kingsley Field
Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland Grants

Coatham Leisure - Phase 1

Walking & Cycling Routes

4G Pitch - R&C College
Kirkleatham School Expansion

Community Capacity
Total
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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External Scheme now reflects a budget to fund all grants within the
Borough. Previously allocations were included with
individual Town Centre Revival schemes.
External Redevelopment of the area and the provision of new
facilities mainly funded through the TVCA Welcome to grant.
External

New scheme to fund new routes and uplift existing routes.
Funded through TVCA Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland
Grant.
External New scheme for a new sports pitch.
New scheme for the extension of the school to increase
school placements. Approved by Cabinet 26/01/2021.
Development of a new 100 place Special Free School on a
brownfield site in Grangetown, delivered by the Department
for Education, providing places for 4 Tees Valley Authorities

Member Report

Admissions Arrangements 2022-23

Public
To:

Cabinet

Date:

From:

Corporate Director for Children and Families Decision type:

Portfolio:

Children

Priority:

Meeting Residents' Needs

Ward(s):

All

9 March 2021
Executive

Forward Plan
reference:

1

What is the recommendation?

1.1

We seek Members’ approval for the proposed school admission arrangements for
the maintained schools in the borough for the 2022/23 academic year. Proposed
school admission arrangements for 2022/23 have been subject to a period of public
consultation as required by the School Admissions Code of Practice. Formal
ratification by Cabinet is required to formally set arrangements with the Secretary of
State in March 2021.

2

What part of the Corporate Plan does this report deliver and how, and what
options have been considered?

2.1

It is a statutory requirement that a local authority’s school admission arrangements
for maintained schools are approved and published in March of the year prior to the
academic year in which the arrangements will commence implementation. The
proposed arrangements for 2022/23 provide continuity with existing established and
approved procedures and will ensure that appropriate numbers of school places are
available and that the local authority remains compliant with current legislation
regarding school admissions.

2.2

Implementation of the recommendations will benefit children and their families
applying for a place in a school in Redcar & Cleveland and will ensure parents of all
children applying for a school place continue to have access to clear, transparent
information enabling them to make an informed choice of school.

2.3

The local authority advises all parents whose children are either reaching statutory
school age (i.e. 5 years) or moving into secondary education (i.e. 11 years) how to
apply for their preferred school by sending each of them a leaflet explaining the
basic admissions process and by making a full version of the booklet detailing the
process available on the Council’s website. Parents who require a hard copy of the
full booklet can request one from the Admissions Team within Services to Schools.
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2.4

Under the terms of the Admissions Code, parents of primary-aged children are
advised of the admissions arrangements during November each year and parents of
secondary-aged pupils are advised during September each year.

2.5

The decision will support the Council’s priority to ‘increase the number of young
people in education’ and ‘safeguard our children and young people’. Measured
performance indicators include percentage of first preference school places
allocated, undersubscription and oversubscription of individual schools, and
numbers of appeals lodged for school places.

2.6

Proposed option
Continuation of existing arrangements previously determined by Cabinet. The
proposal is to continue to implement the local authority’s existing School Admissions
Policy. The local authority intends to continue to administer the co-ordinated school
admissions arrangements, including in-year admissions as the processes are
established, effective and fair. Arrangements for 2021/22 are working appropriately
and successfully and will therefore be rolled forward to apply to 2022/23.

2.7

The recommended option is the most efficient, fair and equitable available. The
recommended option is proven to operate effectively, supports consistency with
procedures in neighbouring Admissions Authorities, is fully compliant with legislation,
minimises the financial and operational risk of implementing un-necessary changes
and has the full support of schools.

3

Who has been consulted and engaged?

3.1

Under the School Admissions Code of Practice the local authority must consult with
a range of partners and stakeholders regarding the Admissions Policy. Consultation
on the proposed admission arrangements has been undertaken with other
Admission Authorities (such as academies, foundation schools and diocesan
authorities), schools and governing bodies, neighbouring local authorities and the
public. Consultation closed on the 31st January 2021 and no objections were
received.

4

What are the risks and resource implications?

Type of Risk/
Implication
Climate
Emergency
Impact

Details

Health and
Safety

N/A

Social Value

School Admissions is a universal service which must be accessible to
all users. The proposed arrangements have been designed explicitly
to minimise adverse impacts on service users on grounds of protected
characteristics (marital status, disability, race, religion etc.) in order to
ensure a fair inclusive and transparent school admission process for
all children.
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Legal

Financial

Human
Resources
Equality and
Diversity

Other (please
specify)

These admission arrangements are required to ensure that the local
authority is meeting the legal requirements of the School Admissions
Code. Following the appropriate period of consultation, we are
required to secure ratification by Cabinet of the 2022/23 school
admission arrangements ready to set in March 2021, to ensure the
policy and arrangements are determined within legal timescales.
Existing resources will be used to meet the costs of these
arrangements. Schools Forum has agreed that the local authority
should retain a budget to fund delivery of the statutory duties relating
to school admissions and this is anticipated to continue.
Existing resources will be used to meet the costs of these
arrangements. Schools Forum has agreed that the local authority
should retain a budget to fund delivery of the statutory duties relating
to school admissions and this is anticipated to continue.
There is a positive impact arising due to prioritisation of groups who
are potentially vulnerable, or at risk of social exclusion, in the School
Admissions oversubscription criteria. Looked After Children (including
adopted children previously in care) are prioritised in the criteria, as
are children with Special Educational Needs / Disabilities. The
proposed arrangements minimise the possibility of personal
information relating to service users’ protected characteristics being
used to hinder a child’s admission to a school.

4.1

Equality analyses for Cabinet decisions are published alongside the reports in the
‘Cabinet and committee papers section’ of our website at https://www.redcarcleveland.gov.uk/Democracy/DecisionMaking/MeetingCabinet/Pages/cabinet-andcommittee-papers.aspx and should be read in conjunction with the
recommendations in the report.

5

Appendices and further information

5.1

Appendix 1 – Proposed Admissions Policy for Schools for which Redcar &
Cleveland Local Authority is the Admissions Authority – 2022/23 Academic Year
Appendix 2 - Redcar & Cleveland Co-ordinated Admissions Scheme

6

Background papers

6.1

No background papers other than published works were used in writing this report.

7

Contact Officer

7.1

Name:
Position:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
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Susan Beevers
Education Capital Projects and Place Planning Lead
Inspire 2 Learn, Normanby Road, South Bank, TS6 9AE
01642 837752
Susan.beevers@redcar-cleveland.gov.uk
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Appendix 1

Proposed admissions policy for schools for which Redcar & Cleveland
local authority is the admissions authority – 2022/23 academic year
____________________________________________________________________________
1.

BACKGROUND
Admission arrangements for 2022/23
To ensure equity and fair access, the School Admissions Code states that in drawing
up admission arrangements, admission authorities must ensure that the practices
and the criteria used to decide on the allocation of school places are:
• clear in the sense of being free from doubt and easily understood;
• objective and based on known facts. Admission authorities and Governing Bodies
must not make subjective decisions or use subjective criteria;
• procedurally fair and also equitable for all groups of children and actively promote
equity across all social groups and communities;
• enable parents’ preferences for the schools of their choice to be met to the
maximum extent possible;
• provide parents or carers with easy access to helpful admissions information;
• comply with relevant legislation, including infant class sizes and equal
opportunities, which have been determined in accordance with the statutory
requirements.

2.

ADMISSION POLICY FOR 2022/23; COMMUNITY AND VOLUNTARY
CONTROLLED (VC) SCHOOLS

2.1

There are no changes proposed to the school admission policy for 2022/23.

2.2

Where there are more applications for a school than there are places available, it is
proposed that places will be allocated using the over subscription criteria shown in the
table below.
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OVER - SUBSCRIPTION CRITERIA – 2022/23
CRITERIA
(in priority order)

i)
Looked after children in
local authority care.

ii)
Children who are
permanently resident in
the admission zone
defined for the school.

(iii)
Children not living in the
admission zone who
have elder brothers or
sisters attending the
school in the 2022/23
school year.

(iv)
Children not living
within the admission
zone who have
exceptional social
and/or medical reasons
for attending a
particular school,
professionally
supported by an
independent third party
and sustained by the
Authority’s professional
advisors.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Children who are looked after; or who were previously
looked after but immediately after being looked after
became subject to an adoption, residence or special
guardianship order. A looked after child is a child who is (a)
in the care of a local authority, or (b) being provided with
accommodation by a local authority in the exercise of their
social services functions (Section 22(1) of the Children's Act
1989).
For the purposes of determining whether a child lives within
the admission zone, only the address at which the
parent/guardian ordinarily resides and with whom the child
normally lives will be taken into account.
If parents are separated and the child lives for periods of
time with both parents, the address used will be of the
parent who receives child benefit for the child (if eligible). If
neither parent is eligible for child benefit, the address used
will be that on the child’s medical registration card (proof
may be required). Short term tenancies entered into with
the prime objective of securing admission for a child at a
particular school will not qualify as places of ordinary
residence. The local authority will take action should false
information be submitted in order to secure a place at a
particular school.
Brothers and sisters and step brothers and sisters will
qualify under this criterion as long as they both live at the
same permanent address and the elder sibling is still
attending the preferred school in the 2022/23 school year.
‘Sibling’ refers to brother or sister, half brother or sister,
adopted brother or sister, step brother or sister, or the child
of the parent/carer’s partner where the child for whom the
school place is sought is living in the same family unit at the
same address as that sibling.
Social reasons generally do not include domestic
circumstances such as parents’ working commitments, child
care arrangements, or separation from friends.
In the case of medical reasons, evidence would need to
demonstrate the exceptional long-term nature of the
condition. All mainstream schools are able to cater for a
wide range of medical needs which may be encountered by
children.
You are strongly urged to provide independent third party
information (e.g., from a professional person who knows or
is involved with your child) in support of any exceptional
long-term medical or social reason why you think your child
should be given special consideration for placement in a
particular school. This written support must make clear why
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the preferred school is the only school which could meet
your child’s needs.
The submission of independent information will not
automatically guarantee a place under this criterion.
However, the evidence will be carefully considered by the
local authority’s professional advisors as to whether or not
your application falls into this category.
(v)
Children living closest
to the school

The distance from home to school will be measured by
computer on a straight line basis using the number and
postcode of the house and the postcode of the school.

2.3

Tie-Break: If it is necessary to distinguish between children within categories (i)-(v),
places will be offered using the criteria listed above in priority order and determined by
criteria (v) - measurement on a straight line basis using the number and postcode of the
house and the postcode of the school.

2.4

In the case of a tie break in category (v) the final allocation will be determined using the
shortest walking route using the number and postcode of the house and the postcode
of the school.

2.5

Late Applications: Applications received after the closing date will be considered after
applications that were received on time unless there was good reason for their lateness.
An example of this would be a new family moving to the area after the closing date.

2.6

Waiting List: Any unsuccessful applicants will be automatically placed on a waiting list
and ranked in order as per the oversubscription criteria. Waiting lists will be maintained
until the end of the Autumn Term 2022.

2.7

Pupils with Education Health and Care Plan / Statement of Special Educational
Needs: Pupils with either an Education Health and Care Plan or Statement of Special
Educational Needs will be placed in schools by the Special Educational Needs Team.

2.8

Admission of a child outside their normal age group: Parents may seek a place for
their child outside of their normal age group, for example if the child is gifted and talented
or has experienced problems such as ill health. In addition parents of a summer born
child (born between 1st April and 31st August) may choose not to send their child to
school until the September following their fifth birthday and may request that they are
admitted out of their normal age group – to reception rather than Year 1. If you wish to
request admission of a child outside of their normal year group you should make an
application for the normal time of entry and then put a request in writing to the School
Admissions Team asking to defer the entry date and giving your reasons for the request.
The request will be considered in consultation with the school concerned and you will
be notified of the outcome of your request. If the request is agreed, you should then
submit a new application at the time applications are being taken for the new admission
date. Please note – the deferred application will be considered against all other
applications for entry that year based upon a strict application of the admissions
criteria and agreement to deferral does not automatically mean your child will be
offered a place at the school in that year.

2.9

Requests for mid-year transfer/in-year school admission: Applications will be coordinated by the Redcar and Cleveland Admissions Team on behalf of all schools
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within the Borough. Any requests for transfer should be made to the admissions team
on 01642 837740 / 837730 / 837702.
3.

CO-ORDINATED ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS AND TIMETABLE – 2022/23

3.1

The local authority is responsible for administering a co-ordinated scheme for its area in
relation to all maintained (community, voluntary controlled, voluntary aided and
foundation) schools and academies. The purpose of the co-ordinated admission
scheme is to ensure that, as far as is reasonably practicable, every parent of a child
living in the LA area who has applied for a school place in the normal admission round
receives an offer of one school place on the same day.

3.2

The local authority plans to roll forward last year’s co-ordinated scheme for 2022/23
apart from date changes for the timetables. A copy of the scheme must be forwarded
to the Secretary of State by 15th March 2021. Copies can be obtained from the
Admissions Section on request. The draft scheme can also be viewed on the Redcar
and Cleveland web-site at www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk.

3.3

The timetables for co-ordinated admission arrangements 2022/23 are set out in the
tables on the following page:
Secondary Schools
W/C 9 August 2021
16 August 2021

• Send out application information
• Online application website opens

31 October 2021

• Closing date for receipt of online and paper applications

17 November 2021

• Send supplementary forms to VA schools and
preference details to foundation schools and
academies
• Send application details for schools in other LAs to
those LAs

14 January 2022

• VA schools, foundation schools and academies to
advise LA of pupils who could be offered places

W/C 31 January 2022

• LA will have compared all lists and allocated places in
accordance with the highest expressed preference
where possible
• LA to inform other LAs of places to be offered to their
residents

1 March 2022
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NATIONAL OFFER DAY
• LA sends letters to all parents informing them of the
allocated schools
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• LA informs schools of final offers

May – July 2022

• Appeals to be heard by Independent Panels

End of Autumn
Term 2022

• Admission round ends
• Waiting lists close

Primary Schools
W/C 15 November 2021
19 November 2021

• Send out application information.
• Online application website opens.

15 January 2022

• Closing date for receipt of online and paper applications

31 January 2022

• Send supplementary forms to VA schools and
preference details to foundation schools and academies

W/C 27 January 2022

• LA to provide indicative admission numbers to schools

By 21 February 2022

• VA schools, foundation schools and academies to
advise the LA of pupils who could be offered places
• LA draws up lists of pupils who could be offered places
in community and voluntary controlled schools

By 11 March 2022

• LA to exchange offer information with neighbouring LAs

By 28 March 2022

• The LA will have compared all lists and allocated places
in accordance with the highest expressed preference
where possible

16 April 2022

• The LA to send letters to all parents informing them of
their allocated schools
• LA to inform schools of allocated pupils.

June/July 2022
End of Autumn Term
2022
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• Appeals to be heard by Independent Panels
• Admission round ends
• Waiting lists close
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4.

ADMISSION NUMBERS
The table below shows the proposed published admission numbers for community and
voluntary controlled schools for which Redcar & Cleveland local authority is the
Admissions Authority for September 2022 entry. Admission numbers are set with
regard to the assessed capacity of schools. However, these numbers may vary
dependent upon future plans and developments which impact on the physical capacity
of the schools. The indicated admission numbers shown are based on the assessed
net capacity of schools at the present time.
Foundation Schools and Academies are their own admissions authorities and therefore
will set and confirm their own admissions arrangements for entry in September 2022.
The Admission Arrangements will then be included along with the maintained
schools in the Redcar and Cleveland School Admissions Coordinated Scheme
2022/23. The two schools below are the only remaining schools for which Redcar and
Cleveland local authority is the Admissions Authority.
Primary Schools
Hummersea
Newcomen

Proposed Admission No. for 2022/23
30
47

5.

CONCLUSION

5.1

The Admissions Code underpins the Government’s aim to create a school system
shaped by parents which delivers excellence and equity, developing the talents and
potential of every child, regardless of their background; a system where all parents feel
they have the same opportunities to apply for the school they want.

5.2

The Code states: ‘A fair system needs to provide parents with access to good
information about admissions in order to support those parents who find it hardest to
understand the system.’

5.3

Within Redcar & Cleveland we aim to ensure that the admission arrangements comply
with the School Admissions Code of Practice and offer fair access to all schools to all
pupils in the Borough.
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Appendix 2

Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

CO-ORDINATED ADMISSION SCHEME
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(Community, Voluntary Aided and Academies)
Includes: Applications for Primary Schools
Applications for Secondary Schools
Mid-year transfer requests

2022/23
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Introduction
1.

The 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002, introduced statutory
requirements for every local authority (LA) to draw up a scheme covering every
maintained school in its area. Redcar & Cleveland LA has drawn up a full coordinated admissions scheme for the main rounds for Primary and Secondary
applications and ‘in year’ transfer requests for the academic year 2022/23.
The scheme also complies with changes introduced to the new School Admissions
Code through the Education & Inspections Act 2006.

Interpretation
2.

In this scheme:
“the LA” means Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council acting in their capacity as local
education authority;
“the LA area” means the area in respect of which the LA is the local education
authority.
“primary education” has the same meaning as in section 2(1) of the Education Act
1996;
“secondary education” has the same meaning as in section 2(2) of the Education Act
1996;
“primary school” has the same meaning as in section 5(1) of the Education Act 1996;
“secondary school” has the same meaning as in section 5(2) of the Education Act
1996;
“school” means a community, foundation or voluntary school (but not a special
school) which is maintained by the LA;
“VA schools” means those schools which are voluntary-aided church schools;
“Academy” means a publicly funded independent school;
“admission authority” in relation to a community and voluntary controlled school
means the LA and, in relation to a VA schools and Academies, means the governing
body of that school;
“determination year’ means the academic year (i.e. the period from 1 August to the
following 31 July) immediately proceeding the offer year. This is the academic year
in which admission authorities determine their admission arrangements;
“admission arrangements” means the overall procedure, practices, criteria and
supplementary information to be used in deciding on the allocation of school places
and refers to any device or means used to determine whether a school place is to be
offered;
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“in year” transfer requests mean any applications received for those primary or
secondary schools whose normal age of entry is other than 5 or 11 received during
the academic year 2022/23.
“nearest appropriate school” is defined as the school closest to the home address
with places, unless your child is a baptised Catholic then a place would be offered at
the nearest Roman Catholic School with places.
Applying for a school place
3.

There will be a standard form which will be used for the purpose of admitting pupils
into the reception class for primary school and the first year of secondary education
in the determination year and a separate form (mid-year transfer form) for any
applications made for a “mid-year transfer” into any year group. Applications for entry
into reception class and year 7 can also be made online.

4.

The forms must be used as a means of expressing one or more preferences for the
purposes of section 86 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, by parents
resident in the LA area who wish to express a preference for their child –

5.

(a)

to be admitted to a school within the LA area (including VA schools and
Academies).

(b)

to be admitted to a school located in another LA’s area (including VA schools
and Academies).

The application forms will –
(a)

invite parents to express three preferences by completing the for including,
where relevant, any schools outside the LA’s area, in rank order of preference;

(b)

invite parents to give their reasons for each preference.

(c)

for entry into reception or year 7 will specify a closing date (for the
determination year) and where it must be returned.

6.

The LA will make appropriate arrangements to ensure that application forms are
available on request from the LA. Mid-year application forms for primary school
transfer will also be available in primary schools.

7.

All preferences expressed on the application forms are valid applications. The
governing body of a VA school can require parents who make a preference their
school, to provide additional information on a supplementary form only where the
additional information is required for the governing body to apply their
oversubscription criteria to the application. Supplementary forms will be included in
the application information sent to parents whose children already attend a VA school
nursery when applying for a reception place and to parents whose children attend a
VA school when applying for a year 7 place. Details about how to obtain a
supplementary form for other parents wishing to express a preference for a VA school
will be provided.

8.

Where a school receives a supplementary form it will not be regarded as a valid
application unless the parent has also completed either the Redcar & Cleveland
paper or online application or, if resident in another area, their home area’s
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application form upon which the school is nominated. Supplementary forms should
be returned to the LA. If any are received directly by VA schools the school must
inform the LA immediately so it can verify whether an LA’s application or neighbouring
area’s application has been received from the parent and if not, contact the parent
and request one. Under the requirements of the scheme, parents will not be under
any obligation to complete an individual school’s supplementary form where this is
not strictly required for the governing body to apply their oversubscription criteria.
Processing of Applications
9.

Completed online or paper applications should be submitted by the following
deadlines:
(a) for secondary schools by the 31 October 2021;
(b) for primary schools by the 15 January 2022;
(c) online applications can be made up to 11:59pm on 31 October 2021 for year 7
applications and 11:59pm on 15 January 2022 for reception applications.

SECONDARY ADMISSIONS - Determining offers in response to applications.
10.

The LA will act as a clearing house for the allocation of places by the relevant
Admission Authorities. The LA will only make any decision with respect to the offer
or refusal of a place in response to any preference expressed on the common
application form where:
(a) it is acting in its separate capacity as an admission authority; or
(b) an applicant is eligible for a place at more than one school, or
(c) an applicant is not eligible for a place at any school that the parent has
nominated.

11.

By 17th November 2021 the LA will notify the voluntary aided, foundation and
academy admission authority for each of the schools of every application that has
been made for that school. Where parents have requested a place at a school outside
of the LA area, the information will be forwarded to the relevant admission
authority/authorities.

12.

By 14th January 2022 VA and foundation schools and academies, inform LA of
allocation of places for all applications received in the priority order of their admission
policy.

13.

By 31st January 2022 the LA compares lists and considers all preferences from the
parent and if first preference is refused look to see where 2nd or 3rd preferences can
be accommodated.
Liaison will take place with VA and foundation schools, other LAs and academies
until the allocation of places is resolved for each application, as required.

The LA will match ranked lists for all schools and:
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14.

•

where the child is eligible for a place at only one of the nominated schools, that
school will be allocated to the child;

•

where the child is eligible for a place at two or more of the nominated schools,
they will be allocated a place at whichever of these is the highest ranked
preference.

•

where the child is not eligible for a place at any of the nominated schools, they
will be offered a place at the nearest appropriate school with a vacancy.

On 1st March 2022 letters will be posted to all parents informing them which school
has been allocated to their child. Online applicants will also receive an email on 1st
March. Parents will also be advised of their right to appeal if they are unhappy with
the place that has been allocated.

PRIMARY ADMISSIONS - Determining offers in response to applications.
15.

The LA will act as a clearing house for the allocation of places by the relevant
admission authorities. The LA will only make any decision with respect to the offer or
refusal of a place in response to any preference expressed where:
(a) it is acting in its separate capacity as an admission authority; or
(b) an applicant is eligible for a place at more than one school, or
(c) an applicant is not eligible for a place at any school that the parent has nominated.

16.

Week commencing 15th November 2021: Application information sent to all
parents.

17.

15th January 2022: closing date for paper and online applications.

18.

31th January 2022: supplementary forms sent to VA schools.

19.

7th March 2022: VA and foundation schools, academies and other LAs inform the
home LA of allocation of places for all applications received, in the priority order of
their admission policy.
Liaison will take place with VA and foundation schools, academies and other LAs’
schools until the allocation of places is resolved for each application, as required.

20.

By 28th March 2022: the LA will match ranked lists for all schools and:
•
•
•

21.

where the child is eligible for a place at only one of the nominated schools, that
school will be allocated to the child;
where the child is eligible for a place at two or more of the nominated schools,
they will be allocated a place at whichever of these is the highest ranked
preference.
where the child is not eligible for a place at any of the nominated schools, they will
be offered a place at the nearest appropriate school with a vacancy.

16th April 2022: Letters posted to all parents informing them which school has been
allocated. An email will also be sent to parents who applied online. Parents will also
be advised of their right to appeal if they are unhappy with the allocated school.
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22.

LATE APPLICATIONS
Forms received after the closing date will be dealt with after all the other applications
unless there is a good reason for their lateness, e.g. if a family moves into the area.
In these cases the application can be considered along with all of those that came in
on time, providing the allocation of places has not already been completed.

23.

WAITING LISTS
Waiting lists for both reception and year 7 will be maintained until the end of the
Autumn Term 2022. Any places that become available will be allocated in accordance
with the published oversubscription criteria.

24.

REQUESTS TO ADMIT A CHILD OUTSIDE THEIR NORMAL AGE GROUP
Parents wishing to request admission outside their child’s normal age group (e.g. a
request for a ‘summer-born’ child whose birthday falls between 1 April and 31 August
to be admitted to Reception in the September following the child’s fifth birthday)
should apply in the admission round at the usual time for the child’s normal age group,
but should simultaneously request admission outside the normal age group. The
admission authority and the LA will consider individual requests for admission outside
a child’s normal age group and will inform the parent before Offer Day whether or not
this can be agreed. If a parent’s request is agreed, their application for the normal
age group will be withdrawn before a place is offered and the parent must re-apply in
the admission round to start Reception in the September following the child’s fifth
birthday. If their request is refused, the parent must decide whether to accept an offer
of a place for the normal age group (to start in the September prior to the child’s fifth
birthday), or refuse it and make an in-year application for admission to Year 1 for the
September following the child’s fifth birthday. Oversubscription criteria will be applied
in all cases where appropriate, regardless of whether or not a child is admitted to
their normal age group.
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ADMISSION NUMBERS FOR 2022/23 YEAR
Admission numbers are set with regard to the assessed capacity of schools. However, these
numbers may vary dependent upon future plans and developments which impact on the
physical capacity of the schools.
The following indicated admission numbers are based on the assessed net capacity of
schools at the present time:
Secondary Schools

Admission No. for 2022/23

Outwood Academy Bydales
Freebrough Academy
Outwood Academy Normanby
Huntcliff School
Laurence Jackson School
Nunthorpe Academy
Rye Hills Academy
Outwood Academy Redcar
Sacred Heart Academy
St. Peter’s Academy

150 TBC
200 TBC
150 TBC
108 TBC
250 TBC
260 TBC
237 TBC
172 TBC
150 TBC
105 TBC

Primary Schools
Badger Hill
Bankfields
Belmont
Caedmon
Chaloner
Coatham
Dormanstown
Errington
Galley Hill
Grangetown
Green Gates
Handale
Highcliffe
Hummersea
Ings Farm
John Emmerson Batty
Lakes
Lingdale
Lockwood
New Marske
Newcomen
Normanby
Nunthorpe
Ormesby
Overfields
Riverdale
Saltburn

Admission No. for 2022/23
30 TBC
40 TBC
45 TBC
47 TBC
30 TBC
30 TBC
37 TBC
34 TBC
30 TBC
38 TBC
30 TBC
49 TBC
60 TBC
30
60 TBC
30 TBC
45 TBC
20 TBC
30 TBC
37 TBC
47
65 TBC
30 TBC
50 TBC
30 TBC
30 TBC
60 TBC
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Skelton
90 TBC
South Bank
45 TBC
St. Bede’s RC
30 TBC
St. Benedict’s RC
54 TBC
St. Gabriel’s RC
30 TBC
St. Joseph’s RC
30 TBC
St. Margaret’s Clitherow’s RC
47 TBC
St. Mary’s RC
30 TBC
St. Paulinus
28 TBC
St. Peter’s CE
45 TBC
Teesville
45 TBC
Westgarth
45 TBC
Whale Hill
78 TBC
Wheatlands
60 TBC
Whitecliffe
20 TBC
Wilton
12 TBC
Zetland
30 TBC
TBC = Schools which are their own admissions authorities and will set their own
published admission numbers.
Timetable for the co-ordinated admission arrangements 2022/2023
Secondary Schools
W/C 9 August 2021
16 August 2021
31 October 2021
17 November 2021

14 January 2022
W/C 31 January 2022

1 March 2022

May – July 2022
End of Autumn Term
2022
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Send out application information
Online application website opens
Closing date for receipt of online and paper
applications
• Send supplementary forms to VA schools
and preference details to foundation
schools and academies
• Send application details for schools in other
LAs to those LAs
• VA schools, foundation schools and
academies to advise LA of pupils who
could be offered places
• LA will have compared all lists and
allocated places in accordance with the
highest expressed preference where
possible
• LA to inform other LAs of places to be
offered to their residents
NATIONAL OFFER DAY
• LA sends letters to all parents informing
them of the allocated schools
• LA informs schools of final offers
• Appeals to be heard by Independent
Panels
• Admission round ends
• Waiting lists close
•
•
•
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Primary Schools
W/C 15 November 2021
17 November 2021
15 January 2022

•
•
•

31 January 2022

•

By 21 February 2022

•
•

By 11 March 2022

•

By 28 March 2022

•

16 April 2022

•

June/July 2022

•
•

End of Autumn Term
2022

•
•
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Send out application information.
Online application website opens.
Closing date for receipt of online and paper
applications
Send supplementary forms to VA schools
and preference details to foundation
schools and academies
VA schools, foundation schools and
academies to advise the LA of pupils who
could be offered places
LA draws up lists of pupils who could be
offered places in community and voluntary
controlled schools
LA to exchange offer information with
neighbouring LAs
The LA will have compared all lists and
allocated places in accordance with the
highest expressed preference where
possible
The LA to send letters to all parents
informing them of their allocated schools
LA to inform schools of allocated pupils.
Appeals to be heard by Independent
Panels
Admission round ends
Waiting lists close
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Redcar & Cleveland Local Authority
Co-ordinated Mid-Year Admissions Scheme
For Primary Schools, Secondary Schools and Academies
Introduction
1. This scheme is made by Redcar & Cleveland Local Authority and applies to all
primary schools, secondary schools and academies in the Redcar & Cleveland area.
2. The mid-year co-ordinated scheme is for the academic year 2022/23 and shall apply
to every primary school, secondary school and Academy in Redcar & Cleveland
Authority area and will take effect from 1 September 2022.
3. The scheme is determined in accordance with the provisions set out in part 1 and
processed in accordance with parts 2 and 3.
Interpretation
4. In this scheme –
“the LA” means Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council acting in their capacity as local
authority;
“the LA area” means the area in respect of which the LA is the local authority;
“secondary education” has the same meaning as in section 2(2) of the Education Act
1996;
“secondary school” has the same meaning as in section 5(2) of the Education Act
1996;
“primary education” has the same meaning as in section 2(2) of the Education Act
1996;
“primary school” has the same meaning as in section 5(2) of the Education Act 1996;
“school” means a community, foundation, voluntary school or academy (but not a
special school);
“admission authority” in relation to a community or voluntary controlled school means
the LA and, in relation to a foundation, Academy or VA school means the governing
body of that school;
“the specified year” means the school year beginning at or about the beginning of
September 2022;
“admission arrangements” means the arrangements for a particular school or schools
which govern the procedures and decision making for the purposes of admitting
pupils to the school;
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“mid-year admission” means any application for a place in a school in any year of
education that is received after 1 September 2022 except in the case of admission
into reception and year 7 in which case these will be treated as the ‘normal’ round of
admissions up to the end of the Autumn term 2022;
“nearest appropriate school” is defined as a school closest to the home address that
has places available”.
PART 1 - THE SCHEME
1.

There will be a standard application form known as the Mid-Year Preference form
(MYPF) supplied by the local authority for parents resident in Redcar & Cleveland,
who wish to express a preference(s) for a school in the Authority area or to a school(s)
in another LA area.

2.

The MYPF will be used for the purpose of admitting pupils into any year group of
secondary education in the specified year other than at the normal year of entry into
year 7.

3.

The MYPF will be used for the purpose of admitting pupils into any year group of
primary education in the specified year other than at the normal year of entry into
reception class.

4.

The normal year of entry for admission into year 7 and reception class will cease at
the end of the autumn term of that academic year. Applications received after then,
for entry into either of these years, will be deemed as a mid-year transfer and dealt
with accordingly.

5.

The MYPF must be used as a means of expressing one or more preferences, for the
purposes of Section 86 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, by parents
for their child:



to be admitted to a school within the LA area (including Voluntary Aided
Foundation schools and Academies)
to be admitted to a school located in another LA’s area (including VA, Foundation
schools and Academies).

6.

The MYPF will invite the parent to express up to three preferences and give their
reasons for each preference. All preferences expressed will be considered on an
equal weighting basis. Where a pupil is eligible for more than one place they will be
offered the highest ranked preference that has available places by the LA as the
admissions authority, or on behalf of another LA or the admissions authority of a VA,
Foundation School or Academy. If a place cannot be offered at a preferred school a
place will be offered at the nearest alternative school that has places available.

7.

All preferences expressed on the MYPF are valid applications.

8.

Parents who have moved into the Redcar & Cleveland area seeking a place in a
school should contact the LA who will send out an MYPF which should be completed
and returned to the LA within 5 working days.

9.

Parents wishing to transfer schools within Redcar & Cleveland will be directed to the
LA who will send out an MYPF which should be returned within 5 school days.

10.

If the MYPF is returned to a school it should be forwarded to the LA for processing.
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Processing of Mid-Year Preference Forms
11.

Once all completed forms are returned to the LA, the availability of places within
Redcar & Cleveland schools will be considered, or if the request is for a school in
another LA area, that LA will be contacted to enquire if a place is available.

Determining offers in response to the MYPF
12.

The relevant oversubscription criteria will be applied if there are more applicants than
available places.

13.

The LA will act as a clearing house for places allocated by all admission authorities
to applicants resident in Redcar & Cleveland. Where the LA is the admissions
authority it will consider the applications for its own schools and after consultation
with the school concerned will notify the applicant of the outcome of their application.
Decisions on applications for schools of other admission authorities will be made by
the authority concerned. Where a pupil is eligible for a place at more than one school,
then a place will be provisionally offered at the highest ranked school for which they
are eligible.

14.

Where the pupil is not eligible for a place at any of the preferred schools, the pupil
will be provisionally offered a place at the nearest appropriate school with a vacancy.

15.

The offer/refusal letter will be issued by the home LA on behalf of another admission
authority. The letter will give the following information:
a.

the name of the school at which a place is provisionally being offered whether
it be an offer by the LA or on behalf of another admission authority; Or

b.

the reasons why the pupil is not being offered a place at each of the other
schools nominated on the MYPF;

c.

information about their statutory right of appeal against the decision to refuse
places at the other nominated schools;

d.

contact details for the school and LA (and those nominated Foundation, VA
where they were not offered a place, so that they can lodge an appeal with the
governing body);

e.

what to do if the place offered is in another LA area;

f.

what to do if an offer was not made at the preferred school which was within
another LA and who to contact.

16.

Parents will have seven working days to respond to the offer letter to accept the
school place offered. The LA will then look to withdraw the offer.

17.

The procedure of waiting lists for VA/community schools is discouraged as it is the
Local authority only that must offer the school place.

18.

Where a VA/Foundation school holds a waiting list the Local authority will liaise with
the school regarding ranking on the list.

19.

Waiting lists where held must be ranked in order of oversubscription criteria
PART 2 – MID-YEAR TRANSFERS SECONDARY
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If a pupil moves into the area they should immediately contact the school admissions team
to enquire about the availability of school places. A MYPF will be sent out to the parent and
should be returned within five school days. Parents will be contacted if the MYPF is not
returned and if the form is still not received the Children Missing Education Officer and the
Attendance & Welfare service will be informed.
If a pupil already attends a Redcar & Cleveland mainstream secondary school and wishes
to transfer to another, they should in the first instance discuss the transfer with the current
school that the pupil attends. If they still wish for the transfer to proceed, they should then
contact the school admissions team to request a MYPF. The form should be returned to the
LA admissions team within five school days. Should there be a place available in the school
requested the LA will seek information about the pupil from their current school. This
information should be returned within 5 school days and will be forwarded to the preferred
school. The school must confirm to the Local authority if it is to offer a place and if so, a start
date agreed.
If the new school has reached its admission limit in the relevant year group and is unable to
admit further pupils, a place will be refused and the parent/carers will be informed of their
right of appeal and issued with the appeal forms by the LA.
Should the preferred school refuse to accept the pupil, although places are available, and
the Authority considers that there is no valid reason for refusal, the parent will also be offered
the right to appeal against the decision.
PART 3 – MID YEAR TRANSFERS PRIMARY
If a pupil moves into the area they should immediately contact the school admissions team
to enquire about the availability of school places. A MYPF will be sent out to the parent and
should be returned to the LA admissions team within five school days. Parents will be
contacted if the MYPF is not returned and if the form is still not received the Children Missing
Education Officer and Attendance & Welfare Service will be informed.
Parents may also wish to visit their local school in the first instance. A MYPF will be available
at the school for the parents to complete. The primary school will then immediately inform
the admissions team of the enquiry for a school place and the parent should return the form
directly to the LA or alternatively if handed in at the school, the school must submit the
completed MYPF to the LA admissions team. The LA will confirm with the school that there
is a place available. The offer of a school place must be made by the LA admissions team
and the pupil must not be admitted until the offer letter is sent. (A copy of the offer letter will
be e mailed to the school.)
If a pupil already attends a Redcar & Cleveland primary school and wishes to transfer to
another, they should in the first instance discuss the transfer with the pupil’s current
school. If they then still wish for the transfer to proceed, they should then contact the
school admissions team to request a MYPF. The parent/carer should return the form to the
LA within five school days. The LA will contact the school to confirm that there is a place
available and a start date agreed. Should the new school have reached its admission limit,
and is unable to admit further pupils, a place will be refused and the parent/carers will be
informed of their right to appeal against the decision and issued with the appeal forms.
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ADULTS & COMMUNITIES
DIRECTORATE
DELEGATED DECISIONS
(Please note signatures/audit trails are

held for all decisions. Signatures in
these papers have been redacted before
publication for security purposes)
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

ADCOM-20-046

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Framework of Training Providers

Delegated Power Number

450 – Award a Contract

Date of Exercise

02/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Type of Decision

Key - Executive

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward Plan
Ref

ADD0012

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

11/06/2020

Urgency (For Key Decisions not
included in Forward Plan only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
A procurement process has been undertaken to award a new framework of Training
Providers for Adult & Communities Services. The current framework ends 31 March 2021
and it was determined that there remained an ongoing requirement.
The framework has been developed to ensure value for money and to provide quality
trainers for our workforce in various training categories, to ensure employees are both
competent and confident in delivering their service.
Decision Considerations
In accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules 8.13, award a contract to the
most economically advantageous bidders.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award framework contracts to the following providers:
ACQ Compliance
Bond Solon
Blue Diamond Training
Celia Harbottle
Choice Training
Consult Yo Ltd
Cygnet Family Law
Fane Ltd
Forensic Focus Ltd
FR Safety & Training Ltd
MCQ Training Ltd
North East Autism Society
Opus Pharmacy Services
Red Snapper Learning
Sidgwick & Reed Associates
Synergy Training & Consultancy Ltd
The current contract runs until 31 March 2021. To align to financial years and the arranging
of training, the proposed contract period is to be 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2023 + 2-year
optional extension.
The evaluation panel decided not to award some of the training categories, therefore
further procurement processes will be undertaken in relation to these categories if
necessary.
Financial detail:
It is envisaged the re-procurement of this provision, the annual contract value of £150, 000
for training related to Adult and Communities Services, although this will depend on the
services the council needs at the present time and in the future.
It is the intention for the new Framework to also include training required for Children &
Families Services. The workforce development team ensures the whole social care workforce
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across both Directorates have access to quality training opportunities which ensures they
have the right skills and knowledge to carry out their roles.
Annual contract value: £150,000 across both Directorates
Total contract value: £600,000
As this is a framework agreement there is no guaranteed level of business with each
provider; it will depend on the services the Council needs at the present time and in the
future.
The Framework will be funded from the workforce development budget which funds both
adults and children’s services training opportunities.
Delivering Social Value
Three Redcar and Cleveland providers, two Tees Valley provider, four North East and seven
national providers have been awarded onto the framework and all tenderers have signed
up to the Council’s Social Value Charter. As part of their tender submissions they have also
explained how they will address the Charter’s principles and meet their obligations to
deliver Social Value through delivery of the contract.
Reasons for Decision:
In accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules, a competitive procurement
process was carried out via the NEPO Portal. The successful providers appointed to the
framework contract achieved the highest score when assessed against the evaluation
criteria of quality and price.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
Do nothing – not an option as service is required.
Extend current contract – not possible as the current contract will reach its expiry date on 31
March 2021 having utilised all optional extensions.
Utilise existing frameworks – rejected as no frameworks include a range of local training
providers.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation to
the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
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Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable
Officer Name (Print)

Tracey Colman

Officer Signature
Submission date

8/12/20
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

ADCOM-20-046

Delegated Power Forward
ADD0012
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Framework of Training Providers

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

08/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS

……………………………………............................................

Date15/12/2020

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date10/12/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR ADULTS AND COMMUNITIES
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Date 25/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

ADCOM-20-047

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Redcar & Cleveland Community Mental Health
& Wellbeing Service (R&C Mind)
DP 453: In accordance with the Council’s Contract
Procedure Rules 9.17:

Delegated Power Number

Power to vary the terms of an existing contract, where there
is provision within the contract to do so

Date of Exercise

04/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services
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Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
Redcar & Cleveland Mind have delivered the current service from 1 April 2017, which is due
to end on the 31 March 2021.
The service provides a preventative, wellbeing, and support and information service for
adults living with mental health and wellbeing needs in Redcar and Cleveland. The service
provides person centred support based on recovery and social inclusion principles and is
accessible to adults aged 18 and over needing mental health and wellbeing support.
Key benefits of this service to improve mental health and wellbeing are;
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Equip people with the social and emotional skills to manage their lives, to have a
sense of meaning and purpose, to develop and maintain good relationships and to
be able to cope with life’s challenges
Linking with a wide range of partners across all sectors
Helping people to access local facilities and services, leading to better and more
varied options for mental health clients
Peer support to facilitate recovery and continued support
The service supports programmes and ways of working that reduce social
isolation, build connections and understanding with and between different
communities
Volunteering opportunities and support
VCS Mental Health Service voice and lived experienced engagement for regional
and local action

Context
In any given year, one in six adults experience a common mental health problem. Mental
health problems are the second leading cause of morbidity in England.
Local data
•
•
•

•

In total, there are over 14,581 adults in Redcar & Cleveland with recorded depression
on GP register (2018/19 data)
Suicide rate in Redcar & Cleveland is higher than North East and England average –
47 three year period 2017-2019
17% of the population self-reported wellbeing high anxiety score (2018/19, ONS) –
higher than N/E and England average
It is estimated that 18.9% of the South Tees CCG population (Middlesbrough and
Redcar & Cleveland) aged 16-74 has a common mental health problem (2017)
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Decision Considerations
The Service has a current caseload of 75 active clients (October 2020). R&C Mind has
seen a year on year increase in total referrals into the service. April 19 – Mar 20 (450
clients) compared to 406 for previous year
Fewer clients are re-entering the service, only 8 clients returned in this period compared to
24 previous year due to service improvements in relation to exit resources and
signposting.
Significant demonstration of linking clients to additional supportive agencies and
community activities to support wellbeing (217 onward referrals in this year), examples;
CAB, Cruse, advocacy, volunteering, education, carers, community activities, R&C Mind
external funded groups/support etc.
Monitoring reports a consistently high level of improvement scores for clients in general
feelings, thoughts and optimism using a range of wellbeing tools.
Case studies have shown positive outcomes for clients in relation to; connection with
wider services; routes into employment; social inclusion; volunteering; increased
confidence; resilience; coping mechanisms; improved engagement with wider health
services
Added value
R&C Mind has increased its efforts to attract other external funding opportunities which will
maximise the mental health offer to clients and the wider community. Examples include:
• Sport England (cycling, Nordic walking, yoga)
• Step Forwards Tees Valley (employment)
• Complex Case Management (support before escalation to TEWV)
• CYP Service (10-25)
• Well4Work
• Carers Support Service
• Mobile MindSpace (VW Van)
• Peer Support (Men)
• HEROES (East Cleveland)

Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to vary the term of the existing contract with Redcar & Cleveland
Mind for 1 year (1st April 2021 – 31st March 2022)

Financial detail:
One year contract value = £133,500.00
Cost split as follows: Public Health = £60K (10841/A0204), Better Care Fund = £20K
(11209/R5500), Adult Social Care = £53.5K (10161/R5500)
Total contract value from 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 = £663,500.00
Commissioning and procurement options for future service provision will be considered
during this final contract period.
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Delivering Social Value
The service delivers under the Council’s Social value Charter:
Think Local
•
•
•

‘Lived experience volunteers’ offers unparalleled insight into barriers and
experiences of clients and in return volunteers are offered both internal and
external opportunities.
Also working with other Voluntary and Community Services to provide a range of
provision for individuals and works with local businesses to raise awareness of
mental health to promote wellbeing for their staff
The service supports programmes and ways of working that reduce social
isolation, build connections and understanding with and between different
communities

Employ Local
Supporting clients to access local employment, education and training and offering
placement for those individuals who are part of the Prison Rehabilitation and Engagement
Programme.

Reasons for Decision:
The request to vary the term is recommended:
•
•
•

•
•

This service is a visible, credible and familiar service for local stakeholders and
residents which at a time of uncertainty would seem important to retain.
To respond to the consistent demand for mental health support from R&C (based
on provider monitoring and population data)
There is a significant body of evidence that the current pandemic will have short,
medium and long term impact on the mental health of our communities. The
anticipated level of demand for mental health support and for how long is still
unclear.
To support the Service infrastructure alongside the contract offer brings some
security for the service to source additional funding which in turn brings the added
value for our residents and clients. (see added value provision above)
Service delivery continued under Covid ensuring access to support was
maintained for our residents

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
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Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Tina Walker

Officer Signature
Submission date

9 December 2020
Request complies with the Councils Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

ADCOM-20-047

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Redcar & Cleveland Community Mental Health
& Wellbeing Service (R&C Mind)

Delegated Power Number

DP 453: In accordance with the Council’s Contract
Procedure Rules 9.17:
Power to vary the terms of an existing contract, where there
is provision within the contract to do so

Date of Exercise

04/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS

……………………………………............................................

Date 18/12/2020

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date22/12/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR ADULTS AND COMMUNITIES
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Date 27/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

ADCOM-21-002

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Supported Living Scheme – Brunswick House,
Guisborough

Delegated Power Number
Date of Exercise

452 – To implement an optional extension
under existing contract terms
24/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable
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Background to Decision:
Brunswick House in Guisborough, was a registered as a care home. The provider sold the
property and were bought by Encircle Housing and changed into a supported living
scheme with the care provider Valorum Care Ltd and supports 3 individuals.
The service provides the care and support to assist the tenants to live as independently
as possible, with the intention for people to be supported to move on to more
independent accommodation in the future where possible. Similar schemes developed in
recent years have demonstrated good outcomes for individuals and long-term efficiencies
in the provision of care and support.
A contract was awarded to Valorum Care for an initial one-year period from 24 February
2020, with an optional extension ending March 2022. (Previous DP ADCOM-20-018).
Approval is now being sought to take the optional extension from 23 February 2021 to 1
March 2022.
Decision Considerations
Supported Living Schemes provide security of tenure and flexible person-centred
support in the community as a preferred option to residential care. Brunswick House,
Guisborough has consistently been occupied to full capacity and has supported people
to more independent living and therefore there is an ongoing requirement for this
service.
The service provides care and support to help the tenants to live as independently as
possible, with the intention for people to be supported to move on to more
independent accommodation in the future where possible. Similar schemes developed
in recent years have demonstrated good outcomes for individuals and long-term
efficiencies in the provision of care and support.
A contract was awarded to Valorum Care for an initial one-year period from 24 February
2020, with an optional extension ending 1 March 2022.
Approval is now being sought to take the optional extension from 23 February 2021 to 1
March 2022.
The intention is to align the end dates for this supported living scheme and two others,
namely Miltoun House and Arran House, to allow for one procurement process to be
carried out in 2021. (Miltoun House and Arran House extension requests will be under
future DP’s).
Full details of decision:
Approval is now being sought to take up the optional extension from 23 February 2021
to 1 March 2022 under existing contract terms with Valorum Care to continue to provide
a Supported Living Scheme at Brunswick House, Guisborough.
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Financial detail:
Brunswick House (3 tenants)
The initial 12 month contract period value is £60,225.17.
The estimated optional extension value is £60,225.17 (estimated).
The total contract value is therefore £120.450.34 (estimated).
To be funded from Cost Centre 10540.
Delivering Social Value
Supported living schemes provide the opportunity for adults with a range of support
needs such as mental health, learning disabilities, and autism to live as citizens in the
community and to contribute through learning, employment, and leisure opportunities.
Reasons for Decision:
Supported living represents a more efficient and effective model of care and support for
people in the community and the consistency and continuity of this can be maintained.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
Supported Living Schemes provide a less restrictive and more centred alternative to
residential care for people who need 24-hour accommodation and support.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
Documents are saved electronically in the Adult Commission folder
Officer Name (Print)

Julia Grayson

Officer Signature
Submission date

24 December 2020
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

ADCOM-21-002

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Supported Living Scheme – Brunswick House,
Guisborough

Delegated Power Number 452 – To implement an optional extension
under existing contract terms
Date of Exercise
24/12/2020
Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS

……………………………………............................................

Date 08/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date11/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR ADULTS AND COMMUNITIES
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Date 27/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

ADCOM-21-003

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Supported Living Scheme – Arran House,
Guisborough

Delegated Power Number
Date of Exercise

452 – To implement an optional extension
under existing contract terms
24/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
Arran House in Guisborough, was a registered as a care home. The provider sold the
property and were bought by Encircle Housing and changed into a supported living
scheme with the care provider Valorum Care Ltd and supports 5 individuals.
The service provides the care and support to assist the tenants to live as independently
as possible, with the intention for people to be supported to move on to more
independent accommodation in the future where possible. Similar schemes developed in
recent years have demonstrated good outcomes for individuals and long-term efficiencies
in the provision of care and support.
A contract was awarded to Valorum Care for an initial one-year period from 27 July
2020, with an optional extension ending March 2022. (Previous DP ADCOM-20-020
Forward Plan ADD0004).
Approval is now being sought to take the optional extension from 26 July 2021 to 1 March
2022.
Decision Considerations
Supported Living Schemes provide security of tenure and flexible person-centred
support in the community as a preferred option to residential care. Arran House,
Guisborough has consistently been occupied to full capacity and has supported people
to more independent living and therefore there is an ongoing requirement for this
service.
The service provides care and support to help the tenants to live as independently as
possible, with the intention for people to be supported to move on to more
independent accommodation in the future where possible. Similar schemes developed
in recent years have demonstrated good outcomes for individuals and long-term
efficiencies in the provision of care and support.
A contract was awarded to Valorum Care for an initial one-year period from 27 July
2020, with an optional extension ending 1 March 2022.
Approval is now being sought to take the optional extension from 26 July 2021 to 1 March
2022.
The intention is to align the end dates for this supported living scheme and two others,
namely Miltoun House and Brunswick House, to allow for one procurement process to be
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carried out in 2021. (Miltoun House and Brunswick House extension requests will be
under future DP’s).
Full details of decision:
Approval is now being sought to take up the optional extension from 26 July 2021 to 1
March 2022 under existing contract terms with Valorum Care to continue to provide a
Supported Living Scheme at Arran House, Guisborough.
Financial detail:
Arran House (5 tenants)
The initial 12-month contract period value is £189,821.38
The estimated optional extension value for 7 months is £110,729.00 (estimated).
The total contract value is therefore £300,550.38 (estimated).
To be funded from Cost Centre 10540.
Delivering Social Value
Supported living schemes provide the opportunity for adults with a range of support
needs such as mental health, learning disabilities, and autism to live as citizens in the
community and to contribute through learning, employment, and leisure opportunities.
Reasons for Decision:
Supported living represents a more efficient and effective model of care and support for
people in the community and the consistency and continuity of this can be maintained.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
Supported Living Schemes provide a less restrictive and more centred alternative to
residential care for people who need 24-hour accommodation and support.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
Documents are saved electronically in the Adult Commission folder
Officer Name (Print)

Julia Grayson
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Officer Signature
Submission date

24 December 2020
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

ADCOM-21-003

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Supported Living Scheme – Arran House,
Guisborough

Delegated Power Number 452 – To implement an optional extension
under existing contract terms
Date of Exercise
24/12/2020
Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS

……………………………………............................................

Date 08/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 11/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR ADULTS AND COMMUNITIES
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Date 27/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

PUBH-21-001

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Sport England Local Delivery Pilot – Developing
our Diabetes Offer

Delegated Power Number

455 Exercise power of exemption to Standing
Orders in accordance with Section 10 of the
Contract Procedure Rules I. the nature of the
market for the works to be carried out or the
goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such
that a departure from the requirements of
these Rules is justifiable

Date of Exercise

22/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
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Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
In their new strategy, Sport England committed to investing significant time, expertise and
money (£130 million) in 10 places across England to develop and deliver local pilot schemes.
Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council submitted a South Tees application on behalf of the
partnership that came together to develop our plans. In November 2017, it was announced
that the South Tees bid had been successful along with 11 other areas (12 funded in total
rather than the initial plan for 10).
The approach that Sport England have adopted to the Local Delivery Pilots is different to all
previous programmes, utilising a test and learn approach allowing for flexibility. What the
actual delivery may consist of is as yet unknown and hence the finances for each pilot are
yet to be fully allocated.
Developing Our Diabetes Offer
Type II diabetes is a common condition that causes the level of sugar (glucose) in the blood
to become too high. The cost of diabetes to the NHS is over £1.5m an hour or 10% of the
NHS budget for England and Wales. This equates to over £25,000 being spent on diabetes
every minute. There are also costs to Local Government via social care - a 2013 report found
“that there are over 70,000 people with diabetes incurring local authority social care costs
today, and that direct care costs from the condition amount to £1.4 billion. By 2030 it is
estimated that the number of people in local authority care affected by diabetes will be
130,000 with an associated cost of £2.5 billion.1”
The estimated prevalence of diabetes (undiagnosed and diagnosed) is 8.6% in
Middlesbrough and 9.3% in Redcar & Cleveland, which places strain on health and social
care services.

1

Institute of Diabetes for Older People. Behind Closed Doors? The Hidden Impact of Diabetes in Social Care.
Bedfordshire: Author, 2013
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As part of the Sport England Local Delivery Pilot, the aim is develop a new approach in South
Tees to treating type II diabetes. The intention is to closely replicate the DIRECT study,
which was conducted by academics at Newcastle University and has supported more than
one third of patients to achieve a sustained remission of their type II diabetes at 24 months.
The service will comprise of the following components:
1. Conventional management including glucose-lowering medication as per
current clinical practice.
2. 12 week very low calorie diet (VLCD) with meal replacement drinks using the
DiRECT study protocol.
3. Diet and individualised physical activity changes with the aim to lose at least 1015 kg in weight. This process will be managed by the dietician and exercise on
referral professional.
The work will also include an evaluation to measure the cost benefits of the work to the
wider health and social care system that will be achieved through supporting individuals to
manage their type II diabetes, including going into remission. This work will form the basis
of the business case for sustained local investment into the service once the Sport England
funding ends.
Decision Considerations
The nature of the proposed works means that South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
are the sole possible provider of this service via their provision of diabetic interventions
and treatments for the population of South Tees.
Full details of decision:
This request seeks to award a contract from 1st January 2021 to 31st March 2022 with two
x 12 month optional extensions to South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.
Please note – as requested by Legal, this delegated power replaces PUBH-20-004 which was
never executed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, with the only change being the contractual
dates (PUBH-20-004 was due to commence 1st January 2020 on the same financial envelope
and delivery model).
Financial detail:
£85,000 in total over the 15 months (plus £70,000 for each of the optional extensions), all
funded by the grant from Sport England for the Local Delivery Pilot.
Delivering Social Value
The vision of South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is to be recognised nationally for
excellence in quality, patient safety, patient experience, social engagement and continuous
improvement. The Trust has adopted three values for their work:
•

Putting patients at the centre of everything we do.
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•
•

Continuously improving quality
Using our resources to the benefit of the wider community

Reasons for Decision:
The capacity and skills provided by the service is needed to deliver the Local Delivery Pilot
that RCBC is required to deliver as the body accountable to Sport England.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
Doing nothing is not an option – this service is required to deliver the Local Delivery Pilot.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:

This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.

Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.

Background Papers:
•
•

Sport England Local Delivery Pilot South Tees site bid documents (stage one and two).
Sport England Local Delivery Pilot South Tees site accelerator and pathfinder bid
document.

Officer Name (Print)

Scott Lloyd

Officer Signature
Submission date

22/12/2020
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

PUBH-21-001

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Reference

N/A

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Sport England Local Delivery Pilot – Developing
our Diabetes Offer

Delegated Power Number

455 Exercise power of exemption to Standing
Orders in accordance with Section 10 of the
Contract Procedure Rules I. the nature of the
market for the works to be carried out or the
goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such
that a departure from the requirements of
these Rules is justifiable

Date of Exercise

22/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Signatures
C …………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR HEALTH, HOUSING AND WELFARE Date 26/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC HEALTH

Date 25/01/2021
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

ADCOM-21-007

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Pre-Paid Cards Contract

Delegated Power Number

450 – Award a Contract

Date of Exercise

08/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward Plan
Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions not
included in Forward Plan only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
Pre-paid cards are now the dominant method with which the local authority manages cash
disbursements to service users from a range of departments.
Pre-paid card accounts operate similar to a standard UK bank account, including the option to
withdraw cash from an ATM, make regular payments, pay vendors and receive regular
statements.
In Redcar & Cleveland, pre-paid cards are currently used to administer Social Fund payments,
direct payments for both adults and children’s services and property and financial affairs
payments. Approximately 4,746 pre-paid cards are currently being used across all
departments.
In January 2017 NEPO procured a framework agreement for the provision of a pre-paid card
solution allowing contracting authorities to call off from the framework. The Council
subsequently called off from the framework and entered into a contract with PFS, the first
ranked supplier from 10 April 2017 to 8 January 2021
The NEPO Framework was due to expire on 8 January 2021 but has subsequently been
extended by NEPO until 8 January 2022. It is therefore proposed that Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council award a contract to PFS for a further 12 months from 9 January 2021 to
8 January 2022.
Decision Considerations
There are significant benefits to service users and the local authority from using pre-paid
card solutions.
Prepaid cards allow the local authority to access accounts to ensure timely and accurate
monitoring can be conducted, particularly for the distribution of direct payments for both
adult and children’s social care services.
Pre-paid cards also save a significant amount of time for local authority staff responsible for
monitoring payments and also alleviate potential costs as many accounts would not have to
rely on a third part fund management organisation.
Unspent funds in client accounts can more easily be recouped from pre-paid card accounts
than from personal accounts or third-party fund managers.
The total in-contract spend of £84,759.34 has fallen significantly below the £324,000 which
was anticipated at the start of the contract period. The success of pre-paid cards has also
stretched above the initial 850 cards which were anticipated, with a total of over 4,000
currently distributed.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to PFS via the NEPO Framework for Pre-Paid Card
Solutions for a further 12-month period from 9 January 2021 to 8 January 2022.
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Financial detail:
A total of £84,749 has been spent during the contract period 10 April 2017 – 8 January
2021. Approximately £20,000 was spent on pre-paid card fees during financial
year 2019-20.
Actual expenditure cannot accurately be outlined as this is based largely on the number of
transactions and cards distributed throughout the year across all departments.
Considering 2019-20 totals and an increase in transactions and cards distributed so far in
2020-21, it is anticipated that the value of spend during the proposed contract period of
9 January 2021 to 8 January 2022 will be approximately £40,000.
Total contract spend value, April 2017-January 2022 - £124,749.
Delivering Social Value
Pre-Paid Cards help the Council deliver upon its statutory obligations under the Care Act
(2014) and Direct Payments Act (1996) to enable users of Council services, in particular
social care, to have greater control and flexibility of their service provision by receiving cash
payments in lieu of directly provisioned services.
Pre-paid cards also save a significant amount of time for the Council teams responsible for
the control and monitoring of social care funds, meaning time can be invested into other
priority areas.
Reasons for Decision:
Pre-paid card solutions deliver a number of key benefits to the Council and our clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced costs compared to traditional methods
Income generation through reclaiming of unspent funds (typically understood
to be 10% of original budget)
Streamlining of operations and resources
Improved customer service
Increased control, transparency and analysis
Improved security
Faster responsiveness in the distribution of funds
Supporting the Personalisation Agenda

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
If the current agreement is not extended there would be significant burden to service users
in that managed accounts would need to be established and Direct Payment Organisations
may have to take over the responsibility of managing the accounts on service users’ behalf.
This would incur further costs to the local authority and a loss of independence, choice,
and control for the service user.
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation to
the decision:
None.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
None.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable
Officer Name (Print)

Gareth Harding

Officer Signature
Submission date

08.01.2021
Request complies with the Councils Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

ADCOM-21-007

Delegated Power Forward
N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Pre-Paid Cards Contract

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

08/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Mary Ovens

Assistant Director

Victoria Wilson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS

Date 03/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
Date 05/02/2021
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR ADULTS AND COMMUNITIES
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Appendix 2 – Revised DP Form
Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

PUBH-20-230

Corporate Plan Priority

Longer and Healthier Lives
Health Diagnostics – data support for community
NHS Health Checks (Health Heart Checks)

Delegation Title
Delegated Power Number

DP 455: Exercise power of exemption to Standing
Orders in accordance with Section 10 of the
Contract Procedure Rules:
I. the nature of the market for the works to be carried out
or the goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such that a
departure from the requirements of these Rules is
justifiable;

Date of Exercise

16/04/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Mark Adams

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward Plan
Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction with
Democratic Services
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Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions not
included in Forward Plan only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
Public Health have a mandated responsibility to provide NHS Health Checks. These are provided
through GP practices but we also provide these checks within community settings to target those most
at risk of heart disease, and those unwilling to attend GP practices. The risk levels found in our residents
accessing community checks are consistently high.
The checks in communities need a data package and support system in place to allow the checks to be
delivered to the NHS Health Check standard, and to facilitate the transfer of the clinical findings to the
patient’s own GP for further action. This package also allows signposting to other local lifestyle services
to encourage healthy behaviours. We would be unable to provide community health checks without
the data package provided by Health Diagnostics, which provides the service across the South Tees.

Considerations:
At present we believe Health Diagnostics are a single provider for support at this level. We are
advised that this may need to go out to a wider market for 2021-22 to see if competing firms
are established at that stage, but we do not anticipate a competitor will be available at that
point.

Full details of decision:
To award a contract to Health Diagnostics UK for a term of 1 year (annual renewal) from 1
April 2020 to 31 March 2021.

Financial detail:
Total contract value for South Tees = £15,983.64
Middlesbrough Council will be recharged for the checks completed in their area and the
associated consumables used. This amount also includes a call-off consumables budget of £6k
which is reduced due to payment in advance for underspend in 2019/20. Any underspend
during this contract period would be adjusted depending on activity during 2020/21.

Delivering Social Value
Enabling Communities and Citizens to Thrive
This service is addressing health inequalities as it is targeted at those most at risk of heart
disease, and allows residents to access NHS health checks in convenient, non-intimidating
environments with other members of their community.
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Reasons for Decision:
Community NHS Health Checks cannot be delivered without the data support and transfer to
GP records provided by Health Diagnostics.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
1) Doing nothing – cannot deliver the checks without this element of support.
2) In house – we do not have the expertise in house or links to GP practices to deliver this
service.
3) Undertake a procurement exercise - Current searches of the market do not provide
information on other firms currently available to provide this service. We believe at present
they are a single provider for the service at this level.

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation to
the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet Member.
Background Papers:
Copies of Service Level Agreements with detail of the service provided are available from Public
Health if required.
Officer Name (Print)

K JACKSON

Officer Signature
Submission date

16.4.2020
Request complies with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

PUBH-20-230

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority
Delegation Title

Longer and healthier lives
Health Diagnostics – data support for
community NHS Health Checks (Health Heart
Checks)

Delegated Power Number DP 455: Exercise power of exemption to
Standing Orders in accordance with Section 10
of the Contract Procedure Rules:
I. the nature of the market for the works to be carried
out or the goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such that a
departure from the requirements of these Rules is
justifiable;

Date of Exercise

16/04/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Mark Adams

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 18/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR HEALTH, HOUSING AND WELFARE

……………………………………............................................

Date22/05/2020

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date22/05/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
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Date 08/02/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

PUBH-21-002

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Bereavement Services - Cruse

Delegated Power Number

DP453: In accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules 9.17:
Power to vary the terms of an existing contract, where there
is provision within the contract to do so.

Date of Exercise

16/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
Cruse Bereavement Care Ltd has been commissioned across Tees to promote the
emotional and mental wellbeing of bereaved people and enable them to understand their
grief and cope with their loss. Bereavement is associated with risk of mortality, increased
use of health services and subsequent poor mental and physical health.
Service provision:
To provide bereavement and suicide postvention support to children, young people and
adults (including bereaved parents of all ages) in Redcar and Cleveland.
To enable people to:
•
•
•
•
•

Understand their grief and develop coping strategies
Feel safe to explore their thoughts and feelings
Effective and timely support for families bereaved or affected by suicide;
Local responses to the aftermath of a suicide; and
Information and support for families, friends and colleagues who are concerned
about someone who may be at risk of suicide.

The outcomes of the service contributes to a key area for action in the Preventing Suicide
in England Strategy and the Tees Suicide Implementation Plan 2016-2020 – ‘To provide
better information and support to those bereaved or affected by suicide’
In 2019, ONS suicide registrations data period (2017-2019) showed 47 deaths by suicide in
Redcar and Cleveland
We anticipate a higher number of people to be directly and indirectly impacted by death
during this pandemic. This means an increase in the number of bereaved people that
need support. Ordinarily, around 11% of people are likely to suffer ‘complicated’ or
‘prolonged’ grief following a death from natural causes. However because of Covid-19 this
is likely to be much higher and result in additional need.
R&C Covid deaths up to end of November 2020 = 203. Number of excess deaths in this
locality 203.

Decision Considerations
Cruse Performance data 2019/20
•
•
•
•
•
•

804 clients receiving support across Tees (313 R&C).
93 clients received suicide postvention support (36 R&C)
43 Clients were under the age of 16
The service uses a wellbeing assessment tool to measure recovery and wellbeing.
The target of over 70% of client improvement has consistently been achieved
Increasing number of Bereavement Support Workers recruited
Working closely with Cleveland Police and provided 600 leaflets to support the
information provided at a sudden death/suspected suicide.
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Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to vary the term of an existing contract with Cruse Bereavement
Care Ltd for the provision of Bereavement and Suicide Postvention Services.
The current contract period is from 1st April 2020 – 31st March 2021. The term will be
varied from 1st April 2021 – 31st March 2022 and will include an additional optional
extension for a further 12 months subject to funding

A new specification will be developed in line with changes to terms and activity

Financial detail:
Annual contract value is £29,083.50
£18,000.00 – Public Health Budget – 10841/A0201
£11,083.50 – External funding (NHS England Funding – Suicide Prevention ICS)
Total contract value including optional extension period is £76,167.00
Delivering Social Value
Social value will be achieve through this contract by the following:
•
•
•
•
•

The service will work with local workplaces, schools, communities to support them
following a loss.
The service will provide volunteering opportunities and placements for University
Graduates
The service provides bereavement training and skills to the local workforce to
increase capacity and enhance community resilience.
Bereavement volunteers are professionally developed to support them in their role
The contract encourages active engagement with a range of local community
organisations to enable access to their service and support clients in their recovery
long term.

Reasons for Decision:
Approval to award to Cruse who are considered the only suitable provider of this service,
based on the following:
•
•

•

Recent market scoping has identified that Cruse are the only local universal
specialist bereavement provider who are able to meet the service delivery
requirements of the specification, whilst also offering suicide postvention support.
We wish to continue with a consistent service delivery model across Tees Valley
local authority areas, and maintain ease-of-access/flow for service users across
the area. This also aligns with other Tees-Wide Mental Health & Bereavement
strategy/provision for the area.
Evaluation of the service continues to be very positive, and we wish to provide as
little disruption to service delivery as possible, for both providers and service users
during the ongoing crisis.
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•
•
•

Cruse continue to offer excellent value for money, innovation and responsiveness
to the ongoing Covid-19 restrictions, partly due to their unique volunteer offer
(which provides much extra capacity at a reduced cost).
External funding (ICS Suicide) 2021/22 - £11,083 was awarded to those LA’s who
have existing arrangements in place for bereavement and suicide postvention
support
The demand for bereavement services and specific bereavement support
continues to be consistently high and is a key area of action in the suicide
prevention strategic plan

This Service is also commissioned across Middlesbrough and Stockton on Tees with
shared specification and pathway referral to ensure economies of scale and options for
access to clients.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in
relation to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Tina Walker

Officer Signature
Submission date

16/12/2020
Request complies with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

PUBH-21-002

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Bereavement Services - Cruse

Delegated Power Number

DP453: In accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules 9.17:
Power to vary the terms of an existing contract, where there
is provision within the contract to do so.

Date of Exercise

16/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 22/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR HEALTH, HOUSING AND WELFARE

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 14/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
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Date 25/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

PUBH-21-003

Corporate Plan Priority

Driving Change From Within

Delegation Title

Philis – specialist IT software for Port Health
Authority Usage
DP 455 - Exercise power of exemption to
Standing Orders in accordance with Section 10
of the Contract Procedure Rules

Delegated Power Number

I. the nature of the market for the works to be carried
out or the goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such that a
departure from the requirements of these Rules is
justifiable

Date of Exercise

11/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
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applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services
Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
The system used by the River Tees Port Health service was not designed for a Port Health
service, however due to the relatively low throughput of imported food and feed, it has
been manageable for the small team.
Following the UK’s exit from the EU and the considerable increase in official controls from
April 2021, the existing system is not fit for purpose, and bespoke and specific IT software
is required to enable the River Tees Port Health service to function efficiently.
Decision Considerations
Official controls are expected to increase to around 2,000 transacted consignments per
month, significantly increasing the administrative burden on the team. Philis (Port Health
Interactive Live Information System) is a bespoke IT software system developed by Suffolk
Coastal Port Heath Authority, the largest in the UK. The system integrates with existing
Port systems and government systems [IPAFFS (import of products, animals, food and
feed system)] to allow a quicker, more efficient way to clear imports requiring official
controls.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Suffolk Coastal Port Health Authority (part of
East Suffolk Council) for Philis - specialist IT software for Port Health Authority usage. The
contract will be for a period of 3 years.
Financial detail:
Total cost for initial three-year period; - £87,500
Initial set up / configuration (£20,000) one off cost. Cloud servers (AWS) (£7500) for a
three-year term. Licence fees initially for 4FTE (£2000/FTE/year), increasing post April
2021 to 10FTE when additional staff join the team.
The service was awarded funding for procurement of the system from Defra via the
Transition Funding Award. The service will be self-funding following implementation of
the new chargeable services i.e. import charges, documentation screening etc from April
2021. The cost for first three-year payment will be fully funded through a combination of
the Transition funding and the fee income post April 2021. The system specification has
been shared with IT colleagues who are pursuing a case via the In control approval
process. The Terms & Conditions for the system have been provided to legal services for
consideration.
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Delivering Social Value
The bespoke Port Health IT system will support the service to efficiently respond to the
border responsibilities following EU exit. Maintaining the smooth operation of the service
will ensure that the import of goods via Tees port can readily access the marketplace,
contributing to the operation of the businesses which operate at the port, across the
region and the wider UK. Supporting the operation of an efficient Port Health Service
contributes towards the Councils Social Value Charter, providing employment
opportunities for residents, and supporting the import of goods for local businesses.
Reasons for Decision:
As detailed above, the current system was not designed for the purpose of Port Health
and is unable to integrate with other relevant systems. The administrative burden on the
team following EU exit requires a specialist system that integrates with existing Port
systems and government systems.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
No other alternative systems are available in the marketplace that meet our
requirements.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Sue Ziolkowski

Officer Signature
Submission date

11/01/21
Request complies with the Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

PUBH-21-003

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Driving Change From Within

Delegation Title

Philis – specialist IT software for Port Health
Authority Usage

Delegated Power Number

DP 455 - Exercise power of exemption to
Standing Orders in accordance with Section 10
of the Contract Procedure Rules
I. the nature of the market for the works to be carried
out or the goods or services to be provided has been
investigated and is demonstrated to be such that a
departure from the requirements of these Rules is
justifiable

Date of Exercise

11/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Steve Kay

Assistant Director

Fran Anderson

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR HEALTH, HOUSING AND WELFARE

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
DIRECTOR FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
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Date 03/02/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
DIRECTORATE
DELEGATED DECISIONS
(Please note signatures/audit trails are

held for all decisions. Signatures in
these papers have been redacted before
publication for security purposes)
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

CF-21-001

Corporate Plan Priority

A Brighter Future for our Children

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Bloom for multidisciplined
Design Team for Kirkleatham Hall School
extension works.

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award of Contract
Date of Exercise

27/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Alison Barnes

Assistant Director

Clare Mahoney

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.
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To be completed by Democratic Services
Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
There is an identified need for further places to educate children with Special Educational
Needs & Disability (SEND) within the Borough. This includes further in Borough capacity
required for pupils with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties and other specialist
needs.
Therefore, the Council’s Cabinet have approved on the 26th January 2021 a project to
extend and remodel Kirkleatham Hall School to increase capacity for students with SEND
requirements. The Cabinet also approved the delegation to procure and appoint an
appropriate design team for the project to the Corporate Director for Children & families in
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Children.
The project is in response to two key requirements:
1. The need for additional pupil capacity in Borough for identified specific SEND places;
and,
2. The need to provide additional floor space in key teaching, learning and support
function spaces for the number of pupils with increasingly space demanding needs.
The project will create the following positive benefits:
1.

It will provide the additional 12 student places identified as required for SEND
students within the Borough;
There will be reduced travel and associated carbon from not transporting students to
other out of Borough educational establishments;
All students of the school will benefit from the improved layout of the school, enlarged
main hall and the new dedicated rebound therapy facility; and,
Students and parents will benefit immensely from provision within their own
community.

2.
3.
4.

Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules.

Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Bloom for full design team services for the
Kirkleatham Hall School extension project to be provided by Identity Consult.
The Bloom agreement period will be for a period of approximately 19 months (plus 12
months for the defects period) to cover the project from the beginning to end. Completion
due September 2022 (excluding defects period).
The following services will be provided as part of this contract:
•

Quantity surveyor
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural engineer
Mechanical and electrical engineer
Principal Designer & Architect
Heritage Advisor
Contract administration duties
CDM coordinator
Submit planning application

Financial detail:
The contract value is £215,822.25 and includes all costs for the team including the Bloom
Framework fee (no contingency required).
This will be paid via the project budget and can be afforded within the £2,700,000 overall
budget allocated by the Council’s Cabinet. The funding will utilise the Basic Need grant
funding provided from central government for the purpose of creating additional student
places; SEN capital grant funding; a contribution from Section 106 education contribution
funding; and a school contribution.

Delivering Social Value
The organisation has signed the Council’s Social Value Charter and the overall services
being provided will help the Council meet its overall objectives. The delivery of social value
will be explored in more detail once appointed to establish best fit for the project and the
school with any pandemic restrictions.

Reasons for Decision:
A decision to allow the appointment of the external design team is requested to allow the
start of works in October 2021 and to complete by September 2022. The appointment
decision is recommended as it demonstrates value for money and provides the additional
external resources that the project needs for it to be delivered on time. A direct award is
being made via Bloom which is permissible under the framework.
The company has submitted an acceptable proposal with a good, experienced design team
and they can mobilise quickly to enable the project to continue within timescales. Identity
Consult have an excellent record of delivering school capital projects within the North East
of England. They have submitted a value for money proposal evidenced through obtaining
quotes from 3 sub consultants per discipline to form the design team: with the most cost
effective chosen the rates have also been reviewed against comparable schemes recently
commissioned by the Council.
Initial design concepts have been previously completed and consulted with the school staff
as well as the relevant Council officers.
Using Identity Consult to start the detailed designs immediately will allow the project to start
on site in October 2021 and finish by September 2022. This allows the works to be
completed by the beginning of the new academic year (22/23).

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The services are not available in-house and therefore if the project is to go ahead these
external resources are required
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.

Background Papers:
Cabinet Report of 26th January 2021: “Expansion of Special Needs Provision –
Kirkleatham Hall School”.

Officer Name (Print)

Richard Harrison

Officer Signature
Submission date

27/01/2021
The request complies with Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

CF-21-001

Delegated Power Forward n/a
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

A brighter future for our children

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Bloom for multidisciplined
Design Team for Kirkleatham Hall School
extension works.

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award of Contract
Date of Exercise

27/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Alison Barnes

Assistant Director

Clare Mahoney

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 28/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR CHILDREN

……………………………………............................................

Date27/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date27/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
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Date 28/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

CF-21-002

Corporate Plan Priority

Meeting Residents’ Needs

Delegation Title

South Tees Sendias Service

Delegated Power Number Delegated Power 450:
Award a contract to the most economically
advantageous bidder
Date of Exercise

14/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Alison Barnes

Assistant Director

Clare Mahoney

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services
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Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
It is a statutory requirement that Local Authorities must deliver a Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities Information, Advice and Support Service (SENDIASS, also referred to as IAS Service or
the Service) for children and young people who have a special educational need and/or disability
and for their parents / carers.
Up until 2019 the SENDIAS Service in Redcar and Cleveland was provided in-house and over the
last 12 months an interim SENDIAS service has been commissioned. Middlesbrough Council have
commissioned a SENDIAS service for several years. Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council and on
behalf of Middlesbrough Council are seeking to establish a South Tees Sendias Service in line with
the Children and Families Act 2014. The Service will be commissioned directly by Redcar and
Cleveland Borough Council and Middlesbrough Borough Council.

Decision Considerations
The service is required to meet the duty of Redcar and Cleveland Local Authority and
Middlesbrough Local Authority (as outlined in the Children and Families Act 2014), which requires
Local Authorities to provide parents of children with information, advice and support relating to
their child’s SEN or disability.
Compliance with the Contract Procedure Rules.

Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Barnardo’s to deliver a South Tees Sendias Service.
The initial contract will be for 36 months from 1 March 2021 with the option to extend a further 2
x 12 months subject to budget availability.

Financial detail:
The total contract value is to be split by the two Local Authorities. The percentage of the split is to
be agreed by both LA’s based on allocation of services delivered to each Authority.
Total annual contract value = £59,825 per year.
Estimated annual contract value for RCBC = up to £29,912.50
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Total contract value for initial contract period = £179,475
Estimated total contract value for RCBC for initial contract period = up to £89,737.50
Total contract value including possible extension periods = £299,125
Total contract value including possible extension periods for RCBC = up to £149,562.50

Delivering Social Value
As part of their bid, Barnardo’s have signed up to the Council’s Social Value Charter and confirmed
how they will deliver Social Value under the contract.

Reasons for Decision:
A competitive quotation process was undertaken to identify the successful bidder. The winning
bidder was Barnardo’s who submitted the most economically advantageous bid.

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
1. Doing nothing would mean that we are unable to meet our statutory duties under the
Children and Families Act 2014.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Kellie Gorman

Officer Signature

Submission date
Procurement
Approval

25/01/2021
Request complies with the Contract Procedure Rules
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

CF-21-002

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Meeting Residents’ Needs

Delegation Title

South Tees Sendias Service

Delegated Power Number Delegated Power 450:
Award a contract to the most economically
advantageous bidder
Date of Exercise

14/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Alison Barnes

Assistant Director

Claire Mahoney

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 28/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR CHILDREN

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
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Date 28/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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GROWTH, ENTERPRISE
& ENVIRONMENT
DIRECTORATE
DELEGATED DECISIONS
(Please note signatures/audit trails are

held for all decisions. Signatures in
these papers have been redacted before
publication for security purposes)
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-20-350

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Project Management -Area Growth Plans
Identity Consult

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

09/11/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
To appoint external Project Management through Identity consult to support the delivery
of the Area Growth Plans for a period of 12-18 months.

Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Appoint Identity Consult under the Bloom Framework Agreement, commencing 1
December 2020.
Identity Consult will provide the following services:
•
•
•
•

Project Management support on Highways related schemes across East
Cleveland.
Project Management and QS support on the Eston Precinct Proposals.
Project Management and QS support for Projects that flow from the Redcar
Town Deal.
Project management and QS support for the delivery of the Loftus
Masterplan.

All of these appointments will be for a period of up to 18 months.
There is an agreement that this arrangement can be ended or extended and further
approval at any time subject to the payment of all fees incurred up to that date.

Financial detail:
The fees quoted are based on this framework agreement and have been deemed to
represent value for money on the basis of other similar organisations offering this service.
The value is up to £100,000 and will be taken from budget code 10607 R4400 and then
journaled to the appropriate capital budget code when the projects go live.
Delivering Social Value
Due to the nature of the services the delivery of Social Value is limited but the
organisation has signed the Council’s Social Value Charter and the services they are
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providing will help the Council meet its priorities and assist with the Great Place to Live
objective of the charter
Reasons for Decision:
The Place Investment Team has an increasing workload which will be particularly acute
over the next six months and support is required to help maintain the current delivery
programme.

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The Council could employ temporary or permanent staff, but this would have a lead in time
and the Council would need to commit to a set period of employment. This proposal
maintains maximum flexibility for the Council but brings in required resource.
The appointment could not be made but this would lead to a lack of resource to deliver
projects with potential for over £60m of investment into the borough.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:

Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Angela Brockbank

Officer Signature
Submission date

9/11/20
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-20-350

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Project Management -Area Growth Plans
Identity Consult

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

09/11/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 04/12/2020

CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

……………………………………............................................

Date13/11/2020

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 11/11/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 03/12/2020

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-20-358

Corporate Plan Priority

Cleaner & Greener

Delegation Title

Award of contract for the Processing and
Treatment of co-mingled recycled waste

Delegated Power Number

455 – Exemption under Contract Procedure
Rules on the grounds of urgency

Date of Exercise

23/11/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
The Council has a contract in place with a contractor for the processing of co-mingled
recycling waste.
As a result of COVID-19 and the increase in tonnages of recycling waste that are being
produced, the current contractor is having some challenges with processing all of the
recycling waste.
Therefore, a short-term agreement for the processing of some of the co-mingled recycling
waste is to be entered into with a separate contractor.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to allow up to 2,180 tonnes of co-mingled recycling waste to be
processed at an alternative contractor (J&B Recycling) facility over a short-defined period
Financial detail:
Up to £165k based on the current volumes being produced.
Delivering Social Value
This proposal will contribute to ensuring that Social Value is being achieved in accordance
with the Council’s Social Value Charter.
Reasons for Decision:
The tonnages of co-mingled recycled waste have increased as result of COVID-19 and the
increase in numbers of people that are either working from home or have been
furloughed under the Government’s job retention scheme.
By agreeing to this delegated decision, it will ensure adequate total processing capacity
for the co-mingled recycling waste over the next two months.
Legal advice has been sought and this is permissible under the existing long-term contract
to divert waste where necessary.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
We are also looking to see if there are further recycling facilities that have some spare
treatment capacity that could potentially be utilised in parallel with this option.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
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This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
Current Contract to be included
Officer Name (Print)

Will Gander

Officer Signature
Submission date

24/11/20

Procurement
Approval

This request complies with the Contract Procedure Rules

Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-20-358

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Cleaner & Greener

Delegation Title

Award of contract for the Processing and
Treatment of co-mingled recycled waste

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption under Contract Procedure
Rules on the grounds of urgency
Date of Exercise

23/11/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
……………………………………............................................
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Date 21/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

……………………………………............................................

Date14/12/2020

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date25/11/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 14/12/2020

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-20-375

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award a contract to Beaumont Brown
Architects LLP for Architectural services for the
repairs to the Albert Memorial

Delegated Power Number

455 – Exemption to Contract procedure Rules
on the grounds of nature of the market

Date of Exercise

18/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
Redcar and Cleveland Council, in partnership with Saltburn Valleys CIO and funded through
Coastal Revival Funding, sought the services of a Conservation Accredited Architect through a
competitive quotation exercise in January 2020. This was to provide a Building Condition Report
and Action Plan for the Grade II Listed Albert Memorial, located within Saltburn Valley Gardens.

Beaumont Brown Architects LLP were awarded the contract.
Following completion of the initial work, further Funding being secured. The Council now seeks to
appoint a Lead Designer and multi-disciplinary team to develop the technical tender package,
responding to the recommendations of the original Condition Report to restore the Albert
Memorial, including securing Listed Building Consent.
The scope includes the design and erection of temporary scaffolding support with a design life of
18 months to protect the structure from further movement over the development phase of the
project.
It is recommended that Beaumont Brown Architects LLP undertake the detailed development
phase due to there now comprehensive knowledge of the structure and the challenging site
constraints.

Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules

Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Beaumont Brown Architects LLP, acting as Lead
Designers and overseeing a multi-disciplinary team to design and manage the restoration of the
Listed structure. This is a one-off contract starting in January 2021 until 2022.
A direct award will be made as part of this appointment to Castle Scaffold (Northern) Ltd for the
temporary scaffold support (Value for money proven with 4 quotations received by lead Designer
BBA).

Financial detail:
The total value of this contract is £29.5k. This total includes a 10% contingency and includes
£14.3k for the scaffolding supports.
This contract will be paid from capital budgets funded through the Tees Valley Combined
Authority’s Indigenous Growth Fund.

Delivering Social Value
The delivery of Social Value by the appointed supplier is limited as this is a one-off short-term
appointment for a distinct piece of work. The successful delivery of the contract will assist the
Council in meeting its objectives in respect of the Great Place to Live objective of the Charter.
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Reasons for Decision:
The services are required to ensure the safety and longevity of this Memorial. The temporary
supports/scaffold have a design life not exceeding 18 months. It is recommendation is that the
building should be repaired in situ inside this 18-month period. This requires further technical
design to commence at the earliest opportunity.

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
A procurement process could be carried out, but this is not deemed to be the best option for this
requirement as the appointed supplier has prior knowledge of the sites in question and in
appointing a new supplier work that has already been carried out would potentially need to be
done again, adding delay to the programme.

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

James Gordon

Officer Signature
Submission date
Procurement
Approval

22/12/20
Complies with Contract Procedure Rules

Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-20-375

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
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Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award a contract to Beaumont Brown Architects
LLP for Architectural services for the repairs to
the Albert Memorial

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption to Contract procedure Rules
on the grounds of nature of the market
Date of Exercise

22/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 12/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

……………………………………............................................

Date 01/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date23/12/2020

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 12/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT
Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
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Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-003

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Variation of the Steel Works contract

Delegated Power Number

453 – Variation to contract

Date of Exercise

08/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
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A decision was signed off in January 2020 to vary the existing steel works contract for a
further 12 months (GEE-20-013) in order that the contract remit could be considered, and
a lead officer identified. Unfortunately, this has not been possible within the timeframe
and therefore a further variation is being sought.
The steel works contract covers manufacture and install (as appropriate) various elements
of steel work, including such things as Bus Shelter Panel Repairs, Pedestrian Guardrail
Alterations, Steel Palisade Fencing, Bus Timetable Cases.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to vary the existing Steel Works contract with Meltt Mett Infinity &
RJ Fabrication for a maximum of a further 12 months from January 2021. If a
procurement process can be undertaken sooner this will be carried out.
Financial detail:
The estimated spend for Growth Enterprise & Environment across Highways and
Neighbourhoods is approx. £100k per annum. The budget is in the main from revenue
spend as in relation to repairs, some small works may be capitalised. The total spend on
the contract to date can be estimated at £650k. The spend is classed as works and falls
well below the Public Contract Regulations threshold of £4.5m.
Delivering Social Value
The organisations are based in the borough and signed the Social Value Charter at the point of
tender.

Reasons for Decision:
There is insufficient time or resources to undertake a procurement at this time by the
Highways team. The services are required on an ongoing basis and the contract operates
well currently.
NEPO are currently advertising an opportunity which may cover some elements of this
work for a contract to start in May 2021 this variation allows that contract to be awarded
and embedded so the scope of the RCBC contract can be defined.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The variation could not be agreed but the services would still need to be delivered as
there is no ability to deliver in house.
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Luis Alpalhao

Officer Signature
Submission date

11/1/21

Procurement
Approval

Complies with Contract Procedure Rules

Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-003

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Variation of the Steel Works contract

Delegated Power Number 453 – Variation to contract
Date of Exercise

08/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
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……………………………………............................................

Date 15/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR Choose an item.

……………………………………............................................

Date13/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date12/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 12/01/2021

Choose an item.

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.

Reference

GEE-21-005

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Exemption to award a contract to RJ Fabrication
for works in relation to Borough Park / Locke
Park Impetus Grant Funding awards.

Delegated Power Number

455 – Exemption on the grounds of genuinely
exceptional circumstances

Date of Exercise

10/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref
Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan
Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

N/A

To be completed by Democratic Services
Not Applicable
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Background to Decision:
A collaborative project with Friends of Borough Park / Locke Park for purposes of
enhancement and increased public enjoyment. These 2 projects are externally funded
projects made possible by a successful funding application submitted by the volunteer
groups with a request that Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council manage the projects on
their behalf.
RBCC have provided seed funding to progress these projects. On completion full monies
will be reimbursed.
We have obtained quotes from local suppliers with the required skills to fabricate one off
bespoke pieces of architecture suited to the locations.
The projects are under a timeframe to be completed no later than end of February 2021.
This limitation is imposed by the awarding body.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is sought to award a contract to RJ Fabrication of Marske and the Friends of
Borough Park and Friends of Locke Park to deliver the projects timely as in purchase
materials, fabricate to desired design with volunteer group, galvanize and install.
Financial detail:
This will be an order placed on behalf of the volunteer group. Outlay will be reimbursed to
RCBC on completion.
RCBC has provided seed funding for both projects on completion the awarding body will
reimburse RC directly.
Borough Park Rose Arbour £13,500 Exp 10055 R2011 / Inc 10055 R9420
Locke Park sensory walk arches £3,000 Exp 10429 R2011 / inc 10429 R9401
Delivering Social Value
These projects are designed to enhance our parks for local public enjoyment, foster town and
community pride in our parks and open spaces using local talents to create.

Reasons for Decision:
This request should be supported to allow the timely delivery of the projects designed to
enhance publically accessible assets in a manner appropriate to the space. An exemption
is being sought as a procurement process wasn’t carried out and the existing Steel works
contract was not utilised but value for money can be demonstrated as three quotes have
been received (two from the existing steel works providers).
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
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In accordance with the procurement rules a formal procurement process should have
been carried out, in this case this has not been done however 3 quotes have been
obtained and the officer has confirmed they offer value for money.
As stated in previous sections Highfield Environmental Trust (Impetus) will pay RCBC in
full on completion of these projects outlined.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Andrew Pearson

Officer Signature
Submission date

10/12/2020

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-005

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Exemption to award a contract to RJ Fabrication
for works in relation to Borough Park / Locke
Park Impetus Grant Funding awards.

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption on the grounds of genuinely
exceptional circumstances
Date of Exercise

10/12/2020

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 14/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

……………………………………............................................

Date 13/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 13/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 13/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-006

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Bloom to provide
Architectural Lead Design Services to 74 High
Street, Loftus

Delegated Power Number

450 – Award of Contract

Date of Exercise

13/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
To procure Architectural Services from RIBA 4 onwards to the develop the refurbishment
of the Grade II Listed 74 High Street, Loftus into a Commercial Hub with visitor
accommodation.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to appoint Bloom to deliver architectural design services via
Beaumont Brown Architects.
The former Barclay’s Bank (74 Market Place) has been vacant since 2017, and is a key
building located in the heart of the Market Place, Loftus. Redcar and Cleveland Council
Brought the building into Public Ownership to instil Community and business confidence
and provide key Community space that is currently lacking on Loftus High Street.
Planning Permission and Listed Consent has been secured through design work
undertaken to RIBA 3.
The Place Investment Team now seeks to appoint a suitably qualified Lead Architect and
sub-consultant team, to develop technical designs and specification to RIBA 4, as well as
providing continued support and advise through the construction phase of the
programme.
This contract under the Bloom framework is will enable Beaumont Brown Architects to
commence work in January 2021 with a predicted end date is September 2021 (project
dependant)

Financial detail:
The total value of the services is £23,000 including contingency.
The services will be paid from capital budget funded from the Tees Valley Combined
Authority’s Indigenous Growth Fund.
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Delivering Social Value
The delivery of the services will assist the Council in meeting its objectives in respect of
the Great Place to Live objective of the Charter.
Beaumont Brown Architects have signed the Councils Social Value Charter and have
committed to use local sub-consultants and create opportunities for the local trades
where possible.
Reasons for Decision:
A competition quotation process was undertaken through Bloom and Beaumont Brown
Architects have submitted an acceptable quotation that is the most economically
advantageous.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The Council do not have the resource to deliver this in-house.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

James Gordon, Place Investment Project Lead

Officer Signature
Submission date

13th January 2021

Procurement
Approval

Complies with Contract Procedure Rules
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-006

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Bloom to provide
Architectural Lead Design Services to 74 High
Street, Loftus

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award of Contract
Date of Exercise

13/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 21/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 21/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 15/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-008

Corporate Plan Priority

Cleaner & Greener

Delegation Title

Award a contract for Flail mowers under the
TPPL Grounds Maintenance contract

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a contract
Date of Exercise

18/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
A Forward Plan entry (GDD0006) was published in January 2020 for the vehicles to be
purchased as part of the fleet replacement programme.
This decision is being taken under that existing entry and is for the purchase of triple flail
mowers which are listed part of the fleet and are road legal vehicles.
The Council require these vehicles as the existing fleet of vehicles are now at end of life
and are beyond economical repair. The reliability of these vehicles is imperative to
ensure the scheduled grass cutting programme is achieved successfully.
Decision Considerations
Contract procedure Rules
Fleet Replacement Programme
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Lloyd Ltd to purchase 8 x Toro LT-F3000
Triple Flail Mowers with blower kits and extended warranty. This purchase is being made
via TPPL Grounds Maintenance contract.
Financial detail:
The vehicles including the blower kit and an additional 3rd year warranty are £38,728.50
each. The total contract value is therefore £309,828. This will be taken from budget
C2000 C20100

Delivering Social Value
This is a one off purchase of equipment therefore delivery of social value is limited, however the
equipment being purchased will assist the Council in meeting its objectives improving the borough
for its residents and visitors

Reasons for Decision:
Three quotations were received for the equipment and this represents the best value for
money. The vehicles are required for the continued service delivery in the borough.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The current equipment could be retained but this is not the recommended option as the
equipment is at the end of its life, is unreliable and now beyond economical repair.
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Gareth Healy

Officer Signature
Submission date

18/1/21
Complies with Contract procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-008

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Cleaner & Greener

Delegation Title

Award a contract for Flail mowers under the
TPPL Grounds Maintenance contract

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a contract
Date of Exercise

18/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 19/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date19/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 18/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-010

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Tetra Tech for consultancy
services

Delegated Power Number

455 – Exemption to contract procedure Rules
on the grounds of nature of the market

Date of Exercise

12/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

N/A

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
The Council has obtained advice from Tetra Tech (previously WYG) for a number of years
to assist internal resources and provide expertise not available in-house of S38 and S278
agreements for housing developments and regeneration projects. This has never been
formally under a contract and this decision will permit a contract to be put in place to
protect the Council in following the advice given which is on an ad-hoc basis.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to appoint Tetratech to provide consultancy advice as and when
required for S38 and S278 agreements for a period of up to 5 years from January 2021.
This will only be called upon as and when required to assist internal resources and
provide expertise not available in-house.
Financial detail:
The estimated amount per annum is £7k so the total amount for the contract is £35k.
This will be taken from revenue budgets.
Delivering Social Value
The delivery of social value as part of the contract is limited as this requirement is only on an as
and when basis and is consultancy advice.

Reasons for Decision:
The services are required to provide expertise not available in-house as and when
required on S38 and S278 agreements on housing developments and regeneration
schemes.
A procurement process should be carried out due to the value of the requirement over
the contract period, the services have been delivered for a number of years to date but
there is no formal contract in place to cover the advice which this decision will permit.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The decision could not be approved but this would mean appropriate advice could not be
provided.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
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Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Luis Alpalhao

Officer Signature
Submission date

12/1/21

Procurement
Approval

Complies with Contract Procedure Rules
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-010

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award of contract to Tetra Tech for consultancy
services

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption to contract procedure Rules on
the grounds of nature of the market
Date of Exercise

12/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/02/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

……………………………………............................................

Date 25/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 25/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 25/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-011

Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Consultancy Services to provide the Town
Investment Plan and Masterplan for the Redcar
Towns Deal

Delegated Power Number

453 – vary the terms of an existing contract,
where there is provision within the contract to
do so

Date of Exercise

26/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Angela Brockbank

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
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applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services
Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services

Background to Decision:
Redcar has been allocated up to £25m in the Towns Deal programme and the process
dictates the Council leads on this. A Towns Deal Board has been created and a Town
Investment Plan (TIP) needs to be submitted by end January as part of the 3rd cohort of
submissions. Originally it was intended to submit in October 2020. Funding has been
received from MHCLG to prepare the TIP and consultancy services are required to
progress the Masterplan and Town Investment Plan. A team led by Nathanial Litchfield
and Partners were appointed following a procurement exercise. This Delegated Power
Record is required to extend the services to completion.

Considerations
Nathanial Litchfield and Partners are leading a team of specialist consultancies required to
deliver the full scope required for the submission.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to vary the contract with Nathaniel Litchfield and Partners (trading
as Lichfields) to provide the Masterplan and Town Investment Plan for the Redcar Towns
Deal submission now due to be submitted at the end of January 2021, and to allow for
additional consultation services which have been added to the contract.
Financial detail:
£86,800 was approved in April from the Towns Deal advanced funding received from
MHCLG for the purposes of delivering the Investment Plan and Masterplan. The contract
was originally based on tendered rates and estimated days which has been firmed up for
the original contract period and extended for the revised January deadline. A further
£53,200 is required totalling £140,000. The additional costs remain withing the advanced
funding received from MHCLG.
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Delivering Social Value
Social value will be delivered through the engagement with the Towns board and
proposals brought forward in the Towns Deal Investment Plan. Nathanial Litchfield and
Partners have also signed up to the Council’s Social Value Charter.
Reasons for Decision:
To progress development of the Towns Deal Investment Plan.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
N/A - A multi-disciplinary team of specialist consultants is required to develop the
Masterplan and Investment plan; therefore, this requirement cannot be met in-house.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Mark Hopgood

Officer Signature
Submission date

26/01/21

Procurement
Approval

Request Complies with Contract Procedure Rules
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-011

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Consultancy Services to provide the Town
Investment Plan and Masterplan for the Redcar
Towns Deal

Delegated Power Number

453 – vary the terms of an existing contract,
where there is provision within the contract to
do so

Date of Exercise

26/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Angela Brockbank

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 08/02/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 02/02/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be

reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-012

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Award of contract for Stray Paddling Pool

455- Exemption due to the nature of the market
for the works to be carried out or the goods or
services to be provided has been investigated
Delegated Power Number
and is demonstrated to be such that a
departure from the requirements of these Rules
is justifiable.
Date of Exercise

11/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref
Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
The Stray Paddling Pool (Z21) is a public realm project designed to enhance the current space
through the installation of robust furniture for purposes of ensuring future revenue pressure
(maintenance,) is reduced whilst keeping the same level of activity offer to users.
The project has been further enhanced with an external funding award of £10,000 (now
delivered) added to the public realm monies ring-fenced to complete the project.
Project completion should have been met by March - April of 2020. Due to the pandemic this has
not been achieved despite efforts by officers to meet the above deadline.
The current situation is challenging with many suppliers still either catching up with work delayed
since March leading to this project being put on hold due to lack of capacity on the part of
suppliers. To exasperate the situation further the sourcing of new play equipment for the project
has met with similar challenges with supply lead in times stretching well into 2021.
Officers overseeing have made every effort to bring solutions to the situation and have managed
to source all the necessary supplies required to complete the project to the specified aims and
objectives set out in the first paragraph. (Robust revenue efficient design with the same quality
offer.)
The purpose of requesting a delegated power is to complete the last part of the project in a
coordinated manner thus minimising a potential risk of negative public perception due to the
unfinished state of the play area running into spring – summer of 2021. Works will see new
flooring and enhancements delivered by a number of local suppliers.
The Stray paddling pool is a very popular play area centrally located in one of our most popular
visitor locations in the Borough.

Decision Considerations
Contract procedure rules.
Full details of decision:
Approval is sought to award a contract to Cleveland Land Services who along with other
contractors and East Redcar Residents Association to achieve the desired result in time of
Spring 2021. The nature of the works requires a coordinated approach matching new
padded flooring to play equipment installation with suitably qualified suppliers observing
correct procedures required for minimise future 3rd party risk and reach insurance
standards for Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council’s insurance provider.
Financial detail:
To compete the project with Cleveland Land Services finishing works to the cost of £13,865.00.
The cost of works is available for scrutiny. These are similar to costs gathered for past project in
other locations in terms of value for money.
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This will be an order placed by Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council in partnership with
East Redcar Residents Association and ward Councillors.
This application wholly relates to Public Realm Project Z21 approved by Ward Councillors.
The project will be funded completely from the Public Realm Programme.
Delivering Social Value
This project will enhance a valued play space popular with both visitors and residents. As
previously stated, the design of the area will present a revenue risk saving whilst keeping /
increasing the same quality offer to users.

Reasons for Decision:
The affirmation of this request will support effort by officers to complete the
development of a play asset totally inclusive with regard to accessibility and provision in
time for the sparing – summer of 2021.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
In accordance with the procurement rules a formal procurement process should have
been carried out, in this case this has not been done. The officer has obtained 3 quotes
outside of a procurement process and has confirmed they offer value for money.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Lindsey Stawart

Officer Signature

Submission date

21/01/2021

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-012

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Choose an item.

Delegation Title

Award of contract for Stray Paddling Pool

Delegated Power Number 455- Exemption due to the nature of the market
for the works to be carried out or the goods or
services to be provided has been investigated
and is demonstrated to be such that a departure
from the requirements of these Rules is
justifiable.
Date of Exercise

11/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 29/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR Choose an item.

……………………………………............................................

Date 28/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
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Date 27/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-013

Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Variation to contract for Demolition of R-Kade

Delegated Power Number

453 – Variation to contract

Date of Exercise

26/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
A decision was signed off in October 2020 (GEE-20-326) to award a contract to MGL
Demolition for the demolition of the R-Kade building. Within the contract there was a
variation permitted for them to carry out remediation works on the site once the building
was demolished.
Decision Considerations
Contract procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Vary the existing contract with MGL Demolition to carry out remediation works in
accordance with the previous decision and contract.
Financial detail:
£160,000 additional budget required to complete remediation of the site and the
adjacent landscaped area to accommodate Inn Collection Group. Funding for the site
remediation works is from the £750,000 Advanced Redcar Town Deal Funding (secured).
Delivering Social Value
MGL have signed up to Redcar and Cleveland Social Value Charter, committed to implementing
the principles.

Reasons for Decision:
This allows continuation of the work, provides best value and ensures spend in this
financial year.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
A new procurement process could be carried out but that is not deemed to be the best
option in this case as MGL Demolition are already on site and have carried out the works
successfully to date.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
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Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Mark Hopgood

Officer Signature

Submission date

27/1/21
In accordance with Contract Procedure Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-013

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Variation to contract for Demolition of R-Kade

Delegated Power Number 453 – Variation to contract
Date of Exercise

25/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Wayne Davies

Assistant Director

Andrew Carter

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 28/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

……………………………………............................................

Date28/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date27/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 27/01/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1982.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-016

Corporate Plan Priority

Meeting Residents' Needs

Delegation Title

One off purchase of specialist traffic signs

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption to contract procedure rules on
the grounds of urgency
Date of Exercise

02/02/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
There is a need for advanced weight limit restriction signs on Guisborough by-pass and
surrounding areas. The passive safety signposts that are required for these signs in order
to maintain safety for road users.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules

Full details of decision:
Approval is asked to make a one-off purchase of specialist passive safety signposts for
advanced weight limit restriction signs on Guisborough by-pass and surrounding areas.
The signs are in urgent need of being erected.
Financial detail:
The total value for this one-off purchase is £13,740 (ex VAT) this will be taken from
C20109 – LTP Road Safety

Delivering Social Value
This is a one-off purchase of goods and therefore delivery of social value is limited but the signs
being erected will improve the safety of the borough.

Reasons for Decision:
The specialist signposts are a requirement in order to have the signs erected in
accordance with Contract Procedure Rules a procurement process should be carried out
as the requirements are over £10k. On this occasion we do not have time to conduct a
process, the purchase is deemed to represent value for money.

Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
The Council could conduct a procurement process however this requirement is urgent as
the signs need to be erected
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Luis Alpalhao

Officer Signature

Submission date

2/2/21
Complies with Contract procedure Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-016

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Meeting Residents' Needs

Delegation Title

One off purchase of specialist traffic signs

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exemption to contract procedure rules on
the grounds of urgency
Date of Exercise

02/02/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures

……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

Date: 04/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date: 04/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date: 04/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
Date: 04/02/2021
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE, AND ENVIRONMENT
Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
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Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1982.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-021

Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Award of a contract for Managed Remarketing
of Vehicles & Plant (NEPO202)

Delegated Power Number 455 – Award of a contract
Date of Exercise

10/02/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
The Council disposes of its vehicles and plant when it is no longer viable or is surplus to
requirement, this contract allows the items to be sold via auction or the best means
possible to achieve the maximum value for the Council.
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Fleet Replacement Strategy
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to use the recently awarded NEPO202 Framework for the Managed
Remarketing of Vehicles and Plant. The contract commenced on 1st February 2021 and is
for a period of 4 years. It is a multi-contract un-lotted framework with the following
suppliers Brightwells Limited, Cox Automotive Limited, CVA Limited, G3 Remarketing
Limited, Liquidity Services UK Ltd, Ramco (UK) Limited, Wilsons Auctions Limited
Financial detail:
Income generated will fluctuate dependant on Fleet Replacement Programme and
disposals arising.
Capital Code: C20100 C2000 average last 2 years £22k
Delivering Social Value
Due to the nature of the contract the delivery of social value is limited as this is disposal
of one-off vehicles and items of plant equipment. The framework permits use of any of
the organisations listed above therefore we are not currently guaranteeing any value of
opportunity to one organisation. However, there may be possibilities to sell items at
more local auctions to allow local charitable organisations or SME’s to obtain those
vehicles this will be looked at over the contract period.
Reasons for Decision:
The Council needs an approved route to market for the sale of vehicles and plant that it
no longer requires. This is a regional contract let by NEPO on behalf of all of the North
East local authorities and it allows maximum flexibility in its use, with the ability to use a
number of suppliers to get the maximum value from the sales.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
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The Council could run its own procurement process but it would not benefit from the
economies of scale that the NEPO contract brings with all the other North East local
authorities.

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Gareth Healy

Officer Signature
Submission date

08/02/2021

Procurement
Approval

Complies with Contract Procedure Rules

Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-021

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Award of a contract for Managed Remarketing
of Vehicles & Plant (NEPO202)

Delegated Power Number 455 – Award of a contract
Date of Exercise

10/02/2021
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Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

Date: 12/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date: 11/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date: 11/02/2021

……………………………………............................................
Date: 11/02/2021
CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT
Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be

reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

GEE-21-024

Corporate Plan Priority

Investing for the Long term

Delegation Title

Extension of contract for Grouted Macadam

Delegated Power Number

452 – Extension of contract

Date of Exercise

18/02/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution

FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY

Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:
The Council has an existing contract in place for works in relation to Highways Surfacing Grouted Macadam after a further competition was carried out on a regional framework for
the provision of these services. The contract is working well and therefore the option to
extend is being recommended
Decision Considerations
Contract Procedure Rules
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to extend the existing contract under NEPO210 Highway Surfacing
framework – Lot 2 –Grouted Macadam with Miles Macadam to carry out the identified
schemes in the programme and any additional schemes that may be identified until 31st
March 2022.
Financial detail:
The spend for the extension is £225k, this will be spent from cost code C20103 C1100.
This figure includes traffic management which will be provided by the Principal Contractor
in this case. An exercise will be undertaken to understand if given additional resources in
the highways team whether it is more cost effective to use the Councils appointed TM
contractor for this work, but at this time this is not possible due to lack of resource
Delivering Social Value
The organisation has signed the Council’s Social Value Charter and has committed to help
the Council meet its objectives.
Reasons for Decision:
The works are required in order to deliver the highways programme. The existing contract
is working well and therefore the extension is being recommended.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
There are no alternative options for consideration, the Council requires an organisation to
carry out its carriageway resurfacing as it is not something that the Council can deliver.

Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
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This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member

Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
N/A
Officer Name (Print)

Russell Thompson

Officer Signature
Submission date

18/02/2021

Procurement
Approval

Complies with Contract procedure Rules
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

GEE-21-024

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Investing for the Long term

Delegation Title

Extension of contract for Grouted Macadam

Delegated Power Number 452– Extension of contract
Date of Exercise

18/02/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Barry Hunt

Assistant Director

Robert Hoof

Signatures
……………………………………............................................

Date 23/02/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR NEIGHBOURHOODS

……………………………………............................................

Date19/02/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date19/02/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 18/02/2021

CORPORATE DIRECTOR FOR GROWTH, ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENT
call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be

reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
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delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be competed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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RESOURCES
DIRECTORATE
DELEGATED DECISIONS
(Please note signatures/audit trails are

held for all decisions. Signatures in
these papers have been redacted before
publication for security purposes)
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

RES-21-005

Corporate Plan Priority

Driving Change from Within

Delegation Title

Support & Maintenance of Mitel Telephony
System

Delegated Power Number

450 – Award a Contract

Date of Exercise

14/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward Plan
Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions not
included in Forward Plan only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
The Council require a support contract for the support and maintenance of the existing
Mitel telephony solution and associated software.
The support and maintenance contract for the Mitel telephony system provides the
assurance that the investment made in the telephony solution will continue for the
foreseeable future and the Council will have the expertise and knowledge to support any
issues should they arrive 24x7x365.
Decision Considerations
The Mitel telephony product replaced several legacy systems and the project to implement
this solution was only recently completed. Mitel is a market leader in the unified comms
market and the Micollab solutions provides all the requirements to support the Council and
get the most benefit from the initial investment.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Gamma Network Solutions to provide support
and maintenance of the Mitel Telephony System.
The contract period is from 22 February 2021 to 21 February 2024, plus 2 x 12-month
optional extension periods.
Financial detail:
Annual contract value: £50,668.80. Total 3-year contract value: £152,006.40
The costs will be funded from the current capital and revenue budget.
Delivering Social Value
With the current home working practices in place, it is essential that the Council have the
correct means of communication between each other as well as the wider public to ensure
service are always accessible. It is essential that a robust support and maintenance service
is in place to ensure the solution is highly available and provide up to date functionality
going forward.
Reasons for Decision:
A competitive quotation process was carried out via the NEPO Portal in accordance with
the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules. Gamma Network Solutions achieved the highest
score when assessed against the evaluation criteria of quality and price.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
1 – Do nothing – Without the correct support and maintenance, the solution would risk
becoming obsolete and faults may become unresolvable. Mitel continually develop and
improve their solution as well as addressing any security issues identified.
2 - Provide service in-house – The Council do not have the in-house skills to be able to fully
manage the support and maintenance of the system that is in place.
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Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation to
the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable
Officer Name (Print)

Simon Jennings

Officer Signature
Submission date

15/01/2021
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure Rules.

Procurement Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

RES-21-005

Delegated Power Forward
N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Driving Change from Within

Delegation Title

Support & Maintenance of Mitel Telephony
System

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

14/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Signatures

……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR RESOURCES

Date 22/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date19/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date18/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Date 15/01/2021
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

RES-21-006

Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Eston Sports Academy - Essential installation of
Mechanical Heating Plant

Delegated Power Number

455 - Exercise power of exemption to Standing
Orders in accordance with Section 10 of the
Contract Procedure Rules (II the Contract is for
goods, services or works that are required in
circumstances of extreme urgency that could not
reasonably have been foreseen)

Date of Exercise

15/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward Plan
Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied and relevant forms completed in conjunction with
Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions not
included in Forward Plan only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
Following flooding of the basement plant room at Eston Swimming Pool in July 2020 which
caused major damage to existing heating plant and controls, it has become evident that
some existing heating services to the adjoining Sports Centre are not in operation and as a
result areas which are currently occupied are without any form of heating. SLM urgently
need heating re-established to the Sports Centre to provide correct environmental
conditions for clients to continue using the facility during winter conditions.
This will also allow operation of existing mechanical fresh air ventilation plant which is a
critical requirement to reduce the covid-19 risk in occupied areas of the Sports Centre.
It has been agreed the most cost-effective way to reinstate this heating is to provide new
boilers in a redundant first floor kitchen area of the Sports Block and connect these into
existing heating circuits. This will also allow for totally independent operation of the
Sports Block regardless of any decision on future refurbishment of the existing Swimming
Pool block.
Exemption is requested to appoint a qualified heating contractor to carry out urgent
installation of new boilers and associated equipment in the Sports Centre with a view to
getting heating services reinstated as soon as practically possible.
Decision Considerations
Works need to be completed for the end of February 2021 to allow continued operation
of the Leisure facility and it is estimated the installation will take around 4 weeks to
complete.
Failure to undertake this work will result in the leisure facilities being without heating
during the winter period and SLM loss of earnings could potentially be charged to the
Council should the building need to be closed.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Ambient HVAC Heating Contractors to carry
out an urgent installation of new boilers and associated equipment in Eston Sports
Academy with a view to getting heating services reinstated as soon as possible. Work is
anticipated to start in January 2021 for a period of 4 weeks.
Financial detail:
Total cost of replacement including associated builders work, electrical installation, and
extension of the BMS control system will be £85,080.00
The costs will be funded from Planned Capital maintenance – C20125 10073.
Delivering Social Value
Ambient HVAC will be requested to sign up to the council Social Value Charter.
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Reasons for Decision:
This exemption has been requested to provide independent operation of heating services
to the Sports Centre and to restore environmental conditions in the Leisure facility as
quickly as possible using a Gas Registered heating company.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
• Carry out competitive procurement process - Not recommended as it would result in
extended closure of the Sports Centre with associated loss of earnings recharged to
the Council.
• Do nothing – Not an option as the works is urgently required.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Denise Boyle

Officer Signature
Submission date

15/01/2021
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

RES-21-006

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Proud Places

Delegation Title

Eston Sports Academy - Essential installation of
Mechanical Heating Plant

Delegated Power Number 455 - Exercise power of exemption to Standing
Orders in accordance with Section 10 of the
Contract Procedure Rules (II the Contract is for
goods, services or works that are required in
circumstances of extreme urgency that could not
reasonably have been foreseen)

Date of Exercise

15/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Signatures

……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR RESOURCES

Date 22/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date 19/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date 18/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Date 19/01/2021
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be compIeted by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1972.
Choose an item.

Reference

RES-21-008

Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Civica APP – Regulatory Services System

Delegated Power Number

455 – Exercise power of exemption due to
nature of market.

Date of Exercise

19/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

Background to Decision:

The Council has operated the Civica APP case management system support
for several years. The use of this system is embedded into Council Service
processes and procedure relating to the delivery of the following regulatory
services:
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Health
Trading Standards
Licensing
Housing Assistance
Housing Enforcement

This system continues to meet the needs of the Council and the services it
supports. To ensure the system continues to meet the service needs, is
underpinned by an active support and maintenance contract and service
issues having a route to support and resolution a support and maintenance
contract with the system supplier (Civica) is required. The contract makes
provision for Licence, Support and Maintenance for the period of 1st April
2021 – 31st March 2022.
Decision Considerations

Directly award a contract for the provision of a system support and
maintenance contract commencing on the 1st April 2021 to Civica UK Ltd via
an exemption under the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules.
Full details of decision:

To award a contract to Civica UK Ltd for the term of 12 months for the ongoing provision and support of the Civica APP case management system and
associated service modules. The contracted period will be for the period of
covering 1st April 2021 to 31st March 2022.
Financial detail:

The cost of the 2020-2021 support contract provision was included in the IT
Service budget for 2020-2021, it is therefore expected that budget provision
of £39,013.32 will be required/included in the 2021-2022 budget setting for
the Computer Software licences Revenue budget (10338/R4535).
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Delivering Social Value

This contract will indirectly support our local community by helping to ensure
that the Council delivers high quality and effective regulatory services for its
citizens.
Reasons for Decision:

To maintain service continuity of regulatory services and ensure that system
issues and legislative changes are underpinned by valid licence to use,
support and maintenance agreement with the system supplier.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:

Additional options would primarily be around the provisioning of alternative
Regulatory Services case management systems and given that the services
have built service processes and procedures around the current system then
such a change would present a service disruption risk and is highly likely to
incur a greater financial and resource commitment from the Council.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
State where any additional papers may be held, any background information (if
applicable)
Officer Name (Print)

Brian Donnelly, Systems and Software Manager

Officer Signature
Submission date

19th January 2021
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

RES-21-008

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Safe & Supportive Communities

Delegation Title

Civica APP – Regulatory Services System

Delegated Power Number 455 – Exercise power of exemption due to
nature of market
Date of Exercise

19/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Signatures

……………………………………............................................

Date 25/01/2021

CABINET MEMBER FOR RESOURCES

……………………………………............................................

Date 25/01/2021

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

……………………………………............................................

Date 20/01/2021

CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

……………………………………............................................
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Date 20/01/2021

Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.
Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.
Click or tap to enter a date.
Date Decision will become

effective

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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Delegated Power Record
Are the details of the decision to be public or confidential?

Public
If the details of the decision are confidential, please select the category for exemption under
the Local Government Act 1982.
Choose an item.

Reference

RES-21-010

Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Replacement Roof at Kiltonview Centre, Brotton

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

21/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Type of Decision

Executive (Non-Key)

(Key/Executive/Non-Executive)
See Scheme of Delegation to
Officers - Council Constitution
FOR KEY DECISIONS ONLY
Delegated Power Forward
Plan Ref

If a key decision has not been published in the forward
plan at least 28 days in advance of the decision being
taken, then the urgency or special urgency rules must be
applied, and relevant forms completed in conjunction
with Democratic Services

Date Decision Published in
Forward Plan

Click or tap to enter a date.

Urgency (For Key Decisions
not included in Forward Plan
only)

Not Applicable

To be completed by Democratic Services
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Background to Decision:
These works have been agreed as part of the Capital Works Programme and will ensure the
building remains watertight and provides a good environment to work in. The insulation
qualities will reduce energy usage and our carbon footprint. The contract includes for all
strip out works, including end of life goods such as affected roof lights and rainwater goods,
and replacement with new. The contract specifies a 3- year guarantee and annual
inspection and maintenance of the flat roof area.
Decision Considerations
This service delivery is to ensure the building remains watertight; any delay of this contract
would enhance the deterioration of the area of the roof with detrimental effect of the
structure.
Full details of decision:
Approval is requested to award a contract to Roofix Ltd to insulate and re-felt specified
roof areas at Kiltonview Centre, Brotton.
The contract is to start on 1 March 2021 for a period of 5 weeks.
Financial detail:
All compliant bids included a lump sum cost which was priced against a detailed
specification and the total scheme cost is £59,603.20.
The project is funded from Capital Works Programme and is within budget.
Delivering Social Value
As part of the procurement process Roofix Ltd have signed up to the Council’s Social
Value Charter. As part of the procurement process, they identified that the employ local
and use local suppliers and they are committed to reducing the carbon footprint.
Reasons for Decision:
A competitive procurement process was carried out via the NEPO Portal.
Roofix Ltd achieved the highest score when assessed against the evaluation criteria of
quality and price.
Details of alternative options considered (if any) and reasons for rejection:
•

Do nothing.

•

Patch repairs

Both alternative options create risk of potential closure of areas below due to water ingress
and will enhance the risk of detrimental damage to the roof structure. The insulation values
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of the roof would not be improved therefore no beneficial reduction of energy usage and
reduction of our carbon footprint.
Details of any conflict of interest declared by any Elected Member consulted in relation
to the decision:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Details of any dispensation granted in respect of any conflict of interest:
This must be left blank. Business Support will seek this information from the Cabinet
Member.
Background Papers:
Background papers are held in Asset Management in electronic format.
Officer Name (Print)

Trevor Dowson

Officer Signature
Submission date

21/01/2021
This request complies with the
Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules.

Procurement
Approval
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Delegated Power Record
Reference

RES-21-010

Delegated Power Forward N/A
Plan Reference
Corporate Plan Priority

Improving the Physical Appearance of the
Borough and Enhancing Prosperity

Delegation Title

Replacement Roof at Kiltonview Centre, Brotton

Delegated Power Number 450 – Award a Contract
Date of Exercise

21/01/2021

Cabinet Member

Cllr Glyn Nightingale

Assistant Director

Phil Winstanley

Signatures

……………………………………............................................
CABINET MEMBER FOR RESOURCES

Date: 27/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

Date: 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER

Date: 25/01/2021

……………………………………............................................
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Date: 25/01/2021
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Call-In (Key Decisions Only)
Choose an item.

Reasons for dis-applying Call-In due to urgency to be added here if relevant. This will need to be
reported to the next meeting of the Borough Council and the reasons must demonstrate that any
delay likely to be caused by the call-in process would seriously prejudice the Council’s or the
public’s interests.

Date Decision will become
effective

Click or tap to enter a date.

To be completed by Democratic Services – date will be
not less than expiry of 5 working days from publication
unless urgency applies.
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